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W ASHJNGTON, D.C. 

In the Matter of: 

SPARTAN DIESEL TECHNOLOGIES, 
LLC, 

Respondent 
Docket No. 

CAA-HQ-20 17-8362 

STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF ISSUANCE OF A PENALTY 

Introduction 

I. On September 7, 2018, the Presiding Officer ordered the Director of the Air Enforcement 

Division ("Complainant") of the United States Environmental Protection Agency's 

("EPA's") Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance to submit: (a) a copy of the 

full Investigation Summary Report for Spartan Diesel Technologies, Inc., dated 

November 7, 201 4, prepared for EPA by Eastern Research Group, Inc., or at least pages 8 

through 29 thereof; and (b) a statement explaining the likelihood that the emissions from 

the vehic les or engines on which each of the Subject Components have been installed 

may exceed certified levels or applicable standards. Complainant hereby submits the 

information and statement in accordance with the September 7, 2018 Order. 

2. The Investigation Summary Report, through and including its Appendix C, is attached to 

this Statement as Attachment 1 ("Report"). 1 As discussed in further detai l below, the 

Subject Components in this matter are materially identical and offer the user a range of 

1 Appendices D, E and F this Report, which largely contain the confidential business information of Ford Motor 
Company ("Ford"), have been withheld, as we would not be able to produce them to Respondent. 



horsepower enhancement modes (sometimes referred to as "tunes" or "calibrations"). 

While EPA has certain emissions data for two of the horsepower enhancement modes 

available on one of the Subject Components, EPA does not have any certification test 

data for either of the Subject Components. Nonetheless, Complainant asserts that the use 

of "Major" egregiousness for calculation of the civil penalty for every violative Subject 

Component is appropriate in this matter. 

3. Under The Clean Air Act, Mobile Source Civil Penalty Policy, Title II of the Clean Air 

Act, Vehicle and Engine Emissions Certification Requirements (January 2009) ("Penalty 

Policy") (https:\\www.epa.gov\sites\production\files\documents\vehicleengine-penalty

policy _ 0.pdf) (last visited September 16, 2018), "the most egregiousness (sic) category of 

violations, 'Major,' applies to violations where excess emissions are likely to occur" or 

that are "expected to result in increased emissions" such as where emission control 

devices are missing. Penalty Policy at 13. Violations are also " Major" where "vehicles or 

engines are uncertified and there is no information about the emissions from these 

vehicles or engines ... " Id. 

4. Here, every single Subject Component is designed and intended to allow an end-user to 

operate a vehicle after physically removing or rendering inoperable emissions control 

components, such as a vehicle's diesel particulate filter ("DPF''), exhaust gas 

recirculation ("EGR") and ot~er emissions control devices, and doing so increases 

emissions of one or more of the regulated pollutants particulate matter ("PM"), oxides of 

Nitrogen ("NOx"), and carbon monoxide ("CO"). 

5. Secondly, EPA's limited emissions testing ofa Subject Component demonstrates that the 

tested Subject Component does in fact increase the tested vehicle's emissions when 
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operated in the highest available horsepower calibration for both the "DPF Off' and the 

"DPF On" modes, thereby resulting in excess emissions as compared to the emissions 

from the same vehicle when operated in the original condition specified by the 

manufacturer without the Subject Component installed. Attachment 1 Report. 

6. Thirdly, based on good engineering judgment, and as supported by the emissions testing 

performed on a vehicle with a Subject Component installed, each Subject Component 

when operated in any of the available DPF Off modes will result in an increase in a 

vehicle' s emissions over the regulatory emissions standards for NOx and PM since all 

such modes disable and allow the removal of a vehicle's emissions control equipment. 

Declaration of Brent Ruminski included as Attachment 2 ("Declaration") at para. 27, 30. 

7. Fourthly, based on good engineering judgment, operation of the Subject Components in 

any of the DPF On (emissions equipment present) modes could have an adverse impact 

on vehicle emissions, thereby resulting in excess emissions of one or more regulated 

pollutants as compared to the emissions from the same vehicle when operated in the 

original condition specified by the manufacturer without the Subject Component 

installed. This is because even the DPF On modes change the fueling strategy and other 

engine parameters that are critical elements of design relied upon by the manufacturer to, 

among other things, control emissions. Attachment 2 Declaration at para. 25, 31, 32, 34. 

8. Finally, Respondent has no emissions testing to demonstrate that its Subject Components 

do not cause excess emissions, and instead has admitted that the Subject Components 

were designed for "competition racing use only" and therefore testing for the "the impact 

on a vehicle' s emissions [was] not ... performed." Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC 

Initial Response to Request for Information Under§ 208(a) of the C lean Air Act, 42 
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U.S.C. § 7542(a) (May 13, 2013), included as Attachment 3 ("May 13, 2013 Response"), 

at 6. 

9. The facts here readily exceed the Penalty Policy's thresholds for treating the violations as 

"Major." Therefore, Complainant requests that the Presiding Officer issue an order 

requiring Respondent to pay a civ il penalty of $4, 154,805. 

I 0. 

Documents and Statements Ordered by The Presiding Officer 

Investigation Summary Report: Complainant attaches the Investigation Summary Report, 

Spartan Diesel Technologies, Inc. dated November 07, 20 14, prepared by Eastern 

Research Group, Inc. as Attachment I. 

11. Applicable Emission Standards and Ford's Certified Emission Levels: The Subject 

Components were designed and marketed for use with Model Year 2008 through 2012 

Ford diesel F250, F350, f 450 and F550 trucks. Thus, Complainant attaches 

documentation from EPA's current and legacy certification databases (VERIFY and 

Filemaker Pro) of the applicable emission standards and Ford's certified emission levels 

for these vehicles. 2 Attachment 4. Additionally, the Declaration of Brent Ruminski lists 

the emission standards and certified levels of the applicable Ford vehicles. Attachment 2 

Declaration at para. 17, 27, 30. 

12. In her order, the Presiding Officer requests a detailed explanation, and any documents in 

support, "as to whether there is any significant distinction among the different Subject 

Components and types of instal lation or operation ... that may result in the level of 

2 The attached documents comprise printouts from EPA's legacy filemaker pro database and EPA's current VERIFY 
database for each relevant engine family. The first sets of documents are from the filemaker pro database and the 
manufacturer's certification levels are found on section 19 for each engine family. The remaining documents are 
from the Verify database and columns labeled "certification level" and "standard value" contain the relevant 
information. Ford did not certify Model Year 20 IO F-series trucks, so no documents pertaining to that model year 
are attached. 
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13. 

emissions resulting from the installation being merely ' likely to be similar to emission 

from certified vehicles or engines' as described in the Penalty Policy" and whether the 

test results for the emissions equipment present calibration scenario in the Investigation 

Summary Report show "e~issions exceed certified emission levels or applicable 

standards." 

Distinction Between Subject Components: In its original request for information to 

Respondent, EPA requested Respondent provide a description of several components 

under investigation and an explanation of how the components operate. Respondent's 

responses for the two Subject Components at issue3 provided to the Agency are largely 

identical. See Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC Supplemental Response to Request for 

Information Under § 208(a) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7542(a) (June 13, 20 13) 

included as Attachment 5 at 5-6 ("Supplemental Response"). Specifically, Respondent 

described both tuners as a "small touch screen console capable of reading, monitoring, 

and logging J2534/OBDII Vehicle data on both Ford SCP and CAN (ISO) vehicle 

communication networks" id. Both devices are capable of flash programming on SCP, 

CAN, and 1SO-CAN networks with the only difference being "Standard CAN flash 

programming is used in the 6.4L Powerstroke applications" and " ISO- CAN flash 

programming is used in the 6.4L Powerstroke applications." id. All other descriptions 

regarding how the Subject Components operate the emissions-compliant tuning and the 

race/competition tuning are identical. id. ; see also Attachment 5 Supplemental Response 

at Enclosure B and Enclosure C (advertisements for Spartan Phalanx tuners and 

Installation and Operation Instructions for the Subject Components). 

3 The Spartan Phalanx Flash Console 6.4L tuner for Model Year 2008 to 2010 Ford diesel F250-F550 trucks, and the 
Spartan Phalanx Flash Console 6.7L tuner for Model Year 2011 to 2012 Ford diesel F250-F550 trucks. 
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14. 

15. 

Distinction Between Operational Modes: Based on the information submitted by Spartan, 

each Subject Component has several operational modes that purportedly provide an 

increase in horsepower through use of the Subject Component. Specifically, the Spartan 

6.4L tuner comes preloaded with the following modes (i.e., "tunes"): On-Road (DPF ON) 

40HP, 75HP, 125HP, 150HP; and Race (DPF OFF) 40HP, 75HP, l25HP, 150HP, 

l 75HP, 21 0HP, 250HP, 275HP, 300HP, 31 0HP, and 350HP. Attachment 5 Supplemental 

Response at Enclosure C, Installation and Operation Instructions. The Spartan 6.7L tuner 

comes preloaded with the following tunes: DPF On 25HP, 90HP, 50HP, 125HP; and 

Race 40HP, 80HP, 120HP, 165HP, and 200HP. Id. Based on documentation submitted by 

Respondent, the "On-Road (DPF ON) Tuning [is] "to be used [sic] competition racing 

use only applications, with the factory DPF (Diesel Particulate Filter) and DOC (Diesel 

Oxidation Catalyst; otherwise known as catalytic converter) still in place" and the " Race 

Tuning (DPF OFF) Tuning [is] to be used STRICTLY for competition racing use 

applications ... " and the "tunes are to be installed if your factory DPF and/or DOC is 

going to be removed after installing the tunes." Id. Complainant has no additional 

information or testing explaining the difference between the operational modes. 

Likelihood of Exceedance of Certified Emissions Levels: The Presiding Officer requests 

an explanation of whether the test results for the emissions equipment present calibration 

scenario in the Investigation Summary Report show emissions exceeding certified levels 

or applicable standards, warranting a " Major" egregiousness level, and whether a 

particular installation or operation of the Subject Components may result in levels of 

emissions similar to certified vehicles or engines, warranting a "Moderate" 

egregiousness. At issue in this case are Subject Components designed to be used with 
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Model Year 2008 to 2012 Ford diesel trucks. To obtain certificates of conformity for 

these trucks, the manufacturer demonstrated that test vehicles met EPA emission 

standards using tests specified at 40 C.F.R. § 1066.80l(c)(l) ("certification testing"). 

Certification testing is a prescribed set of tests, perfonned in an emissions testing 

laboratory, the results of which are combined according to a prescribed method. Notably, 

such certification testing includes a required "complete cold start test." 40 C.F .R. 

§ l066.80l(c)( l )(i). See also Figure l of 40 C.F.R. § 1066.801 - FTP test sequence, at 

"cold start exhaust test." 

16. As explained in the Declaration, and in the investigation Summary Report, EPA tested a 

Model Year 201 l , 6.7 Liter Ford F-350 truck. Neither the testing of the Model Year 

2011 , 6.7 Liter Ford F-350 truck when equipped w ith the Spartan 6.7L tuner, nor the 

"baseline" testing of that vehicle without a tuner installed, included a "cold start" phase 

of testing. Thus, although the testing conducted by EPA is informative in demonstrating 

that emissions of regulated pollutants increase when operating a vehicle modified with a 

Subject Component over the emissions that result from operation of an unmodified 

vehicle (i.e., the "baseline" testing), the testing does not constitute certification testing. 

Attachment 2 Declaration para. 20, 24, 25, 3 1; Attachment I Report at 15; 40 C.F.R. 

§ I 066.801 ( c )( I )(i). Therefore, the test results summarized in Table IO of the 

Investigation Summary Report (and elsewhere in the Report) cannot be validly compare~ 

to the certified emissions levels or regulatory standards. 

17. Although Complainant does not have certification testing for the Subject Components 

(and is not required, under the Penalty Policy, to have such testing as discussed below), 

Complainant asserts that, good engineering judgment, as supported by emission testing, 
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leaves no doubt that a vehicle operated with a Subject Component in any of the DPF Off 

modes would fail to meet the relevant emission standards. Attachment 2 Declaration at 

para. 27, 30. Furthermore, the Declaration shows that even vehicles with the Subject 

Components installed and operated in the DPF On modes could have an adverse impact 

on vehicle emissions, thereby resulting in excess emissions of one or more regulated 

pollutants as compared to the emissions from the same vehicle when operated in the 

original condition as built by the manufacturer without the Subject Component installed. 

This is because even the DPF On modes change critical elements of design such as fuel 

injection timing, quantity and rail pressure, relied upon by the manufacturer to, among 

other things, control emissions. Attachment 2 Declaration at para. 25, 31, 32, 34. 

18. In summary, the emissions testing conducted by Complainant, documented in the 

Investigation Summary Report (Attachment 2), does not constitute certification testing 

and therefore cannot show whether, or the degree to which, the emissions from a vehicle 

operated with a Subject Component exceed certified levels or applicable standards. 

Nevertheless, as discussed further below, Complainant asserts that an egregiousness level 

of "Major" is warranted under the Penalty Policy based on the likelihood of excess 

emissions from these Subject Components. 

An Egregiousness of "Major" is Warranted for All of the Violations at Issue 

I 9. The Penalty Policy focuses on the "potential harm" of excess emissions and applies 

"Major" egregiousness to "violations where excess emissions are likely to occur" or that 

are "expected to result in increased emissions" such as vehicles and engines with missing 

or defective aftertreatment devices (e.g. catalytic converters) or "most other emission 

control devices." Penalty Policy at 13. 
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20. The proper analysis of the potential emission consequences resulting from the operation 

of the Subject Components should be focused on the potential for, or likelihood of, 

excess emissions based on a "Worst case" or most polluting mode available. The concept 

of "worst case" testing is imbeddoo throughout EPA's vehicle and engine certification 

and testing programs so that the r~ l-world use of the vehicle does not result in 

substantially higher emissions than would be otherwise represented. For example, EPA' s 

certification program requires that the tP.st " ... vehicle configuration shall be selected 

which is expected to be worst-case for exhaust emission compliance on candidate in-use 

vehicles, considering all exhaust emission constituents, all exhaust test procedures, and 

the potential impact of air l:onditioning on test results." 40 C.F.R § 86.1828-01 (a). See 

also 40 C.F.R. §§ 86-000-24(b) and§ 86.096-24(b)(3)(ii)-(iii) (manufacturers must select 

vehicles with features indicating that they have the highest emission levels); § 86.1844-

0 1 (g)(l) (the certification application must include a basis for deeming tested emissions 

and durability vehicles to be the worst case). 

2 1. Furthermore, under EPA 's voluntary aftermarket part certification program " ... vehicle 

configurations used for emission testing and durability demonstration [must] represent 

worst case with respect to emissions of all those configurations for which the aftermarket 

part is being certified." 40 C.F.R. § 2 I 15(a)(ix). In addition, " ... use of a certified part 

[must] not cause a substantial increase to vehicle emissions in any normal driving mode 

[even those modes] not represented during certification or compliance testing." 

40 C.F.R.§85-2115(a)(xiv) (emphasis added). See also 40 C.F.R. § 85-2114(c)(6) (the 

durability demonstration vehicle must represent the worst case of all vehicles for which 

the aftermatket part is to be certified). 
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22. Here, Respondent itself has asserted that the Subject Components are "designed for 

competition racing use only." Attachment 3 May 13, 20 I 3 Response at 6; Attachment 5 

Supplemental Response at Enclosure C (tuner instruction and installation manuals with 

universal race disclaimers). Thus, assessing the potential emissions impacts of the 

Subject Components in their DPF Off modes is consistent with the intended use of the 

Subject Components as well as the concept of assessing the "worst case" scenario under 

EPA' s mobile source program. Good engineering judgment, as supported by test data, 

leaves no doubt that the Subject Components operated in any of the DPF Off modes 

would result in a substantial increase to vehicle emissions and cause the vehicle to exceed 

the regulatory emissions standards for NOx and PM since all such modes disable and 

allow removal of a vehicle' s emissions control equipment. Attachment 2 Declaration at 

para. 27, 30. 

23. In her Order, the Presiding Officer requested Complainant to explain in detail, with any 

documents in support, the extent to which the penalties for the violations at issue should 

represent installations of Subject Components with a "delete pipe" or emissions control 

equipment removed or ineffective, and to the extent to which the penalties should 

represent installations with emissions control equipment present or effective. In response, 

Complainant respectfully asserts, as detailed above, that penalties should reflect the 

"worst case" mode of the Subject Components. Here, the Subject Components are in their 

"worst case" mode when a user employs the " DPF Off" features of the Subject 

Components, and is thereby able to remove emissions aftertreatment systems like filters 

and catalysts. Whether the user selects to also install a "straight pipe" (in order to route 
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engine emissions to the rear of the vehicle) would have no further impact on the amount 

of emissions to the ambient air. 

24. The Penalty Policy does not require that Complainant have certification test data, or any 

test data, in order to assess the potential for excess emissions or egregiousness. In fact, 

the Penalty Policy explicitly states that violations should be c lassified as " Major" if there 

is uncertainty about the egregiousness classification, and also where "vehicles or engines 

are uncertified and there is no information about the emissions from these vehicles or 

engines ... " Penalty Policy at 13. Furthermore, the Penalty Policy states" . .. it may be 

appropriate to limit evidence a violator can use to demonstrate the emissions of vehicles 

or engines to that which is in existence at the time that the violation was committed." 

( emphasis added) Id. Thus, even in the absence of any test data, a classification of the 

violations as "Major" would be appropriate here. 

25. Under its Interim Tampering Enforcement Policy, Memorandum lA ("Memo lA") 

Complainant has long maintained that " [u]se of a nonoriginal equipment aftermarket part 

or system as an add-on, auxiliary, augmenting, or secondary part or system" will 

generally not be the subject of EPA enforcement if there is a "reasonable basis" for 

knowing that use of such part will not adversely affect emissions performance. Memo 1 A 

(June 25, 1974), (https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/ tamper-

memo I a.pdt) (last visited September 15, 2018) at section B( l )(b ). A "reasonable basis 

for knowing that a given act [or part] will not adversely affect emissions performance 

exists if . .. emissions tests ... have been performed ... showing that the act [or part] does not 

cause [ ] vehicles or engines to fail to meet applicable emission standards for their useful 

lives. Id. at section B(3)(b). Under Memo lA, an aftermarket parts manufacturer " should 
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have available the data from tests, including where, when, how and by whom the tests 

were conducted should EPA request it." Id. at section C(2). Where manufacturers have 

such information, Memo 1 A provides that the EPA will generally exercise its 

enforcement discretion and take no enforcement. EPA previously requested that 

Respondent identify any test of the Subject Components that ''measure the impact of the 
• ~ ' I 

component on motor vehicle emissions, or that measure the impact of the component on a 
\ 

vehicle's emission control devices or elements of design." Attachment 3 May 13, 2013 

Response at 6. In response, Spartan represented that "no such tests have been performed." 

Id. Spartan further asserted that its tuners are " ... designed for competition racing use 

only ... [and] [t]hus the impact on a vehicle's emissions is not a specification for which 

testing is performed." Id. 

26. Consistent with the Penalty Policy, and based upon Respondent's representations 

regarding the design and potential of its products, and Respondent' s consequent lack of 

any emissions testing of those products, Complainant respectfully submits that an 

application of "Major" egregiousness is appropriate when calculating the appropriate 

penalty for the violative Spartan Phalanx tuners. 

27. Therefore, Complainant respectfully requests that the Presiding Officer Order 

Respondent to pay the proposed penalty of $4,154,805, as based on a "major" 

egregiousness level and consistent with the calculus set forth in Complainant' s Motion 

for Default. 
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Spanan Diesel Technologies Investigation Summary Report 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

[n December 2013, a compliance inspection team comprised of staff from EPA and EPA 's contractor. 
Eastern Research Group, lnc. (ERG) conducted emissions tests of the Spartan Diesel Technologies 
(Spartan) 6.7L PhaJanx diesel engine tuner. This report summarizes EPA's investigation of the engine 
control module (ECM) tuner sold by Spartan which included conducting emissions testing with a Spartan 
tuner installed on a Ford F-350 test vehicle with a 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke turbo diesel engine. The 
test results confirm that the tuner a lters the engine's operational design and increase regulated exhaust 
emissions of the vehicles on which they are installed. Further, the manufacturer of these tuners has not 
provided EPA any emissions test results demonstrating that these tuning devices do not adversely affect 
emissions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A compliance inspection team comprising staff from EPA and EPA's contractor, ERG, investigated 
Spartan for manufacturing and sel1ing potentia l defeat devices for on-highway engines. The investigation 
included purchasing one of Spartan's engine computer module (ECM) tunjng devices, evaluating 
calibration modifications, installing tuner calibrations on a test vehic le us ing the tuner, and performing 
emissions testing. ERG and EPA traveled to Ford Motor Company (Ford) the week of 2 December 2013 
to conduct emission testing on a Ford F-350 test vehicle. The purpose of this testing was to identify which 
engine controls are altered by each tuner and how use of these tuners, along with defeat devices designed 
to physically bypass the emission control devices, affect emissions of regulated pollutants. 

EPA Representative.<;: 

EPA Contrac tors: 

Ford Representatives: 

Anne Wick, MSEB, EPA Headquarters 
Anthony Mrner. MSEB. EPA Headquarters 
David Alexander, MSEB. EPA Headquarters 

Brent Ruminski, ERG 
Michael Sabisch, ERG 
Alan Stanard. ERG 
Andrew Lol1. ERG 

Mark Kobetis, Ford 

This report is organized as fol1ows: 

• Section II provides the background on Spartan and the purpose of this investigation. 
• Section III describes the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx tuner and Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete pipe 

purchased by ERG as evidence during this inve.<;tigation. 
• Section JV provides descriptions of the test vehicle and procedures followed during emission 

testing at Ford. 
• Section V provides the results of emissions testing at Ford including OBD and live engine data 

evalua tion results. 
• Appendix A contains photographs taken during the investigation. Photographs are referenced in 

the report as Photograph [#). 
• Appendix B contains a memorandum documenting ERG's purchase of the Spartan tuner referred 

to as the 6.7L Phalanx in this report. 
• Appendix C contains communication with Spartan for activating the 6.7L Phalanx tuner. 
• Appendix Dis a memorandum summarizing Bosch's analysis of the 6.7L Phalanx emission 

equipment-present calibration modifications. 
• Appendix E is a table containing a chronological order of emissions testing activities performed 

by ERG, EPA, and Ford. 
• Appendix F contains emails documenting miscellaneous investigation information. 

11. BACKGROUND 

Spartan offers two different models of their ECM tuner for use with on-highway heavy-duty diesel 
engines. This includes the 6.7L Phalanx tuner designed for the 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel engine 
found in Model Year 2010 and newer Ford F Series trucks. Spartan also offers the 6.4L Phalanx tuner 
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designed for the 6.4 Liter Powerstroke diesel engine diesel engine found in Model Year 2008 through 
20 IO Ford F Series trucks. EPA focused this investigation on the 6.7L Phalanx tuner. Spartan advertises 
these devices to increase performance and fuel economy. To date. Spartan has not submitted any 
documentation to EPA of completed emissions testing demonstrating that these tuning devices do not 
adversely affect emissions. 

For this investigation, EPA was primarily concerned with investigating the following: 

• Emissions equipment-present calibrations: Determining what engine parameters these types of 
calibrations alter and if these alterations adversely affect emissions. 

• Emissions equipment-removed calibrations: Determining if each tuner is able to render 
inoperative or bypass emission control devices such as exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). selective 
catalytic reduction (SCR), oxidation catalyst (QC), diesel particulate filter (DPF) and devices 
involved in engine control. This includes determining what engine parameters these types of 
calibrations a lter and if these alterations adversely affect emissions. More specifically, this 
includes determining whether the tuners: 

o Disable or alter functions of the ECM and OBD to allow the engine to operate after the 
user physically removes the emission control devices (applies to OC, SCR, and DPF); 
and 

o Disable or alters functions of the ECM and OBD to defeat (i.e .. electronically turn off) 
the EGR system without physically removing the EGR system. 1 

Ill. PuRCHASE OF ECM TUNER AND AFTERTREATMENT DELETE PIPE 

ERG purchased a 6.7L Phalanx Spartan as a typical customer. Later, with the assistance of EPA and Ford, 
ERG performed emissions testing with this tuner on a test vehicle. See Sections IV and V for emissions 
testing procedures and results, respectively. ERG also acquired an aftertreatment delete pipe (i.e., straight 
pipe) to support the investigation. The following subsections include the information listed below. 

• Section HI.A documents ERG's purchase 6.7L Phalanx ECM tuner. This ECM tuner was later 
tested on a Ford F-350 with a 6. 7 Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel engine the week of 2 December 
20 l3. 

• Section 111.B documents ERG's purchase of a Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete pipe (i.e., straight 
pipe) used to test emissions equipment-removed calibrations on the Ford F-350. 

Once received, ERG handled the tuners as evidence, completed chain-of-custody forms for each upon 
receipt, and properly maintained the documentation and evidence throughout the investigation. 

A. 6. 7L Phalanx 

On 13 September 20 13, ERG purchased the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx tuner through Rudy's Diesel 
Performance website.2 The memorandum in Appendix B describes the purchasing process. Photograph 
[I] shows the Spartan tuner out of the box as received by ERG on 19 September 201 3. Photographs [2] 
and [3] show the product description and the serial number as O 189 14 I 305 I 3Q. The Spartan company 
name and tuner model name (i.e., Phalanx) are not printed anywhere on the box. tuner. or instruction 
manual. The only company name observed on the product is Drew T echnologies, Inc and the model na me 

1 As determined by ERG during this investigation, this may or may not require the user to unplug wiring to the EGR 
valve depending on the tuner. 
2 More infonnation on Rudy's Diesel Performance is available on line at: www.rudysdicscl.com. 
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is the DashDAQ-XL. However, Spartan's website clearly names their tuners as the 6.4L Phalanx and 6.7L 

Phalanx. 
At the time of purchase, the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx tuner ERG purchased was compatible with the Model 
Years 2011 and newer 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel engine. The 6.7 Powerstroke is typically 
installed in Model Years 201 I and newer offered by Ford in their F-250 models and larger (e.g., F-350, F-
450). A different version of the Spartan Phalanx was available that is compatible with the 6.4 Liter 
Powerstroke. The 6.4 Liter Powerstroke engine is typically installed on Model Years 2008 to 20 IO Ford 
truck models F-250 and larger.3 

B. Flo-Pro Aftertreatment Delete Pipe 

ERG originally ordered a Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete pipe with the Part Number 857 NB for the Ford 
6. 7 Liter Ford Powerstroke from USA Performance Exhaust4 located in Butte, Montana. ERG purchased 
this delete pipe to evaluate the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx emission equipment-removed calibration on the test 
vehicle at Ford the week of 2 December 2013. 

The aftertreatment delete pipe received the week of testing was Flo-Pro Part Number 837 NB, which is 
the Ford 6.4 Liter Powerstroke model. instead of Part Number 857 NB that ERG ordered on the website 
for the 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke model. Photograph [4] shows the box received from USA 
Performance. Photograph [5) shows the document received with the aftertreatment delete pipe verifying 
that it is the incorrect Part Number 837 NB. ERG also confirmed it was the incorrect part by measuring 
the full length of the aftertreatment delete pipe. It was approximately one foot shorter than the stock bolt
on aftertreatment system. 

ERG researched local performance shops in the Detroit area that Flo-Pro lists as certified dealers and 
identified Wolf Diesel Performance located at 396555 Willow Road, New Boston, Michigan. ERG called 
Wolf Diesel Performance on 3 December 2013 and ordered a Part Number 857NB aftertreatment delete 
pipe with overnight shipping. ERG returned the incorrect aftertreatment delete pipe to USA Performance 
and later received a full refund from the company. 

On 4 December 2013, ERG received a call from a Wolf Diesel Performance5 representative stating that 
the system arrived at their location. At that time. the representative requested that ERG pick up the system 
at Jimmy John's Gourmet Sandwiches located at 22211 West Road, Woodhaven, Michigan. When the 
contact met ERG and EPA in the parking lot, the contact was able to swipe a credit card for a payment of 
$255 to a PNC business account and immediately emailed a receipt to ERG. The Wolf Diesel 
Performance representative noted that he wanted to meet at Jimmy John's because his famjJy owns the 
restaurant and he had to begin a work shift. He also stated that he typically ships parts to his customers for 
future reference. ERG and EPA arrived back at Ford in the afternoon of 4 December 2013 with the Flo
Pro 857 NB aftertreatment delete pipe. 

Photograph [6] shows the box containing the Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete pipe as received by Wolf 
Diesel Performance. Photograph [7] shows the Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete pipe out of the box. This is a 
two piece system and contains no bungs.6 The two main pipes have Part Numbers 3 1 l I 2NB and 
3 l I 14NB. Photograph [8) shows that Wolf Diesel Performance's distributer is called Thunder D iesel 

·' During the purchase process, there was some confusion on whether the tuner could be used on the 6.7 or 6.4 Liter 
Ford Powerstroke. The receipt ERG received indicated the tuner was for a 6.4 Liter. ERG called a sales 
representative at Spartan who indicated the desired tuner could be used on the 6.7 Liter. Upon receipt, ERG 
confirmed the tuner that was received could be used on the 6.7 Liter. The representative also indicated that the 
device could allow an EGR/DPF delete. 
4 USA Performance Exhaust's website is: http://www.usapcrforrnancccxhaust.com/horne. 
~ Wolf Diesel Performance doe.,; not have a website. 
6 The bungs in the OEM exhaust pipe arc threaded holes for sensors. 
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located at l 835 Highway 20 I South Spur. Mountain Home, Arkansas. It also shows that Wolf Diesel 
Performance had the distributer ship the unit to 18282 Huron River Drive, New Boston, Michigan instead 
of the address reported o n Flo-Pro's website for Wolf Diesel Performance previously mentioned. 

IV. EMISSIONS TESTING DOCUMENTATION 

Ford agreed to provide EPA with a test vehicle and conduct testing to measure emissions and engine 
operating data when calibrations from the 6.7L Phalanx are installed. ERG and EPA traveled to Ford's 
testing faci lity in A llen Park, M ichigan the week of 2 December 20 I 3 to test the Spartan tuner. Ford 
performed testing and ERG installed the calibrations. The following two s ubsectio ns describe the test 
vehic les that Ford provided for testing along with .the procedures used to complete testing. 

A. Test Vehicles 

Table I provides a detailed description of the test vehicle Ford provided. Ford provided a Model Year 
2011 F-350 with a 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke engine. Photographs [9] through [ 15] show the test vehicle 
at the time of the testing. The test vehicle was OBD II compliant and certified to meet model year 20 I I 
emissions standards for complete7 heavy-duty vehicles ( 40 CFR 86. 18 16-05 and 86.1816-08). 

Table 1. Test Vehicle Description at Ford 

Parameter Testing at Ford 
Make Ford 

Chassis manufacturer Ford Motor Company 
Chassis model F-350 

Chassis model year 201 I 

Engine manufacturer Ford Motor Company 

Engine model year 20 11 
EPA engine family BFMXD06.771C 
Engine configuration V-8 
Engine size (liters) 6.7 
VIN I Ff8W3CT6BEA00289 
Odometer beginning of testing 33,933 miles 

Aftertreatment mileage -4,000 miles 

Charge air cooler (CAC). turbo charger (TC). exhaust gas recirculation 

Emissions equipment (EGR). oxidation catalyst (OC). period trap oxidizer (PTOX}°. direct diesel 
injection (DOI). heated oxygen sensor (HO2S). selective catalytic reduction 
(SCR) 

a - This system contams the DPF. 

Table 2 shows the emissions standard, certification level, additive deterioration factors (DF), and engine 
adjustment factor (EAF) for the engine in the Ford test vehic le based on certification testing. The tables 
show the standards for nitrous oxides (NO,), particulate matter (PM), carbon monoxide (CO). and non
methane hydrocarbon (NMHC). 

7 
A complete vehicle is one that requires no further manufacturing operations to perform its intended function and is 

a functioning vehicle that has the primary load carrying device or container (or equivalent equipment) attached or 
that is designed to pull a trailer (40 CFR 86.085-20). 
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• DF is a factor that represents the increase in e missions over the life of a vehicle. Specifically, this 
is the increase between certification testing, when the aftertreatment has only been used for 
approximately 4,000 miles, and the end of the useful life of the aftertreatment system. The 
applicable e mission standards define the useful life for both engine families tested as 11 years or 
120,000 miles. Engine manufactures must add the DF to the measured emissions whe n 
determining the official certification level. 

• Upward EAF is an additional factor added to the measured emissions to determine certification 
levels when regeneration does not occur during the testing. This factor accounts for e xcess 
emissions during DPF regeneration. 

8 

• Certification level is the measured emissions after all DFs and EAFs are added to the measured 
emjssions for certifications. The certification level must be less than the certified standard. 

• Certified standard is the applicable standard under 40 CFR Part 86 that the certification level 
must meet. 

Table 2. Certification Emission Levels and Standards for Engine Family BFMXD06.771C Tested 
al Ford using the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx 

Emission Certified 
Result Additive DF UpwardEAF Certification Standard 

Constituent (g/rni) (g/rni) (g/rni) Level (g/rni)8 (g/rni/ 

NO, 0.2900 0.0000 0.0200 0.3000 0.4 

PM 0.0040 0.0070 0.0000 0.0100 0.02 

co 0.3100 0.2300 0.0100 0.6000 8.1 

NMHC 0.0174 0.0334 0.0001 0 .0510 0.23 

Source: All data is available on EPA's website at: http://www.epa.gov/otaq/crttst.htm. 
a - Certified emissions levels for this engine family at the end of the useful life after applying appropriate OF and 
EAFs to the raw emission test results using an FfP75 test cycle. 
b - Emissions standards this engine family is required to meet at the end of the useful life after applying appropriate 
DF and EAFs to the raw emission test results using an FfP75 test cycle. 

B. Testing Procedures 

T he followi ng subsections describe the test procedures Ford. EPA, and ERG followed d uring e missio ns 
testing: 

• Section IV.8.1 describes tuner calibration installation and emission control device removal; 
• Section IV.B.2 describes obtaining OBD data; 
• Section IV.B.3 describes obtaining live engine data; a nd 
• Section JV.B.4 describes test cycle selection and procedures. 

Table 3 summarizes the matrix of tests completed for each tuner calibration. Ford completed one baseline 
test on the F-350 prior to the week of2 December 20 13 on 26 November 2013 prior to ERG's and EPA' s 
arrival at the testing facility. In addition, Ford completed a second baseline test after the week o f 2 
December 2013. Ford stated that DPF regeneratio n occurred o n the test vehicle prior to the initial tests 

~When regeneration does occur during the testing Manufacture.~ must add downward EAFs which are negative 
numbers to account for the excess emissions during regeneration. Table 2 only shows upward EAFs because no 
regeneration occurred during any of EPA's testing in this investigation. More information on engine adjustment 
factors is available on line at: http://www.cpa.gov/otaq/highway-dicscl/workshop/420fU4022.pdf. 
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such that regeneration wou ld not occur during the actual emission tests or baseline tests . ERG and EPA 
confirmed that no regeneration occurred during any of the emission tests. 

Table 3. Chassis Dynamometer Test Matrix for Testing at Ford 

Emissions Equipment- E~ions Equipment-

Test Baseline present Removed 

LA4 11/26/2013 12/2/201 3 12/5{20 13 

US06 1/3/2014 12/4/201 3 
0 --

a - Due to limited access to the test cell, this test was not performed. 

The following describes the general procedure followed for each tuner calibration and test. Table 14 in 
Appendix E provides a more detailed order of procedures completed. 

I. ERG obtained the calibration identifications (Cal ID), calibration verification numbers (CVNs). 
the status of the malfunction indicator light (MIL), and any diagnostic trouble codes (OTC) from 
the ECM with the existing calibration installed. See Section TV.B.2 for more information on what 
these parameters are and how ERG obtained them. ERG started the engine momentarily at the 
beginning of this step to allow the ECM to detect DTCs and to recalculate the CVN. 

2. ERG insta lled the calibration to be tested using the tuner. See Section IY.B. l for the detailed 
procedures ERG followed for each tuner and calibration installation. 

3. ERG obtained the new Cal ID, CYN, MIL status, and any DTCs from the ECM with the 
calibration installed. See Section TV.B.2 for more information on what these parameters are and 
how ERG obtained them. When possible, ERG started the engine momentarily at the beginning of 
this step to allow the ECM to detect DTCs and to recalculate the CYN. 

4. Ford connected their ECM data logging equipment to the vehicle to obta in live engine data 
parameters over time during the testing. See Section IY.B.3 for detailed procedures re lated to the 
ECM data logger. 

5. Ford performed one of the desired test procedures described in Section IY.B.4.b. See Section 
TV.B.4.a for more details on the underlying test cycles included in these test procedures. 

Testing of emissions equipment-removed calibrations required installation of an aftertreatment delete 
pipe. The installation process for this part that Ford installed is described in Section fV.B. l .b. 

l. Defeat Device Installation 

The purchased Spartan tuner came preloaded with multiple calibrations. For the purpose of this 
investigation, ERG categorized calibrations into one of two categories: 

• Emissions equipment-present - These calibrations modify engine data maps to alter engine 
operating parameters (e.g., injection timing, fuel injection quantities). These calibrations do not 
allow removal of certain emission control devices. 

• Emissions equipment-removed - The.,;e calibrations allow the alteration and/or removal of 
emission control devices in addition to the functions performed by emissions equipment-present 
calibrations. 9 

The following subsections describe how ERG insta lled the two type.<; of calibrations listed above using the 
6.7L Phalanx Spartan tuner. In addition, the installation process followed for removing or physically 

9 This includes calibrations that disable functions of the 08D that would otherwise prevent the engine from running 
if a vehicle owner was to tamper with an emission control device. This also includes calibrations that electronically 
disable the function of entire emission control system without physically removing the system. 
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disabling emission control devices (e.g., EGR, DPF, SCR) prior to emission equipment-removed 
calibration testing is described. 

a. Spartan Tuner 

After powering on the Spartan tuner, shown in Photograph [ I 6], the user is immediately prompted to 
agree to the "off-road" disclaimer shown in Photograph [17]. The main menu has several icons including 
·' Joad tune" and " load stock" as shown in Photograph [ 18]. ERG used these two menu options to install 
preloaded calibrations to the ECM and return in to stock, respectively. As received, the Spartan tuner 
showed no preloaded tunes available for install. As directed in the installation manual, ERG completed 
the following steps to activate the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx tuner: 

1. Set up an account on SparLan's website and entered detailed information about the vehicle 10 

2. Sent an email to Spartan with a signed license agreement 
3. Copied an index file received from Spartan via email after completing Steps I and 2 to the tuner's 

memory card 

Appendix C provides emails and screenshots documenting each step described above. ERG placed the 
memory card back into the tuner. Once the memory card was inserted into the tuner containing the index 
file, the following preloaded tunes for the 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke engine were available in the tuner's 
" load tune" menu: 

• 25HP DPF On Cab & Chassis Only; 
• 90 HP DPF On Cab & C hassis Only; 
• 50 HP DPF On; 
• 125HP DPF On; 
• 40 HP DPF Off; 
• 80 HP DPF Off; 
• l 20HP DPF Off: 
• 165HP DPF Off; and 
• 200HP DPF Off War Hammer Race. 

For emissions equipment-present testing, ERG installed the" 125 DPF On" calibration as shown in 
Photograph [ 19). The tuner does not allow the user to input any other options after selecting the 
calibration to install. 

For emissions equipment-removed testing, ERG selected the "200HP DPF Off War Hammer Race" 
calibration as shown in Photograph [20]. The tuner does not allow the user to input any other options after 
selecting the calibration to install. 

b. Emission Control Device Removal 

The Spartan's instructions for disabling the EGR and aftertreatment system were vague. On 3 December 
2013, ERG called Spartan technical support and asked if it was necessary to unplug sensors for the EGR 
and aftertreatment system. The Spartan representative instructed ERG to leave all electronic EGR sensors 
plugged in and stated that when a "DPF off' tune is selected, the calibra tion automatically turns off the 
EGR valve. The Spartan representative also stated that the sensors in the aftertreatment system should be 
left plugged in and secured in another fashion assuming the aftertreatment delete kit (i.e., straight pipe) 
has no bungs. 

10 The detailed information included tuner serial number, vehicle model year, vehicle model, transmission type 
(automatic), gear ratio, tire liizc, manufacturer date, engine strategy code, and transmission strategy code. 
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Prior to emission equ ipment-removed testing, Ford installed the Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete pipe o nto 
the test vehicle in the garage located in the testing facility. Photographs [7] and [2 1] show the Flo-Pro 
aftertreatment delete pipe out of the box and installed on the vehicle, respectively. Ford removed the 
original equipment manufacturer (OEM) bolt-on exhaust section that included the OC, SCR. and DPF (in 
order from upstream to downstream). Photograph [13] shows the stock aftertreatment system that Ford 
removed and replaced for this portion of the testing. As instructed by the Spartan representative on 3 
December 2013, Ford left all aftertreatment sensors plugged in and secured under the vehicle. T hese 
sensors included: 

• Three EGT sensors; 
• One pressure sensor; 
• One NO, sensor; and 
• One urea injector. 

After successfully instal ling the aftertreatment delete kit and the Spartan emission equipment-removed 
calibration, Ford performed a transmission relearn on a nearby highway. 11 Due to logistics. this was the 
only opportunity to perform a transmission relearn during the entire testing week. However. Ford 
suggested that not performing a transmission relearn would not affect emissions performance but may 
cause some " harsh" shifting in the early phase of testing after the transmission is recalibrated. T he 
Spartan 6.7L Phalanx tuner automatically calibrates the transmission and does not provide the user the 
option to calibrate the transmission during the installation process. 

EPA used this transmission relearn as an opportunity to demonstrate the Spartan tuner is capable of 
a ltering the OBD in a way that allows the vehicle to operate without any aftertreatment system. 
Photographs [22] and [23) show black smoke the vehicle generated from a hard acceleration during the 
transmission relearn. 

2. OBD Scan Tool Data Procedure 

After each installation of the new calibrations (i.e., stock and modified), ERG immediately removed the 
tuner, connected an OBD n scan tool to the OBD n data link connector (DLC) on the test vehicle, and 
obtained data including DTCs, status of the MIL. Cal ID, and CVN. ERG used an AutoXray ® 4000 OBD 
LI scan tool. ERG obtained this information during the testing process immediately: 

• Before installing a new calibration using the tuner; 
• After installing a new calibration using the tuner and before the emissions te.5t; 
• After completi ng each emission test ; and 
• After returning the ECM calibration to stock after each test. 

The following describes each one of the parameters ERG recorded during testing. Section Y.A 
summarizes the observations. 

• Cal ID - T he Cal ID represents the software version, which includes the engine data maps. A new 
calibration installation may or may not result in a new Cal ID depending on the tuner. 

• CYN -The CYN is the result of a 'check-sum' calculation performed by the OBD system using 
the engine data maps as inputs. ff the data values have not been changed or corrupted, the CVN 
will always provide the same sum for a given Cal ID. If the ECM has been corrupted or any 
calibration values have been modified, the CVN calculation will generate an incorrect 'sum'. ERG 
used this as the ultimate indicator that the tuner installed a new calibration between each test. 

11 Manufacturers recommend a transmission relearn whenever a transmission is recalibrated. A transmission relearn 
wnsists of a series of aggressive and non-aggressive accelerations. 
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• DTCs - DTCs are codes that indicate a fault has been detected in one of the engine or emission 
systems. DTCs specifically indicate what system the fault was identified. 

• MIL - The MIL, also known as the check engine light, is a symbol located near the odometer. 
The MIL indicator is amber (yellow) in color and should be illuminated for the first five seconds 
after the ignition key is turned on to show that the MIL light is working properly. After startup, 
the light is only illuminated when a malfunction is detected following the detection of DTCs. The 
MIL activates when monitored operating parameters indicate an engine component is 
malfunctioning to the point that the vehicle may be exceeding its applicable emission standards 
by certain thresholds. 

3. Live Engine Data Logging Procedure 

During testing, Ford logged live engine operational data. After testing, ERG used the data to evaluate 
operating parameters that may affect emissions such as fuel injection timing, EGR flow, fueling rates, 
fresh air flow, and calculated air-to-fuel ratio (AFR). ERG compared live operating data streams observed 
with the tested Spartan calibrations to live operating data streams observed with stock calibrations (i.e., 
baseline). The following two subsections describe how the live data was obtained, what live data streams 
were recorded. and how ERG analyzed them. Section V.B provides the results of ERG's analysis. 

Ford logged live engine data by connecting a data logger into the OBD IJ DLC after ERG installed the 
new calibration and removed the tuner from the vehicle. The data logger activates when the vehicle 
engine speed (i.e., RPM) increases from zero after the engine is turned on. Ford set the data logger to 
record data at a rate of I hertz or one data point per second. The list of parameters recorded are below 
(units are noted parenthetically). Ford selected the parameters to record prior to ERG and EPA's arrival 
for testing the week of 2 December 2013. Ford provided ERG all of the recorded data after testing. 

Parameter List Parameter List (Continued) 

• Time (ms) • Tailpipe NOx Sensor {ppm) 

• RPM (RPM) • UREA Command (mg/sec) 

• Rel Pedal Angle(%) • Mass Fuel Desired (mg/hub) 

• Vehicle Speed (MPH) • Engine Operating Mode (value) 

• Fresh Air Flow Mass (mg/hub) • Throttle Angle(%) 

• ASMOD EGR rate(%) • Low Temp Coolant Temp (deg C) 

• Engine Coolant Temp (deg F) • Desired EGR Rate(%) 

• Inlet Air/Air Charge Temp (deg F) • UREA Tank Level {L) 

• Engine Oil Temp (def F) • Rail_stCtlLoop* (RAM) 

• EGR Valve Position(%) • Rail_stCPC* (RAM) 

• Engine Torque (Nm) • Regen Request (value) 

• Temp Downstream of DPF (deg C) • Temp Upstream of DPF (deg C) 

• Filter Restriction (hPa/(m"3/s)) • Temp Upstream of DOC (deg C) 

• Percent Soot Load Regenerated (%) • IMAP (hPa) 

• Condit ion of DPF ( I to 7) • Temp Downstream of DOC (deg C) 

• Regen Enable State (value) • NH3 Stored in SCR (gm) 

• Engine Coordinator State (value) • Trans Gear Commanded (value) 

• Exhaust Back Pressure (hPa) • Exh Pressure Upstream of DPF (hPa) 

• Post I Fuel Quantity (mg/hub) • Distance Between Regens (miles) 
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• Post 2 Fuel Quantity (mg/hub) 

ERG analyzed engine parameters that can potentia lly affect emissions performance if altered from the 
designed operating range including: 

• EGR (%); 
• Total urea consumption; 
• Total fuel consumption; and 
• Cumulative AFR. 

ERG calculated ranges. medians, and cumulative averages/totals for these parameters using Microsoft 
Excel. For all calculations, ERG excluded a ll data points logged before the vehicle speed increased from 
zero at the beginning of testing and all data points after the vehicle speed reached zero at the end of the 
testing. This was done because the data logger often started logging data immediately after engine start up 
and not when the actual test cycle commenced (i.e., the vehicle was put into drive). By eliminating the 
excess data before the vehicle moved and after the vehicle stopped, ERG was able to compare data sets on 
an equ ivalent basis (e.g., same length of time). 

a. EGR 

ERG evaluated the data stream called "ASMOD EGR rate" in order to investigate if the tuner disables the 
EGR system function. The "ASMOD EGR rate" data stream represents the recirculated exhaust gas flow 
as a percentage of total intake volume. The ECM calculates this data stream by converting the measured 
delta pressure to mass flow rate downstream of the EGR cooler just prior to the engine intake. The ECM 
uses the fresh a ir and/or total intake mass flow rate to convert this mass flow rate to a percentage of total 
intake volume. 

Ideally, ERG would use the actual EGR valve position data stream. but the Spartan emissions equipment
present calibration defaulted this data stream to zero. Ford confirmed that the ASMD EGR rate provides a 
valid measurement for approximate EGR flow (see Appendix F). 

b. Urea consumption 

ERG evaluated the data stream called "Urea Command" in order to investigate if the tuners disable the 
SCR system function. The "urea command" data streams represent instantaneous urea consumption in mg 
per second. ERG used Equation I to convert the instantaneous rate to cumulative urea consumption for 
each test. 

Equation 1 

L mg 
Cumulative Urea (mg) == Urea,ru, (--d) x fl Time secon 

Note: Bold values in the equations are data streams as reported in the raw engine data. 

c. C umulative Average AFR and Total Fuel Consumption 

ERG used several individual data streams to calculate the cumulative AFR. ERG analyzed AFR because 
any increase or decrease in AFR from stock will potentially affect emissions. As described below. this 
included the calculation of cumulative fuel consumption and fresh a ir flow. ERG specifically evaluated 
fuel consumption in this report because we expected the tuning devices to alter the fueling rates as 
opposed to fresh a ir rates. In addition, a significant increase in AFR is an indicator that the EGR has been 
turned off because the volume within the cylinder that is typically displaced by recirculated exhaust gas is 
replaced with fresh air. 
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Although the raw data did include instantaneous air and fuel flow rates necessary to calculate 
instantaneous AFR, ERG did not analyze instantaneous AFRs due to potential time lag differences 
bet ween air and fuel rates. 12 Instead, ERG integrated the instantaneous fuel mass rate (Fuelins,) and 
instantaneous intake air mass flow (Fresh Airins,) across each time increment (l\Time) to calculate the 
cumulative air and fuel flow for the entire test cycle and then subsequently calculated the cumulative 
average AFR. The raw data reported fuel and air flow rate in units of ma<;s per stroke which required 
conversion to mass per unit time using other data reported. ERG used Equation 2 and Equation 3 to 
convert the reported fuel and fresh a ir mass per stroke to cumulative values respectively. These equations 
convert the reported mass per stroke to mass per unit time and then integrate the instantaneous mass flow 
rate to calculate the cumulative values for each test cycle. Equation 4 calculates the cumulative AFR 
using the results from Equation 2 and Equation 3. 

Equation 2 

Cumulative Fuel (mg) 

I (revoltions) ( mg ) ( 2rr ) (180 degrees) = RPM, ---- X Fuel, -- X - --- X 
,nst ms nst stroke revolution 1T 

( 
1 stroke ) . x -------- x 8 ( Linders x llTime 

720 degrees/cylinder cy ) 

Equation 3 

Cumulative Air (mg) 

I (revoltions) ( mg ) ( 2rr ) (180 degrees) = RPM - ---- x FreshAir -- X . X 
,nst ms Inst stroke revolution 11 

( 
1 stroke ) x 

720 
d I 

1
. d x 8 (cylinders) x llTime 

egrees cy m er 
Equation 4 

. Cumulative Air (kg) 
Cumulative AFR (kg: kg)= C l . F l (k ) umu at1ve ue g 

4. Test Cycle Selection and Test Procedure 

EPA's goal for this testing was to evaluate the relative change in emissions from the test vehicle when 
using modified calibrations installed using the Spartan tuner compared to the stock calibration (i.e., 
baseline). EPA did not use the FTP75 certification test cycle which incorporates a "cold start" engine 
operation. Emission levels may vary more significantly during cold start conditions and also require a 12 
hour "cold soak" period between tests. Instead, Ford recommended running consecutive test cycles to 
complete each test in order to compare "hot start" emission levels for each tuner calibration. This a llowed 
the testing to be completed in the limited time available without the need for an extended cold soak period 
between each test required for cold start. Running consecutive test cycles ensured that at the beginning of 
the valid test cycle (i.e., the last consecutive test cycle in a test procedure), the vehicle operating 
conditions (e.g., aftertreatmenr system temperature, engine oil temperature, coolant temperature) are 
always the same; thus, providing comparable results test. 

The following subsections describe the test cycles performed for the purpose of analyzing the effect of 
each tuner calibration followed by the specific procedures performed at Ford, respectively. Results from 
testing are described later in Section 0. Testing was completed using the LA4 and US06 test cycles. 

• Section lV.B.4.a describes each test cycle (LA4 and US06) in detail. 

12 A very small time lag (less than a second) can cause an inaccurate instantaneous AFR. 
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• Section IV.B.4.b describes the specific procedures EPA, ERG, and Ford used to run tests on each 
tuner calibration at the Ford testing facility the week of 2 December 2013. 

a. Test Cycle Descriptions 

Table 4 describes the LA4 and US06 test cycles in terms of distance, time, and number of phases within a 
s ingle test cycle. All information provided in this section about test cycles is publically available o n 
EPA's website. 1

J 

• LA4: The LA4 test cycle, a lso known as the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule, is designed 
to mirror city dri ving conditions simulating frequent starts and stops. The LA4 test cycle has the 
same speed trace as the FTP72 cycle described in 40 CFR Part 86 Appendixes I (a). Ford stated 
that the difference between the LA4 test cycle and the FTP72 test cycle is that the FTP72 test 
cycle requires a 12 hour "cold soak" at 75 degrees Fahrenheit prior to testing. 14 Figure I shows 
the speed trace of a single LA4 test cycle. As shown in Figure I and Table 4, each LA4 test cycle 
has two phases. It is important to note that Ford referred to the LA4 as the FTP4-74. For the 
purpose of this report, ERG used "LA4" instead of FTP4-74. 

• US06: The US06 test cycle, a lso known as the Supplemental Federal Te.st Procedure (SFTP), 
addre.,;se.s the shortcomings with the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule (LA4). It captures 
aggressive, high speed and/or high acceleration driving behavior, rapid speed fluctua tions, and 
driving behavior following startup. Figure 2 shows the speed trace of a single US06 test cycle 
which is available in 40 CFR Part 86 Appendixes I (g). 

Table 4. LA4 and US06 Test Cycle Descriptions 

Test Cycle Breakdown 

Distance Time 
Test Cycle Description Phase# (miles) (seconds) 

Phase I ("cold start")" 3.6 505 
LA4 Normal city driving Phase 2 ("stabilization phase'") 3.9 867 

Total tes t cycle 7.5 1.372 
US06 Hard city and highway driving Only I phase 8.0 600 

a - Although this 1s typically descnbcd as a "cold stan", 1t was actually a hot start by the last consecutive LA4 test 
cycle during each LA4 test at Ford. 

IJ Available on line at: http://www.epa.gov/nvfel/testing/dynamometer.htm. 
14 

The FTP75 and the FfP72 are two variations of the EPA Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule . The FfP75 is 
the successor of the FfP72 and is derived from the Ff P72 by adding a third 505 second phase to the test cycle that 
is identical to the first phase of FfP72. The FfP7S is also dcscri tx:d in 40 CFR Part 86 Appendix I (a). Ford verified 
that the difference between the Ff P (72 and 75) and the LJ\4 is that the Ff P ccrti fication test cycles require a 12-
hour cold soak in a 75°F room prior to running the test which would have limited the numtx:r of tests Ford and EPA 
could run the week of testing (sec Appendix F). 
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15 Available on line a l : http://www.cpa.gov/nvfcl/tcsting/dynamomctcr.htm. 
16 Available on line at: http://www.epa.gov/nvfel/testing/dynamometcr.htm. 
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b. Test Procedures at Ford 

Emissions results were only obtained using the LA4 and US06 test cycles. The following describes the 
procedures followed for each. Note: Asterisks indicate results ERG used for evaluating how each 
calibration affected engine operation in Section V.B and emissions in Section 0. 

For each test, Ford used the same dynamometer calibration settings including an inertia of 11.000 pounds, 
·'Road Load A" of 53. 79 pounds, "Road Load B" of -0.6331 pounds, and " Road Load C" of 0.05883. 
Each test Ford performed used the same fuel identified as "DTES_720-A" in the raw result files. 

LA4 Tests 

For each calibration tested on the LA4, Ford completed the following procedure: 

1. Performed one LA4 test cycle when the engine was cold 
2. Allowed a IO minute engine off period 
3. Performed a second LA4 test cycle 
4. Performed a third LA4 test cycle. A short engine-on idle period occurred between Steps 3 and 4 

above, as specified in the FTP speed trace. at the end and beginning of each LA4 test cycle.* 

As recommended by Ford, ERG only used the third LA4 test cycle result as the valid result for comparing 
results in Section V .B. This ensure<; that the vehicle's engine and emission control devices were at "steady 
state'' operating temperature at the beginning of each third and valid test. 

US06 Tests 

For each calibration te.,;ted on the US06. Ford completed the following procedure: 

1. Performed one US06 test cycle. 
2. Performed a second consecutive US06 test cycle immediately after Step 1. This inherently 

included a short engine-on idle period following the first US06 test cycle in Step 1, as specified in 
the US06 speed trace, at the end and beginning of each US06 test cycle.* 

ERG only used the result from this second cycle for evaluating how each calibration affected emissions in 
Section 0. This ensures that the vehicle's engine and emission control devices were a t "steady state" 
operating temperature at the beginning of each second and valid test cycle. 

V. E MISSIONS TESTING RESULTS 

T he following subsections summarize the results and observations from the emissions testing at Ford 
including OBD data observations, anaJys is of live engine data, and measured emissions. Table 5 
summarizes some of the key functions of the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx tuner that ERG confirmed during this 
testing. 

• Section V.A describes observations of general diagnostic information reported through the OBD 
before and after tuner calibration installation; 

• Section V.B describes Bosch's analysis of the modifications made by the Spartan tuner in the 
emissions equipment-present calibration; 

• Section V.C describes ERG's analysis of live engine data obtained during the testing; and 
• Section O describes the measured emissions results. 
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Table 5. Summary of Spartan 6.7L Phalanx Tuner Capabilities 

Parameter Comment 

Number of vehicles tuner can be installed on 
One, unless a second license is 

purchased 

Capable of defeating EGR when EGR system is not physically removed? Yes 

Capable of defeating EGR when EGR system is physically removed? Yes 

Capable of defeat ing aftenreatment system when physically removed? Yes 

A. OBD Scan Tool Data Observations 

A". described in Section IV.B.2, before and after installation of each Spartan calibration, ERG 
immediately removed the tuner, connected an OBD II scan tool 17 to the OBD II DLC on the test vehicle, 
and obtained vehicle data. ERG observed DTCs, the status of the MIL, Cal ID 1~, and CVN. 19 Afte r each 
emissions test, ERG returned the ECM to stock and observed the same data streams. Table 6 shows the 
data obtained through the OBD DLC after each set of tests. It is important to note that when a tuner is 
unplugged, the most recent calibration remains installed on the ECM along with any software 
modifications. 

1. Cal ID and CVN 

Observations in Table 6 show that the Spartan tuner a ltered the Cal ID name when installing a modified 
calibration. Additionally, the observed CVN changed from the stock CVN after installing all Spartan 
calibrations confirming that the tuner modified engine data maps in some way. For all calibrations, the 
observed Cal fD and CVN matched the certified values after returning the ECM to stock. verifying that 
the each tuner successfully returns the ECM to its stock calibration with no obvious trace of modification. 

2. DTCs and MIL 

Observations in Table 6 show that: 

• Emission equipment-present calibrations: For both tuners, after installing emissions equipment
present calibrations and starting the engine, the OBD 11 scan tool reported the MIL as "off' and 
no DTCs were present. Ford verified that none of the emissions equipment-present calibrations 
should have triggered a DTC or the MIL. 

• Emission equipment-removed calibrations: Ford stated that with the aftertreatment systems 
removed, the OBD should immediately trigger DTCs, illuminate the MIL, and derate the engine 
if started with a stock calibration. After each of the emissions equipment-removed calibrations 
were installed, no DTCs were triggered and the MIL status was always "off' indicating that all 
tuners deliberately disable functions of the OBD. 

17 The OBD scan tool was an AutoXray ® 4000. 
18 The Cal ID represents the software version, which includes the engine data maps. 
19 The CYN is the result of a 'check-sum' calculation performed by the 08D system using the engine data maps as 
inputs. If the data values have not been changed or corrupted, the CVN will always provide the same sum for a 
given Cal JD. If the ECM has been modified or corrupted any of the calibration values, the C YN calculation will 
generate an incorrect 'sum'. 
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Table 6. OBD Scan Tool Observations During Emissions Testing at Ford with Spartan 6.7L Phalanx Tuner 

DTC Cal ID 1 
Calibration MIL Status Count (Calibration Name) Cal ID 2 (Cal ID) CVN 1 CVN2 

Stock• Off 0 DDBN3C3.H32 BC3A-14D609-AD
20 33EC57FE 183EA76D 

Emissions Equipment-Presentb Off 0 SPRTENG.H32 BC3A- I 28533-AD IB828E73 183EA76D 

Returned to Stock< Off 0 DDBN3C3.H32 BC3A- I 4D609-AD20 33EC57FE 183EA76D 

Emissions Equipment-Removedd Off 0 SPRTENG.H32 BC3A- I 28533-AD C50A6DD6 183EA76D 

Returned to Stocke Off 0 DDBN3C3.H32 BC3A-14D609-AD20 33EC57FE 183EA76D 

A -This OBD data was observed prior to any testing. Ford verbally confirmed the week of 2 December 2013 these are the stock CVNs for these Cal IDs. 
b - This O8D data was observed after each ECM was calibrated to the emissions equipment-present calibration. 
c - This OBD data was observed after each ECM was returned 10 its stock calibration immediately after emissions equipment-present testing. 
d - This OBD data was observed after each ECM was calibrated to the emissions equipment-removed calibration. 
e - This OBD data was observed after each ECM was returned to its stock calibration immediately after emissions equipment-removed testing. 
f - To prevent potential engine damage, ERG did not start the engine at this time because the ECM was returned to stock and the aftertreatment system was still 
removed. According 10 Ford, starting the engine with the stock ECM would result in engine derating. 

20 The stock ECM Ford provided had two calibrations: Cal ID I: BC3A - 14C204-FAA and Cal ID 2: DDBN3C3.H32. However, EPA's scan tool read the first 
calibration slightly different as BC3A-14D609-AD. For the purpose of this testing, ERG assumed BC3A-l4D609-AD is equivalent 10 the stock calibration reported 
by Ford. The second observed calibration matched the second calibration reported by Ford: DDBN3C3.H32. 
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B. Evaluation of Spartan Calibration Modifications 

On 6 December 2013, ERG left the Spartan emissions equipment-present calibration installed on the 
ECM of the Ford F-350 (with a 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke engine) that ERG, EPA, and Ford tested. 
Bosch, Ford's ECM supplier, compared the stock calibration file against the Spartan calibration file using 
OEM proprietary software. Appendix D provides the raw results as reported to ERG by Ford after the 
testing. 

Table 7 summarizes the engine data map parameters that the Spartan tuner calibration altered as reported 
by Bosch. Asterisks indicate parameters that are of concern in respect to emissions. In addition to 
observing the alterations to data maps described in Table·?. Bosch/Ford also observed changes to data 
stream label names in the calibration. Appendix D also provides a complete list of the data streams where 
the label name was altered. 

Table 7. Summary of Spartan Pro Emissions equipment-present Calibration File Compare by 
Bosch 

Parameter Observed Changes in Calibration 

Fuel quantity* Increases 

Rail pressure* Increases 

Smoke limit* Allows lower air-to-fuel -ratio (fuel rich) 

Fuel injection timjng* Advanced timing by 5 degrees at higher torque demands 

Compoent protection" Increased T3 limit from 800 to 900 DegC 

Driver demand Moved to upper bounds 

Disable codes YID Block 

Max engine speed Moved from 3,800 to 4,000 

Engine protect Moved torque and fuel to max allowed 

Max vehicle speed Moved to max allowed 

Source - Provided by Ford/Bosch (Appendix D) 
* - indicate parameters that are of concern in respect to emissions. 
a - The summary ERG received from Ford reported "Compoent" but it was likely meant to be "component". 

C. Live Engine Data 

Table 8 summarizes observed changes in live engine data streams during emission tests in comparison to 
the baseline tests by tuner and calibration type. Table 9 presents the values ERG calculated for the live 
engine data logged by Ford for each Spartan calibration type compared to baseline. Due to the lack of 
duplicate tests, ERG was unable to determine typical repeatability/variability for these data streams. 
Despite having no duplicate data logger results, it is reasonable that some of the changes observed in 
Table 9 are statistically measureable. These changes are highlighted red in Table 8 and Table 9. It is 
possible that the other changes in Table 8 and Table 9 are also statistically rneasureable, but there are no 
duplicate results to confirm. These changes are highlighted yellow in Table 8 and Table 9. 
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Table 8. Summary of Live Engine Data Observations at Ford Directly Related to Emissions 

Calibration Type Observed Changes 

Emissions equipment- • Fuel injection timing advanced" 
-

present • Urea consumption increased 

• EGR eliminated 
Emissions cquipmcnl- • Urea consumption eliminated 
removed • Cumulative AFR increased significantly because of elimfoation of EGR 

• Fuel consumption decreased 

Red - Large changes from baseline (based on engmeenng Judgment) 
Yell ow - Potential changes from ba5eline (based on engineering judgment) 
a - Live fuel injection timing data was not recorded by Ford or analyzed by ERG. However, Bosch. Ford's ECM 
supplier. analyzed the Spartan emissions equipment-present calibration engine maps as explained in Section V.B. 
Bosch 's analysis eonlirmcd that fuel injection timing is advanced by 5 degrees at higher torque demands. 

Table 9. Results of ER G's Analysis of Live Engine Data Recorded by Ford Directly Related to 
Emissions 

Parameter Value Type Baseline 
Range 0 - 54 

EGR Air System Model (%) 
Median 37 

Urea (g) Tota l 17 
Fuel (kg) Total 1.72 
AFR (kg/kg) Cum. A vcrage 30 

Red - Large changes from base line (based on cngmeenngJudgment) 
Yellow - Potential changes from baseline (based on engineering j udgment) 

D. Measured Emissions ResuJts 

Emissions Emissions 
Equipment- Equipment-

Present Removed 

2 - 55 0-20 
38 0 
22 0 

1.72 1.52 

31 55 

T he following sections summarize the results from emissions testing at Ford' s testing facil ity using an 
engine dynamometer the week of2 December 2013. Ford measured NO,, PM, CO, NMHC, and fue l 
economy for each the two Spartan calibrations on the US06 and LA4 tests. For CO and NOx. Ford 
provided both system out (SO) value<;, which represents tailpipe emissions, and engine out (EO) values. 
which represents emissions prior to aftertreatment. Ford was able to estimate the EO emissions by 
inserting a probe immediately downstream of the turbo charger, prior to aftertreatment. EO results 
represent modal measurements and SO results represent bag measurements . EO values were not measured 
for PM and NMHC or when emission equipment was removed because the section of the exhaust system 
that contained the probe was removed in order to install the aftertreatment delete pipe. 

T he emissions results are organized in the following two subsections as follows: 

• Section V.D. I provide the results from the baseline LA4 test, emissions equipment-removed LA4 
te<;t. and emissions equipment-present LA4 te<;t; and 

• Section V.D.2 provides the results from the duplicate baseline US06 tests. emissions equipment
removed US06 test, and emissions equipment-present US06 test. 
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1. LA4 Test Results 

Ford conducted one LA4 test for both Spartan calibrations in addition to one baseline LA4 test. T able I 0 
present the test results for NO., PM, CO, NMHC, and fuel economy for the LA4 tests categorized 

calibration type. 

Red highlighted results - The red highlighted results shown in Table 10 are large increases over the 
baseline results. This includes all measured emissions for a ll tuners when emissions equipment was 
removed ranging from approximately 4,000 to I I 4,000 percent. The statistical significance of these 
increases was not determined since replicate emissions measurements during LA4 testing were not 
available. 

Yellow highlighted result- The yellow highlighted res ults shown in Table 10 are all potential increases 
measured over the baseline result and include any increase over baseline. The statistical s ignificance of 
these increases was not determined since duplicate test results or historical variability data for the LA4 
test cycle with this engine family a re not available. 
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Table 10. LA4 Test Results for Model Year 2011 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke at Ford with the Spartan 6. 7L Phalanx 

EONOx SONOx SO NMHC 
Result % Result Result 

Test Scenario (g/mi) Difl" (g/mi) % Difr (g/mi) 

Baseline 1.036 -- 0.0303 -- 0.0005 

Equip-Presentb 1.087 5 0.0579 91 0.0005 

Equip-Removedc d d 10.5344 34,667 0.5678 -- ·-
EO - Engine out 
SO - System Out (tailpipe) 
Red - Large increase from baseline (based on engineering judgment) 
Yellow - Poteniial increase from baseline (any increase) 

% Dill" 

--
0 

113,460 

EO CO soco PM 

Result Result Result 
(g/mi) % Dill"' (g/mi) % Dill" (g/mi) % Dill" 

5.384 -· 0.0255 -- 0.0017 --
5.035 -6 0.0269 5 0.0025 47 

d d 3.3177 12,911 0.0649 3,718 -- --

a - Percent difference of the result compared to baseline (or stock OEM). Negative values represent decreases. Positive values represent increases. 
b -Emissions equipment-present calibration 
c - Emissions equipment-removed calibration 
d - No EO data was available when emission equipment was removed. 
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2. US06 Test Results 

Ford conducled one US06 test for the Spartan emissions equipment-present calibration in addition to two 
(i.e., duplicate) baseline US06 tests with a stock calibration. This section is further divided into two parts: 

• Section V.D.2.a summarizes all test results with the tuners installed compared to baseline tes t 

results; and 
• Section V.D.2.b summarizes the duplicate baseline tesl results and how ERG used them to 

identify which results were measureable in Section V.D.2.a. 

a. US06 Test Results 

Table 11 present results for NO,, PM, CO, NMHC, and fuel economy for the US06 tests. 

Red highlighted results - The red highlighted results shown in Table 11 are statistically significant 
increases over the mean baseline result. T hese results include the EO and SO CO. For the purpose of 
US06 test results only, ERG classified these results as significant using the statistical analysis described 
in Section V.D.2.b. Specifically, ERG determined red highlighted results using Equation 8 in Section 
V.D.2.b and the more conservative assumption that variability increases relative to the measured test 
result magnitude (i.e., tog scale).21 

Yellow highlighted result - The yellow highlighted PM result for the emission equipment-present 
calibration shown in Table 11 is a potential increase over the mean baseline PM result. ERG c lassified 
this result as such using the statistical analys is described in Section V.D.2.b. Specifically, ERG 
determined yellow highlighted results using Equation 8 in Section V.D.2.b and the less conservative 
assumption that variability does not increase relative to the measured test result magnitude ( i.e., absolute 
scale).22 

21 The assumption that variability increases relative to the measured test result magnilllde was made by conducting 
this statistical analysis on the natural logs of the measured emissions values. 
22 Conducting this statistical analysis on a regular (i.e., non-log) scale is less conservative and assumes that 
variability of measurements docs not increase relative to the measured result. 
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Table 1 l. US06 Test Results for Model Year 2011 6. 7 Liter Ford Powerstroke at Ford with the Spartan 6. 7L Phalanx 

EO NOx SONOx SO NMHC EOCO so co PM Fuel Economy 

Result % Result Result Result Result Result Result 
Test Scenario (g/mi) Dirr' (g/mi) % Difr (g/mi) % Difr (g/mi) % Ditr' (g/mi) % Difr (g/mi) % Ditr' (mpg) % Dur= 

Mean baseline• 3.621 -- 1.6053 -- 0.0060 -- 2.823 -- 0.0096 -- 0.0012 -- 12.06 --
Equi p-Presen tb 3.118 -14 1.2191 -24 0.0012 -80 4.205 49 (8.6t 0.4550 4,664 (11 1)0 0.0072d 526 (5.0)' 12.14 1 

EO - Engine Out 
SO - System Out (tailpipe) 
Red - Statistically significant increase from baseline using Equation 8 (see Section V.D.2.b) and the assumption that variability increases on a log scale in respect to 
the measured test result magnitude (i.e., log scale). 
Yellow - Potential increase from baseline using Equation 8 (see Section V.D.2.b) and the assumption that variability does not increase in respect to the measured test 
result magnitude (i.e., absolute scale). 
a - This is the mean value of the two duplicate US06 baseline tests. See Section V.D.2.b for more information. 
b -Emissions equipment-present calibration 
c - Percent difference of the result compared to baseline (or stock OEM). Negative values represent decreases. Positive values represent increases. 
d - As described in Section IV.B, Ford stated the results from second consecutive US06 test cycle during each US06 test should be considered the valid result . Due to a 
procedural reporting error, this test result was inadvertently reported as the Phase I result rather than the Phase 2 result. However, Ford confirmed after the testing that 
this test result was, in fact. for Phase 2 (see Appendix F). 
e - Values in parenthesis represent the increase in terms of number of standard deviations over the mean baseline resull. Additional statistical data for duplicate 
baseline tests are shown in V.D.2.b. 
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b. Duplicate US06 Baseline Test Results 

Replicate measurements can be used to estimate the statistical significance of differences in the emissions 
measurements as a consequence of modifying the stock calibration through the use of the tuners. Ideally, 
replicate measurements would be made for both the baseline and the modified configurations. However, 
due to logistics, replicate test results were only obtained for the US06 baseline test with the stock 
calibration and not when the ECMs were modified using the tuners. Therefore, variability is unknown 
when the ECMs were in a " tuned" state. 

An alternative approach to collecting actual replicate measurements for the modified calibrations is to 
make an assumption about how the variability is related to the magnitude of the observed measurement. 
Two options that may be used include: 1) assume the magnitude of the measurement variability is the 
same for all configurations regardless of the measured value (absolute variability), and 2) assume the 
magnitude of the measurement variability increases as the magnitude of emissions increases (relative 
variability). ERG analyzed the significance of US06 test results using both options: 

• Option I: ERG classified a measured result in Table 11 as a potential increase from baseline 
(yellow highlight in Table 11 ) if it passes the statistical test described below without us ing a 
natural log scale. This is less conservative than option 2 and assume<; that variability of 
measurements does not increase relative to the measured result. For example, this assumes that 
the 0.004 grams per mile standard deviation for CO calculated for the baseline US06 test would 
be exactly the same on the US06 te.<;t when the ECM is calibrated with one of the tuners despite 
the fact that the measured CO increased by up to 7.000 percent over baseline. 

• Option 2: As explained in Section V.D.2.a, ERG only classified a measured US06 test result as a 
significant increase from baseline (red highlight in Table 11) if it passed the statistical test 
described below on a natural log scale. On a natural log scale, the criterion for determining if an 
increase is statistically s ignificant becomes more stringent. Conducting this statistical analysis on 
a log scale conservatively assumes that the variability of measurements increase.<; relative to the 
measured result. 

ERG used the statistical test called the "one-sided t-test"23 to determine if the measured increase is 
statistically greater than the mean baseline. For each measured parameter, ERG completed the following 
procedure: 

I. ERG used Equation 5 to calculate the re lative percent difference of the base results . Note 
that this value is not used in any subsequent calculations and is shown for co·ntext. 

2. ERG used Equation 6 to calculate the standard deviation of the baseline results. For this 
ana lysis, the number of samples (n) is equal to 2. The t value (to.95) is equal to 6.314 for a 
sample size of 2. 24 

3. ERG used Equation 7 to calculate a criterion, defined asµ , based on the number of 
baseline samples and the standard deviation of the mean baseline results. 

4. ERG determined if Equation 8 was true using the measured test result with the tuner 
installed (m;) and the calculated criterion for significance(µ) using the duplicate baseline 
results. If the result of Equation 8 was true, ERG determined that the measured test result 
was statistically greater than the mean baseline test result. These results are shown in 
Table 11 as red or yellow highlights. 

2' Test procedure from National Bureau of Standard's Experimental Statistics (August I, 1963). 
24 It is important to note that as the number of samples increases t0_,15 becomes less stringent. For example. if the 
number of duplicate test results increases from two to three, to.~5 decreases from 6.3 14 to 2.920. 
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. Equation 5 

lxt - x2 I 
Relative Percent Difference = _ 

X 

Equation 6 

Equation 7 

Equation 8 

Where: 
µ = criterion for significance 
lo.•1~ = t value for 95 percent confidence 
n = number of duplicate baseline results 

SD= 
L (X; - 51)2 

(n - 1) 

SD1 
µ = to.95 X .,/n 

m;-x>µ 

SD;= Standard deviation of the duplicate baseline results for each parameter 
x1 = l '1 baseline result 
x2 = 2nd baseline result 
x, = individual baseline result 
x = the mean baseline result 
m; = measured parameter result of sample "i .. with tuner calibration installed (these results are tabulated in Table 11 ) 

Table 12 provides the results for the two US06 baseline tests in grams per mile along with the calculated 
mean. the standard deviation of the two US06 baseline test results. and the standard deviation of the 
basel ine res ults. To allow an examination of significant differences under the assumption that variability 
increases relative to the measured result. Table 13 provides the same statistics as Table 12 on a natural log 
scale. 

Table 12 Results for Duplicate US06 Baseline Tests (Absolute Scale) 

SD1. 
x, Mean Standard 

X., lst US06 X2, 2nd US06 Relative US06 Deviation of µ, Criterion 
Baseline Test Baseline Test Percent Baseline Test Duplicate for 

Result Result Difference Result Test Results Significance 
Parameter (g/milea) (g/mile") (%) (g/mile") (g/mile8

) (g/mile8
) 

EONO;,. 3.461 3.781 9% 3.621 0.2263 1.010 

SO NOx 1.556 1.655 6% 1.605 0.0701 0.3129 

SO NMHC 0.0068 0.0051 29% 0.0060 0.0012 0.0054 

EOCO 2.937 2.709 8% 2.823 0.1612 0.7198 

soco 0.0067 0.0124 60% 0.0096 0.0040 0.0180 

SOPM 0.0003 0.0020 148% 0.0012 0.0012 0 .0054 

Fuel Economy 12. 17 11 .94 2% 12.06 0.1650 0.7368 
(mpg) 

a - Unless otherwise noted. 
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Table 13. Results for Duplicate US06 Baseline T ests (Log Scale) 

SD1. 
x, Mean Standard 

X1, Log of 1st X2, Log of 2nd Relative US06 Deviation of µ , Criterion 
US06 Baseline US06 Baseline Percent Baseline Test Duplicate for 

Test Result Test Result Difference Result Test Results Significance 
Parameter (g/mile•) (g/mile•) (%) (g/mile•) (g/mile•) (g/mile•) 

EO NOx 1.242 1.330 7% 1.286 0.0625 0.2792 

SONOx 0.4419 0.5037 13% 0.4728 0.()437 0. 1950 

SO NM HC -4.99 1 -5.279 6% -5.135 0.2034 0.9082 

EOCO 1.077 0.9966 8% 1.037 0.0571 0.2551 

soco -5.006 -4.390 13% -4.698 0.4353 1.943 

SOPM -8.112 -6.215 26% -7.163 1.342 5.989 

Fuel Economy 
2.500 2.480 1% 2.490 0.0137 0.061 1 

(mpg) 

a - Unless otherwise noted. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 
TAKEN BY: A. Stanard SITE LOCATION: ERG Austin, Texas Office 

1-----------------------, 
DATE TAKEN: 9/19/2013 

COMMENTS: Spartan Phalanx 
tuner box as received from Rudy's 
Diesel. 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 2 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1----------------j 
DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 

COMMENTS: Front of the Spartan 
Phalanx box showing several 
disclaimers. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 3 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1-----------------i 
DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 

COMMENTS: Label observed on 
the Spartan Phalanx box exterior 
showing the unit serial number. 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 4 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1---------------1 
DA TE TAKEN: 12/4/2013 

COMMENTS: Flo-Pro 
aftertreatment delete kit as received 
from USA Performance at Ford 
Testing Facility. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 5 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1--D-A_T_E_ T_A_K_E_N_:_ 12-/-4/_2_0_1 _3 _ _ --; 

COMMENTS: Label on the Flo
Pro aftertreatment delete kit 
received from USA Performance 
indicating that the aftertreatment 
delete pipe received is for the 6.4 
Liter Powerstroke, not the 6.7 Liter. 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 6 

TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 
i--cD_A_T __ E ____ T __ A_K_E_N_:_12-/4_/_2_0_1 _3 __ --; 

COMMENTS: Flo-Pro 
aftertreatment delete kit as received 
from Wolf Diesel Performance. 
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PHOTOGRAPH #: 7 

TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 
t--D_A_T_E_ T_A_KE __ N_:_1_2_/4_/_2_0_13----; 

COMMENTS: F lo-Pro 
aftertreatment delete kit out of the 
box. 

PHOTOGRAPH #: 8 

TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testi ng Facility 
t-D_ A_T_E_• _T_A_KE __ N_:_1_2-/4_/_2_0_13-- - -; 

COMMENTS: Label observed on 
the Flo-Pro box exterior showing 
Wolf Diesel Performance and the 
original supplier, Thunder Diesel, 
located in Mountain Horne. 
Arkansas. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 9 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

f-----------------1 
DATE TAKEN: 12/4/2013 

COMMENTS: Overview of the 
test vehicle at Ford on the 
dynamometer (201 I F-350 with a 
6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel 
engine). 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 10 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

f----------------j 
DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 

COMMENTS: Close up of the test 
vehicle at Ford (2011 F-350 with a 
6. 7 Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel 
engine) showing the chassis model. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 11 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility - ---------------! DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 

COMMENTS: Vehicle emission 
control information (VECI) label 
on test vehicle at Ford (20 I 1 F-350 
with a 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke 
diesel engine). 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 12 

TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 
i---D_A_T_E_T_A__..,KE,-,,-N_:_12/_2/_2_0_1 _3 __ ----; 

COMMENTS: Odometer reading 
on test vehicle at Ford (2011 F-350 
with a 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke 
diesel engine) prior to any testing. 
33,932.6 miles. 

Note: Ford stated that the actual 
vehicle had approximately 34,000 
miles but the aftertreatment system 
had on ly been used for 4,000 miles 
prior to testing. Ford installed a 
new aftertreatment system prior to 
testing. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 13 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility ~-------------! 
DATE TAKEN: 12/2/201 3 

COMMENTS: OEM after 
treatment system on test vehicle at 
Ford (20 11 F-350 with a 6.7 Liter 
Ford Powerstroke diesel engine). 
The system includes three catalysts: 
OC (left), SCR (middle), and DPF 
(right). 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 14 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1----------------4 
DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 

COMMENTS: Label on the 
vehicle chassis on the test vehicle at 
Ford (201 I F-350 with a 6.7 Liter 
Ford Powerstroke diesel engine). 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 15 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

t-----c-D_A_T_E_ T __ A_KE ___ N_:_12,---/ ___ 2/_2-=-o-t---3-------, 

COMMENTS: VfN of test vehicle 
at Ford (201 I F-350 with a 6.7 
Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel 
engine) visible through the bottom 
of the front windshield. 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 16 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

t-D:-A--:-=T=E--T:-A--K=E:::-N-:_1_2_/3-/2:-:0-1.,....3 - - -i 

COMMENTS: Screen shot of the 
Spartan 6. 7L Phalanx turning on. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 17 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1---------------
D ATE TAKEN: 12/4/2013 

COMMENTS: Screen shot of 
Spartan 6.7L Phalanx showing 
"off-road" disclaimer that appears 
immediately after turning on the 
device. 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 18 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

f---------------< 
DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 
COMMENTS: Main menu options 
on the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx. 
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PHOTOGRAPH #: 19 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 1----------------l DATE TAKEN: 12/2/2013 

COMMENTS: Screen shot of the 
Spartan 6.7L Phalanx showing the 
calibration selected for emission 
equipment-present testing. 

PHOTOGRAPH#: 20 

Select Tune to Load 

D -••-"··"•- --,-..;JD 115HP DPF DH 

llAlt: 1'11 Jvl 0517:08:08 2012 
TUNE LEYa J 

TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 
1--D-A_T_ E_T_A_KE....,..,.._N_:_1_2_/4_/_2_0_13 ___ _ 

COMMENTS: Screen shot of the 
Spartan 6.7L Phalanx showing the 
calibration selected for emission 
equipment-removed testing. 

ERG insta lled this calibration on 4 
December 2013, the day prior to 
testing. lt was installed 
immediately before Ford insta lled 
the Flo-Pro aftertreatment delete kit 
on 4 De.cember 2013. 

Enforcement Confidential 
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PHOTOGRAPH #: 21 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1----------------1 
DATE TAKEN: 12/4/2013 

COMMENTS: Flo-Pro 
aftertreatment delete pipe installed 
onto the test vehicle at Ford (20 I I 
F-350 with a 6.7 Liter Ford 
Powerstroke diesel engine) prior to 
conducting emission equipment
removed testing for the Spartan 
emissions equipment-removed 
calibration. 

PHOTOGRAPH #: 22 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1-D- A_T_,E,,,..-T_A_K=--E-N.,...:_l_2_/4_/_2..,..0-I 3-----1 

COMMENTS: Black smoke 
generated by test vehicle after 
installing the Flo-Pro aftertreatment • 
delete kit and an emission 
equipment-removed calibration 
using the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx 
tuner. 
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PHOTOGRAPH#: 23 
TAKEN BY: B. Ruminski SITE LOCATION: Ford Testing Facility 

1---------------------1 
DATE TAKEN: 12/4/2013 

COMMENTS: Black smoke 
generated by test vehic le after 
installing the Flo-Pro aftertreatment 
delete kit and an emission 
equipment-removed calibration 
using the Spartan 6.7L Phalanx 
tuner. 
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- ERG 
MEMORANDUM 

TO: Anne Wick, US EPA 

FROM: Alan Stanard, ERG 

SUBJECT: Summary of purchase of Spartan Phalanx Tuner 

DA TE: September 30, 2013 

Research, Communication and Purchase of Spartan Tuner 

Under Contract #EP-W-12-007 Technical Direction 45, EPA directed ERG to research and 
purchase a Spartan Phalanx Diesel Tuner that was advertised as having exhaust gas recirculation 
(EGR)/diesel particulate filter (DPF) delete features. ERG identified three companies that 
indicated they sold the Phalanx Tuner on their websites: Rudy's Diesel Performance 
(www.rudysdiesel.com). Xtreme Diesel Power (hllp://www.xtrcmediesel.com), and Performance 
Truck Products (performancetruckproduct.s.com). EPA indicated that ERG should choose a 
Phalanx Tuner that would work with a MY 201 I- MY 2014 Ford F-250 or F-350 with a 6.7 L 
engine. T he websites of a ll three retailers offered the Phalanx for the 6.7 L Ford at prices within 
two percent of each other. 

Communication with Supplier 

EPA d irected ERG that Rudy's Diesel was the preferred vendor for this unit. ERG called Rudy's 
and asked the sales representative a few questions about the tuner and the purchase process. The 
representative indicated that the device could allow an EGR/DPF delete. A VIN would not be 
needed at the time of purchase, but the tuner would permanently associate with the truck it was 
first installed on. In order to install the unit on another truck, the user would need to purchase 
another license from Spartan Tuners. 

Purchase of Tuner 

Figure I shows the page for the Phalanx Tuner on the Rudy's Website. Note that there are five 
pull-down menus that include optional extras to be purchased with the tuner. The last two 
options for EGR Cooler Delete/ EGT Probe Mount and Mounting Solution cannot be declined by 
the user as a result of the way the menus are designed. 

Figure 2 shows the screen capture displayed after selecting to buy the Spartan Tuner and 
includes the two forced optional extras (EGR Cooler Delete and EGT Probe Mount). ERG did 
not want to incur the extra expense of these devices give that they may not be beneficial to EPA. 
and so chose to order the tuner via telephone. Via the telephone. the sales representative did not 
require the purchase of the optional extras. ERG ordered the tuner on September 13, 2013. 

1 of 4 
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The total purchase price without the optional extras was $ 1.499.99. The sales rece ipt was 
received promptly from Rudy' s Performance and is presented in Figure 3. Note that there was 
some confusion on the part of the sales representative on whether the tuner was for the 6.7 L 
Ford or the 6.4 L Ford. ERG clearly indicated that the des ired tuner was for the 6.7 L veh icle, but 
the sales receipt still indicated that the tuner would be for the 6.4 L vehicle. Upon receipt, ERG 
confirmed the tuner that was received was for the 6. 7 L vehicle. 

Figure 1. Screen Capture of the Spartan Phalanx Offered for Sale on the Rudy's 
Website 

Figure 2. Screen Capture from the Rudy's Website after Adding the Spartan 
Phalanx to Cart 
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I _ ________ __J 

Check# 

Poyment Method 

l 

Ship Dote 

Due Date 

01her 

5 ;.;: 

; Subtotal 

Spartan Phalanx Tuner Purchase 

081e Q11J1::0 1:; 

Sole II w·: 

' Sales fox (7.5•t.t 

-----------------------' Total 

$1 4999t' 

5000 

SI 49!",99 

Figure 3. Sales Receipt of Spartan Phalanx from Rudy's Performance after Phone 
Order 
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Receipt of Tuner 

ERG received the tuner on September 19, 2013. The hardware for the unit was a Drew 
Technologies DashDAQ, and the unit arrived in the original DashDAQ box. The contents of the 
box are shown in Figure 4. The serial number of the unit was 018914130513Q. This appears to 
be the DashDAQ serial number, not a number given by Spartan. It is unclear what the 
relationship between Spartan and Drew Technologies is. It is likely that Spartan purchases 
DashDAQ units either ' blank' or with minimal programming from Drew Technologies and then 
installs the software and/or programming that performs the diesel tuning function. 

The unit that was received was the model that ERG intended to order for the 6. 7 L Ford, so the 
sales receipt contained a typographical error that was probably related to the confusion of the 
sales representative at the time of the order. The memory card installed in the tuner contained a 
number of tuning files as well as a brief manual on how to unlock the tuner for a given truck and 
how to install the tuning files. The documentation indicated that the unit is not fully functional 
when received by the purchaser. According to the manual, the VIN and owner information must 
be sent to Spartan for them to a llow the user to register/unlock the tuner. This process is not 
exactly consistent with the discussions that ERG had with the Rudy's representative over the 
phone. The representative had originally said that the tuner would be mated to the first truck that 
it was installed in, and made the process of unlocking the tuner and mating to the VIN of the 
desired truck sound automatic. The manual also mentions that if the purchaser wants to install 
the tuner on a second truck, another license must be purchased from Spartan before this can be 
done. 

Figure 4. Contents of the Spartan Tuner Box upon Delivery 
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APPENDIX C 
COMMUNICATION W IT II SPARTAN FOR T UNER ACTIVATION 
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Brent Ruminski - Fwd: 6.7L DashDAQ 18914 Level 1 License Mike Sabisch 

From: Brent Ruminski 

To: Sabisch, Michael 

Subject: Fwd: 6.7L DashDAQ 18914 Level 1 License Mike Sabisch 

> » Michael Sabi sch 11/27/2013 12:41 PM » > 

> > > <tech@spartandieseltech.com > 11/27/2013 10:09 AM > > > 

Before loading a tune on your truck, be sure to have a battery charger 
connected to one of your batteries. Just set it on trickle charge. 

Also please make sure you have followed the instructions on page 3 of the 

Strategy Flash Manual 67: 

DPF DELETE TUNE FILES MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO INSTALLING DPF DELETE 
EXHAUST COMPONENTS. FAILURE TO INSTALL NEEDED DPF DELETE TUNING BEFORE 
REMOVING THESE COMPONENTS CAN LEAVE YOUR VEHICLE STRANDED 

Index File: 

Download the attached file (indexfile.idx) to your computer, then copy to 
the tuning files folder on the sd card. Do not change the name of the 
file. If you do you will NOT be able to load a tune on your truck. 

Stock File: 

Download the attached file to your computer (ESA_PB_STK_ZIP example name), 
uncompress and copy to the stock files folder on the sd card. The actual 
stock file will be a .stk file when copied to the stock files folder on 
the sd card. Size of the uncompressed file will be 4.25 MB (4.461,388 
bytes) 

The American service-member wrote a check made payable to the United 
States of America for the amount of UP TO AND INCLUDING MY LIFE. Thank a 
Soldier, Airmen, Sailor, Marine or Coast Guardsmen for their sacrifices on 
your behalf. 

Mick @ Spartan 

Please reply back to this email if you have additional questions. This way 
I will have your original email available to view. 

about:blank 

Page I of I 
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Registration 

RACE USE DISCLAIMER AND LIABILITY WAIVER 
This product is designed for competition racing use only. Use on State and 
Federal Highways is a violation of the EPA Clean Air Act. The Clean Air Act can be 
found at http://www.epa.gov/air/caa/. This document contains in detail what are 
considered to be violations of the CAA and corresponding penalties for failure to obey 
and should be read in full before signing this disclaimer and/or installing this off-road, 
race use only product. Ensuring that all emissions, noise/sound, and speed/use related 
laws are followed is the responsibility of the Buyer(s). Installation and use of this product 
indicates that this disclaimer has been read, acknowledged, and understood fully by both 
the Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s). 

The Buyer(s) assume all associated risk of the purchase and/or use of this product. 
"Spartan Diesel Technologies" assumes no responsibility of any personal injury, death, or 
property damage associated with the use of this competition racing use-only product. The 
Buyer(s) assume all responsibility of ensuring that all applicable speed and safety 
restrictions are followed during the use of this product. This includes staying within 
speed limits of tire rating, engine speed restrictions, and legal competition racing use of the 
vehicle and associated product. The above is regardless of capabilities enabled by use of 
any "Spartan Diesel Technologies" product. All local, state, and federal laws and 
ordinances must be adhered during the use of the product. Determining the nature of 
these laws and ordinances is the exclusive responsibility of the Buyer(s). 

Manufacturer Limited Vehicle Warranties should be referenced before installation and 
use of this product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" shall not be held responsible for 
voidance of any Manufacturer Warranties. The vehicle manufacturer is to be referenced 
directly by the Buyer(s) to determine what is or is not permissible under the 
Manufacturer's Limited Warranty. The Buyer(s) assume all possible damages and 
associated costs in the situation of Manufacturer Warranty voidance. 

Installation, service, and use are solely the responsibility of the Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s) 
of the given product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" assumes no liability for personal 
injury or property damage due to misuse, mis-installation, or improper service of the 
product. The Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s) assume all responsibility of ensuring that all proper 
instructions for installation and use are followed. This product is capable of the 
following: 

I. Making the vehicle incompliant with Local, State and Federal emissions 
regulations. 



11. Making the vehicle capable of generating vehicle speeds unsafe for driving 
conditions. 

Ill. Making the vehicle capable of generating conditions exceeding safe vehicle 
speeds based on mechanical condition of the vehicle, such as tire speed ratings. 

IV. Making the vehicle capable of exceeding mechanical limits of engine speed, 
power output, and mechanical stress upon the powertrain, driveline, chassis, and 
body of the vehicle. 

V. Producing power and torque output requiring superior driving skills and 
techniques in order to be safely applied. 

It is the sole responsibility of the Buyer(s) and User(s) of this product to be aware of 
these additional capabilities and adjust the installation and use of the product accordingly. 
All other warranties, express or implied, are not applicable for the purchase and use of 
this product. Failure of the product due to misuse or mis-installation is specifically 
excluded from the Limited Warranty of this product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" will 
not be held liable for indirect, incidental and/or consequential damages caused by the 
purchase, installation, and/or use of the product. 

Signature of this disclaimer and waiver is necessary in ord~r to receive 
tunes/calibrations from Spartan Diesel Technologies to enable use of our DPF Delete 
6.4 Liter, or 6.7 Liter Ford Products. 

Signature of this disclaimer and waiver implies that the Buyer(s) and all potential 
User(s) have read, understood, and accepted the contents and responsibilities of 
both the said disclaimer and Federal EPA Clean Air Act linked and referenced 
herein. 

r PRINT NAME OF BUYER 

~ : : !. ~ n : . 

SIGNATURE OF BUYER 
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Contains Confidential Business Information (CBI) 

In the Matter of: 

UNITED ST A TES 
ENVIRONMENT AL PROTECTION AGENCY 

BEFORE THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES 

Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC, 

Respondent 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Docket No. CAA-HQ-2017-8362 

DECLARATION OF BRENT RUMINSKI 

I, BRENT RUMINSKI, declare and state as follows: 

l . T he statements made in this declaration are based on my personal knowledge gained through my 

education, my professional experience in the field of energy engineering and environmental 

consulting, my experience conducting motor vehicle environmental compliance and enforcement 

inspections with or on behalf of the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"), my experience 

conducting motor vehicle emission testing for several EPA enforcement matters, including the 

enforcement matter concerning Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC ("Spartan"), and my review of 

documents specifically related to this enforcement matter concerning Spartan. 

2. I am currently employed as an Energy Engineer with Eastern Research Group, Inc. ("ERG") and 

am based out of ERG's Chantilly, Virginia office located at 14555 Avion Parkway, Suite 200. l 

have held this position since August 2011. Previously, l was employed as an engineer by TMS 

Consulting, Inc., from June 2009 to July 2011. 

3. Since 20 12, I have served as the project lead for multiple EPA Mobile Source Enforcement 

contract projects supporting EPA's Vehicle and Engine Enforcement Branch ("VEEB"). The 

VEEB is responsible for enforcing the mobile source provisions of the Clean Air Act. ln my role 

as the contract task lead, l am primarily responsible for supporting VEEB enforcemt:ot projects 

including aftermarket vehicle defeat device and tampering inspections and investigations, vehicle 

Page 1 
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and engine inspection trainings, and projects involving vehicle and engine testing. 

4. J was awarded a B.S. degree from The Pennsylvania State University in 20 I I, with a major in 

Energy Engineering. 

5. I have been a credentialed EPA Clean Air Act vehicle and engine inspector since 2013 and have 

conducted over 190 inspections. Over 150 of these inspections involved inspecting highway 

diesel engines for evidence of aftermarket defeat devices and tampering. 

6. l have also provided training to over 150 government employees from EPA headquarters and 

regional offices, as well as state agencies, on how to conduct defeat device and tampering 

inspections. 

7. I have also completed training courses conducted by the Society of Automotive Engineers 

("SAE") on (i) Acquiring and Analyzing Data from Sensors and ln-Vehicle Networks {#C0522); 

(ii) lntroduction to Powertrain Calibration Engineering (#PD331346ON); and (iii) Fundamentals 

of Catalytic Converter Integration for Emission Control (#WBl 142). 

8. I have led support activities for EPA 's investigation of over ten (10) automotive aftermarket 

companies concerning the manufacturing of potential defeat devices, specifically, electronic 

control modules ("ECM") tuners that modify engine calibrations for increased power and fuel 

economy on highway diesel and gasoline engines including light-duty and heavy-duty classes. 

9. As part of the support activities for EPA's investigations discussed above, l helped manage fo ur 

separate dynamometer testing events to measure how vehicle tailpipe emissions are affected 

using aftennarket ECM tuners, fo llowing various test procedures developed and used by EPA for 

such purpose. The testing involved using a chassis dynamometer, which is one of the methods 

for operating a vehicle for emissions testing, and used a constant volume sampling system, which 

gathers actual emissions for quantification by laboratory equipment. My role included providing 

support for all four testing events, including instal!ing/uninstalling aftermarket "tuners" that 

include software designed to modify the calibrations of ECMs, documenting ECM calibration 
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changes made by the tuners by using an on-board diagnostic ("OBD") scan tool and data loggers, 

as well as analyzing the detected calibration changes. l have also analyzed the results of these 

testing events for EPA and have provided EPA technical opinions concerning the potential 

excess emissions of pollutants that can occur from installation and use of such tuners on motor 

vehicles. 

I 0. ln addition to the testing events involving aftermarket tuners discussed above, I have also helped 

design test plans for EPA investigations involving original equipment manufacturer defeat 

devices, and have analyzed and provided technical opinions about the results of such tests for the 

EPA. 

11 . One oftht:: fou r tuner testing events discussed above invo lved a tuner manufactured and sold by 

Spartan that is the subject of the EPA administrative complaint filed in the Spartan enforcement 

matter. This testing event is the subject of the ERG report I helped prepare entitled "Investigation 

Summary Report, Spartan Diesel Technologies, Inc," dated November 7, 2014 (''Spartan Test 

Report"). 

12. I have reviewed and am familiar with the EPA certificates of conformity ("COCs") issued for 

model year 2008 through 20 l O 6.4L Powerstroke Diesel Ford F series Lrucks and the model year 

201 1 and newer 6.7L Powerstroke Diesel Ford F series trucks. I have also reviewed and am 

famil iar with the pollutant emission standards and regulations applicable to these motor vehicles 

and engines. 

13. In December 20 13, a compliance inspection team comprised of myself, other staff of ERG, and 

staff from EPA, conducted emissions tests ofSpartan's 6.7L Phalanx diesel engine tuner. I 

participated in conducting the procedures of this testing. The Spartan Test Report summarizes 

the EPA and ERG's investigation of this tuner's effect on pollutant emissions when installed and 

operated on a Ford F-350 test vehicle with a 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke turbo diesel engine. 
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14. The investigalion included purchasing a Spartan 6.7L Phalanx diesel engine tuner, evaluating the 

calibration modifications that this tuner can make to an ECM's programming, installing the 

tuner's calibration modifications on a test vehicle using the tuner, and performing emission 

testing. ERG and EPA travelled to Ford Motor Company's test facility the week of December 2, 

2013 to conduct emission testing on a 2011 model year Ford F-3 50 test vehicle. The purpose of 

this testing was to identify which engine controls are altered by the tuner and how the use of this 

tuner, along with defeat devices designed to physically bypass the emission control devices, 

affect emissions of regulated pollutants. 

15. The Spartan tuner we tested included the following pre-loaded tunes: 

a. 25 HP DPF On Cab & Chassis Only; 

b. 90HP DPF On Cab & Chassis Only; 

C. 50 HP DPFOn; 

d. 125 HP OPF On; 

e. 40 HP DPF Off; 

f. 80 HP DPF Off; 

g. 120 HP DPF Off; 

h. 165 HP DPF Off; 

1. 200 HP DPF Off War Hammer 

16. Spartan produces two different models of their ECM tuner for use with on-highway heavy-duty 

diesel engines: the 6.7L Phalanx tuner designed for the 6.7 Liter Ford Powerstroke diesel engine 

foWld in Model Year 20 IO and newer Ford F Series trucks; and the 6.4L Phalanx tuner designed 

for the 6.4 Liter Powerstroke diesel engine found in Model Year 2008 through 20 l O Ford F 

Series trucks. 

17. In December 20 I 3, ERG tested, for EPA, a 2011 Ford F-350 with a 6.7 Liter "Powerstroke" 

diesel engine. A description of the test vehicle is provided in Table l of the Spartan Test Report 
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at page 8. The EPA engine family of the test vehicle is BFMXD06.771C, which is the 2011 

Model Year F-350 Powerstroke produced by Ford. The certified configuration of the 20 l L Model 

Year F-350 Powerstroke includes emission control devices (Exhaust Gas Recirculation ("EGR"), 

Diesel Oxidation Catalyst ("DOC"), Diesel Particulate Filter ("DPF''), and Selective Catalyst 

Reduction ("SCR")), as well as engine calibration controls such as precise fueling specifications 

and limits for fuel injection mass, fuel injection duration, fuel injection pressure, and fuel 

injection timing that affect engine emissions. Table 2 of the Spartan Test Report at page 9 

identifies the applicable emission standards for specific pollutants for Engine Family 

BFMXD06. 71 l C, reproduced below: 

Applicable Emission Standard for Engine 

Constituent Pollutant Family BFMXD06.77IC (g/nu) 

Nitrogen Oxides ("NOx") 0.4 
Particulate Matter ("PM") 0.02 
Carbon Monoxide ("CO") 8.1 
Non-Methane Hydrocarbons ("NMHC") 0.23 

18. As part of the test procedures, two "baseline" tests were conducted of the test vehicle in its stock 

configuration without any installation of any programs, or "tunes" included in the Spartan tuner. 

The baseline tests were conducted using the LA4 test procedure (also known as FTP74) and 

US06 test procedure, respectively. See Spartan Test Report at pages 9-10. The same vehicle 

using the LA4 test procedure with the Spartan Tuner installed using the tune named "200HP 

DPF Off War Hammer Race" (hereinafter referred to as "DPF-OffTune"). See Spartan Test 

Report at pages I 0-11. As part of the test of the DPF-Off Tune LA4 test procedure, we had to 

remove the DOC, DPF, and SCR from the test vehicle, in accordance with Spartan's tuner user 

instructions, as the DPF-OffTune specifically cannot operate without these emission control 

devices removed from the vehicle. Therefore, we removed these emission control devices and 
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installed a Flo-Pro aftcrtreatment delete pipe on the test vehicle (to allow the test vehicle's 

exhaust system to function without the emission control devices) prior to testing the vehicle with 

the OPF-OffTune installed. See Spartan Test Report at pages 11-12. The DPF-OffTune test 

scenario is referred to as the "Equip-Removed" test scenario in the Spartan Test Report. 

19. Finally, the test procedures included two tests of the test vehicle with all emission control 

devices still intact on the vehicle with the Spartan tuner installed using the tune named "125 HP 

DPF On" (hereinafter referred to as "DPF-On Tune") installed. In a document EPA received 

from Spartan, "CBI _spartan technical support for on road 20 I 5-10-01-163134.pdf," Spartan 

states that its DPF-On tunes modify th« 

Enclosure. The two rests of the DPF-On Tune were conducted using the LA4 and US06 test 

cycle procedures, respectively. The DPF-On Tune test scenario is referred to as the "Equip

Present" scenario in the Spartan Test Report. 

20. The LA4 and US06 test cycles are described at page 16-17 of the Spartan Test Report. The LA4 

test procedure, also known as the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule, is designed to mirror 

city driving conditions simulating frequent starts and stops. The LA4 test procedure included 

" hot start" of the engine. The US06 test cycle, also known as the Supplemental Federal Test 

Procedure (SFTP), addresses the shortcomings with the LA4. It captures aggressive, high speed 

and/or high acceleration driving behavior, rapid speed tluctuations, and driving behavior 

following startup. These two test cycles are different than the test cycle required to establish 

certification of emission standards as part of the COC requirements under the regulations for the 

test vehicle we were using, the FTP75 test cycle. The FTP75 test cycle is different primarily 

because it includes a "cold start" condition. We did not use the FTP75 test cycle because it 

requires a 12 hour "cold soak" period between tests. Ford recommended running consecutive hot 
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start test cycles to compare "hot start" emission levels for each tuner calibration. This allowed 

the testing to be completed in the limited time available without the need for an extended cold 

soak period between each test required for the cold start. Running consecutive test cycles 

ensured that at the beginning of the valid test cycle (i.e., the last consecutive test cycle in a test 

procedure), the vehicle operating conditions (e.g., aftertrea_unent system temperature, engine oil 

temperature, coolant temperature) are always the same; thus, providing comparable test results. 

21. Because diesel engine pollutant emissions are typically higher after a cold start than after a hot 

start, the results from a hot start LA4 are expected to be lower than the results that would be 

expected from a FTP7S test. 

22. After the tests were performed, ERG left the DPF-On Tune installed in the test vehicle, and then 

Bosch, Ford's ECM supplier, compared the stock calibration file against the DPF-On Tune 

calibration file using OEM proprietary software. Table 7, at page 21 of the Spartan Test Report 

summarizes the changes to the ECM stock calibration caused by the DPF-On Tune and the 

corresponding changes to engine and fuel ing operation parameters. Notably, The DPF-On Tune 

causes an engine's fuel injection timing to advance, which is commonly understood in the 

industry and academia to increase NOx emissions from a diesel engine. Also, Bosch/Ford found 

the DPF-On Tune to modify other calibration parameters such as fuel quantity (increased), fuel 

rail pressurn (increased), smoke limit (lower air-to-fuel ratio, otherwise known as "fuel rich," 

a llowed), and exhaust component protection threshold (threshold increased, meaning level of 

protection decreased), all of which are parameters for concern in respect to emission control. 

23. The emission test results are summarized in Tables 10 and 11 of the Spartan Test Report, at 

pages 24 and 26, respectively. As shown in Table I 0, the emission test results for the Equip

Remove scenario indicate emissions significantly higher than the test vehicle's baseline level for 

NOx, NMHC, CO, and PM, as reproduced below: 
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Test Results on the LA4 (i.e .. FTP74) Test Cycle lllTams oer mile) 
Spartan• 

(EGR, DOC, DPF, Times Increase 
Pollutant Baseline SCR disabled) £Rounded) 

NOx 0.0303 10.5344 350 
NMHC 0.0005 0.5678 1.100 
co 0.0255 3.3177 130 
PM 0.0017 0.0649 40 -

24. The test results for the DPF-OffTune in Paragraph 23 cannot be compared to applicable e;:xhaust 

emission standards because those test results were on the LA4 test procedure and compliance 

with the applicable standards is to be based under EPA regulations using the FTP75 test 

procedure, which we did not run. However, based on the test results shown in Paragraph 23 and 

the fact that the DPF-OffTunc disables EGR, DOC, DPF, and SCR, which are critical emission 

control devices necessary to achieve the applicable emission standards, it is my opinion that the 

DPF-OffTunc would undoubtabl'y cause NOx and PM to exceed the applicable standards if a 

full certification test were perfonned on the test vehicle. Moreover, given a ll other DPF-O ff 

tunes in the 6.7L Spartan tuner disable EGR, DOC, DPF, and SCR, it is my opinion that all other 

such tunes would undoubtably cause NOx and PM to exceed the applicable emission standards if 

a full certification test was performed with such tunes installed. 

25. As shown in T_able IO of the Spartan Test Report, the LA4 test results with the DPF-On Tune 

(Equip-Present) show increases of NOx, CO, and PM above the test vehicle's baseline level. 

Note that these results cannot be compared lo applicable exhaust standards because they were for 

the LA4 test procedure and the applicable exhaust standards for our test vehicle are to be 

demonstrated under the regulations using the cold start FTP75 test procedure which we did not 

perform. In Table 11 of the Spartan Test Report, the test results of the US06 DPF-On (Equip

Present) show increases of CO and PM above the test vehicle's baseline level. It is reasonable to 
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expect different emission results from the LA4 and US06 test cycles because each test simulates 

different driving conditions, and the engine/fueling operation calibration is going to behave 

differently depending upon the driving condition, with different emission consequences. 

26. A lso, of note, during the testing we investigated the effect of the Spartan Tuner on the test 

vehicle's EGR and OBD system. The DPF-OfTTune turned off the EGR system, an emissi~n 

control device critical to NOx emission control. With respect to the 080 system, no engine 

check light went on and no diagnostic trouble codes (" DTCs") were recorded after the EGR 

system shut o fT as would have occurred had the O8D system properly functioned. See Table 6 of 

the Spartan Test Report. Also, after the SCR emission control device was disabled and removed, 

no engine check light went on or OTC recorded as would have occurred with a properly

functioning OBD. See Table 9 of the Spartan Test Report. This confirms that the tuner turned off 

the functions o f the EGR and SCR systems, and the OBD detection of proper operation of those 

systems. 

27. The Spartan Tuner tested is designed for and compatible with all 6.7 Liter Powerstroke engine 

fami lies. AU other existing engine families o f MY 2011 and later 6. 7 Liter Powerstrokes are 

equipped with identical emission control devices (EGR, DOC, DPF, SCR) and the same general 

engine design. The applicable emission standards for all other 6.7 Powerstroke engine families 

are similar to the test vehicle's engine family and are shown in the table below. Based on the our 

DPF-Offtest results and the fact that all DPF-Offtunes disable EGR, DOC, DPF, and SCR on 

6 . 7 Liter Powerstroke engines, I would expect, based on good engineering judgment, s imilar test 

results for all other 6.7 Liter Powerstroke engine families to the test results reflected in the 

Spartan Test Report. Specifically, it is my opinion that any of Spartan's DPF-off 6. 7 Liter tunes 

would undoubtably cause NOx and PM to exceed the applicable standards if fu ll certification 

tests were performed on those engine families. 
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Percent Change 
Federal Above Certified 

Useful Life Level Before 
Emission Exceedance of 

Engine Family Cert Level Standard Units Standard 

BFMXD06.76 1A 0.2 0.2 g/mi 0% 

BFMXD06.77JC 0.4 0.4 g./mi 0% 

CFMXD06.761A 0.2 0.2 g/mi 0% --- -
CFMXD06.771C 0.2 0.4 g-'mi 100% 
DFMXD06.761A 0.2 0.2 g/mi 0% 
DFMXD06. 771 C 0.3 0.4 g/mi 33% 
BFMXH06.7A24 0.1 0.2 g/bhp-hr 100% 

BFMXH06.7B23 0.1 0.2 g/bho-hr 100% 

CFMXH06.7 A24 _ -9.:_1 - -._ O.:L_ g/bhp-hr 100% - -
CFMXH06.7B23 0.1 0.2 g/bhp-hr 100% 

CFMXH06. 7 A24 0.1 0.2 g/bhp-hr 100% 

DFMXH06. 7B23 0. l 0.2 g/bhp-hr 100% - - -- --- --- ~-- . --

28. The Spartan 6.4 Liter tuner includes DPF-OFF options as staled in Spartan's response lo 

Question 4c in SDT LLC Supplemental Response to Request for Information [6-13-13 J .pqf Sec 

Altachmenl 5 to Complainant ·s Statement in Support of Issuance of a Penalty. These DPF-OFF 

options disable EGR, DPF, and DOC systems. 

29. All 6.4 Liter Powerstroke (2008-2010 model year range) were certified with EGR, DOC, and 

DPF. In contrast to the 6.7 Liter Powerstroke tested by EPNERG (and all other 6.7 Liter 

Powerstrokes), the 6.4 Liter Powerstroke is not equipped with SCR as certified by Ford. The 

newer 6. 7L Powerstrokes are equipped with SCRs to meet tightened NOx standards applicable 

for MY 2011 and later. Otherwise, the pre-MY 2011 6.4 Liter Powerstrokes and the 201 1 and 

later 6.7 Liter Powerstrokes have similar engine sizes, designs, power, and vehicle applications 

(i.e., Ford pickup trucks). 

30. Based on good engineering judgment, the similarity between 6.4L Powerstrokes and 6.7L 

Powerstrokes, and our DPF-OffTune results on the 6.7 Liter Powerstroke, I would expect that, if 

tested, the Spartan 6.4L DPF-Offtuncs would cause NOx and PM emissions to increase above 
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the applicable Family Emission Limits ("FELs") 1 and above levels that would otherwise be 

emitted by a 6.4L Powerstroke in its stock configuration. The FELs that apply to the 6.4L 

Powerstroke engine families are as fo llows: 

Percent Change 

NOx Family Above Certified 

Certified NOx Emission Limit Level Before 
Engine Family Level by OEM (FEL) Uoits Exceedance of FEL 

9NVXH06.4AGA I 1 
- -·· 

I g/bhp-hr 0% 
9NVXH06.4AGB 0.95 0.95 g/bhp-hr 0% 
9NVXH06.4AGC 0.95 0.95 g/bhp-hr 0% 
9NVXH06.4AEA 2.35 2.5 g/bhp-hr 6% 
8NVXH06.'IAGB 0.96 0.99 g/hhp-h.r 3% 
8NVX l·I06.4AGA I 1.14 g/bhp-hr 14% 
8NVXH06.4AGC 0.96 1.14 g/bhp-h.r 19% 
9NVXH06.4AGA 1 I g/bhp-h.r 0% 

31 . We did not test the Spartan Tuner for 6.7 Liter Powerstrokes using the cold start ITP 75 test 

cycle required to be conducted as part of EPA COC application process to establish whether an 

engin•e family meets emission standards. However, r have witnessed multiple instances of full 

certification testing (i.e. cold start FTP75 testing) of 6. 7 Liter Powerstrokes, equipped with EGR, 

DOC, DPF, and SCR, in investigations involving DPF-On tunes made by two other tuner 

manufacturers which were similar to Spartan's DPF-On tunes in that they modify emissions

sensitive engine/fueling calibrations such as fuel timing, fuel injection pressure, and fuel 

injection quantity for the purpose of increasing engine power and torque. In total, I've witnessed 

8 cold FTP 75 test cycles with DPF-on type tunes installed from these other manufacturers. As 

expected, in all cases, these type of calibration changes designed to increase power and torque on 

1 
Family emission limit (FEL) means an emission level declared by the manufacturer lo serve in place ofan otherwise 

applicable emission i.tandard under the averaging, banking, and trading program. When a manufacturer is averaging, FE Ls 
for a specific engine family may be lower or higher than exhaust standards as long as the average emission level for all of the 
manufacture 's engines meet the applicable exhaust standard. Banking provisions allow a manufacturer to certify to an FEL 
below a standard in one model year, in order to hank credits for future model years. When manufactures use FELs to certify 
eng ines, the engines must not exceed the FEL at the end of the engine's useful life similar to the exhaust standards. 
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the 6.7 Liter Powerstroke, caused tailpipe NOx to increase by at least 26 percent and up to 175 

percent, even with EGR/DOC/DPF/SCR fully intact and operational. In no case was the SCR 

system able to compensate to prevent tailpipe NOx emissions from increasing. 

32. We did not test any Spartan DPF-On tunes on the 6.7L tuner with purported horsepower 

enhancement below 125 horsepower. However, these other DP.F-On tunes change the fueling 

strategy and other engine parameters that affect control of emissions. Therefore, based on good 

engineering judgment, I would expect that these other DPF-On tunes could adversely affect 

emissions of one or more regulated pollutants. 

(see Enclosure), which I find unlikely to be true based on my prior experience testing DPF-On 

type tunes from 0U1er manufactures, as stated in paragraph 31 above. 

33. Spartan states that the calibration changes made by the 6.4 L Powerstroke are similar to the 6 .7 L 

Powerstroke for DPF-On tunes. See Enclosure, footnote on page l. 

34. Given the similarity between 6.4L Powerstrokes and 6.7L Powerstrokes an 

I would expect, based on good engineering judgment, that the pollutant emission 

levels observed from a 6.4L Powerstroke after installation of a Spartan 6 .4L DPF-On tune could 

adversely aff~t emissions. This judgment is also based on the fact that the 6.4 Liter was not 

certified with SCR which eliminates any possibility that increased NOx emissions can be 

"cleaned up" by SCR to offset tailpipe emissions. 
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge 

and belief. 

Executed on 1 {;rs } 1 8 
--+-, - - - - -----

Brent Ruminski 
Energy Engineer 
Eastern Research Group, Inc. 
14555 A vion Parkway Ste. 200 
Chantilly, VA 2015 1 
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\-1organ, Lewis & Bockius LLP 

355 South Grand Avenue 
Suite 4400 
Los Angeles. CA 90071-3106 
Tel -1 213.680.6400 
Fax: -1213 680.6499 
www.morganlewis.com 

Rick R. Rothman 
Partner 
• 1 213.680 6590 
11ck rothman@morganlewls com 

September 1 7. 2015 

Via Fed era l Express 

Morgan Lewis 

CONtAINS TRADE SE.C.R_ETS AND CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION 

David E. /\lcxandcr. Attorney 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Air Enforcement Division (Mailcode 2242-A) 
1200 Pennsylvania Ave. (WJC South Rm. 1111-B) 
Washington. DC 20044 

Re: Spartan Diesel Technologies. LLC- Technical Memo 

Dear Mr. Alexander: 

On behalf of Spartan Diesel Technologies. LLC (""Spartan'"). I am enclosing two copies of a 
technical memorandum relating to the use of the Spartan tuner on Ford trucks where emissions 
control devices arc not removed. \Ve arc submill ing this memo in accordance with our 
d iscussions on /\ugust 26. 20 15. and we look forward 10 continuing to work with EPA to resolve 
any issues related to the NOV. 

/\s we discussed. pulling aside the race use aspects for a moment. Spar1an would like Lo work 
with EPA Lo establish a framework under which a version of the tuner would meet l:PA"s 
expectations for compliance. including emissions compliance requirements es1ablisl11.:d and 
administered by EPA for on-road vehicles. The enclosed mt.:mo provides technical details 
regard ing the functionality and operation methods implemented in the perfo rmance calibrations 
developed by Spartan 1hat an.; intended IU be used with stock emissions cont rols in place. 

Spartan provides 1his technical memorandum and the related infom1ation in the spirit of 
cooperation. Please note that the wri11en descriptions. analyses. and accompanying documents 
provided by Spartan in connection with this submission contain confidential. proprietary. trade 
secret. and/or highly sensitive information. With the t.:xccption of'rc fcrcnccs to unmodified 
Original Equipment Manufacturer Engine Control Unit calibrntions. this in formation is 
confidential and proprietary to Spartan: it is not in fommtion we provide publicly nor is 

Almaty Astana Be,,ng Boston Brussels Chicago Danas Duba, Frankfurt Harnsborg Hartf01d Houston London Los AngelcS Mam, Moscow 
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David E. Alexander. Attorney 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
September 17. 20 15 
Page -2-

Morgan Lewis 

it publicly available and we arc seeking. until further notice. all appropriate protections under 
Section 208(c) of the Clean Air Act. 42 U.S.C. § 7542. and 40 C.F.R. Part 2. subpart 8. 
Disclosure of any of this information would almost certainly result in substantial harmful effects 
on Spartan· s competitive position. Since the duration or time for which this confidential and 
proprietary information will provide economic va lue to Spartan is unknown. we request that EPA 
treat this information as confidential business information under 40 C.F.R. Part 2. subpart B and 
employ all appropriate conlidential business information and/or trade secret protections until 
Spartan provides notice that such protections arc no longer necessary. Pursuant to 40 C.f.R. Part 
2. subpart B. confidential business records and trade secrets are exempt from disclosure by EPA. 
Under 40 C.F.R. § 2. 104. EPA should delete exempt confidential infomrntion from the remainder 
of any report or other document released publicly. and wi thhold this exempt information from 
disclosure if a Freedom or Information Act request is made. Spartan requests that EPA provide 
notice of any claim for in formation or documents that have been identified as confidential or 
trade secret. and requests an opportunity to further document the exempt status of the documents 
or information. if necessary. prior to any EPA decision to publicly release such documents. 

We trust EPA wi ll treat this in formation as sensitive. confidential information. If you have any 
questions or wish to discuss these issues in more detail. please feel free to contact me. 

Rick R. Rothman 

Enclosures 
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ATTACHMENT 3 

Spartan Initial §208 Response 

May 13, 2013 
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Rick R. Rothman 
D11 e;:1:1 Phnnl: + I .21 I.MO 6590 
Dirc1.:t Fax: +1 .2 1 i.8~0.K790 
m:k.ro1hman<!>>bingham . .:om 

\1ay 13, 20 13 

Confidential 

Via Electronic Mail & Overnight Deliven· 

Anne Wid .. 
Air Enforc:1:mt.::nl Oivi~ion 
U.S. Environmental Pro1ect1on Agcnq 
Ancl Rio~ South Building, Room 1111 B 
1200 Penn~ylvan1a Awnuc. NW 
Wash111g1on, DC 20004 

Re: Spar tan Diesel Technologies, LLC Initial Response to Request for Jnfonnation 
tinder§ 208(a) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7542(a} 

M~ Wick . 

Thi~ letter provide~ the li rst response of Spartan Dic~cl Technologie,. LLC t"Spa11an"1 
Lo the RequcM for Information dated April 11 , 2013 that the U.S. Env1ronmcntal 
Pn>11:c;1iun Agem;y ("EPA") senl to Spartan n:garding 111.:ms 111anufat:1urcd and -.ulu h) 

Spanan from January 2009 through the prc!>ent (the ·'Request for lnfonnalton" ). 

The Timing and Scope of Spartnn 's Response 

Thank you for your consideration of our request for additional time and your agreemcn1 
to ex1cnd the time to respond to Reque~t No. -1 . As I described in an e-mail IO you nn 
Apnl 15. 20 13. the scope of information sought by EPA through Rcqucst No. 4 on 
Attachme111 Band its multiple subparts necessitates an information gathering. revie" and 
production effort 1ha1 will require.: more than the 30 day-. EPA m1tially prm ided. In , our 
e-mai l dated May 2. 2013. EPA approved Spai1an's request for 11 30-day cxwnsion L<' 
June 13.2013 fo1 1esponding to Request No. -I provided that. h)' May 13th. Spanan g,..,,c: 
( I) re!>pon:-1.:!> Lo Reque!>b No. 1-3 and 5-6 listed on A11ac..:hmc11t B of lhc Re4uest for 
Information: and ( 2) a copy of it-. response 10 ·'the California subpoena. 10 the extent that 
it exisls." 

With thi:-. lcller. Spanan rc~pomh to Rc4ucsb No. I-'.\ and 5-6 li'tt:d on Allac;hment Hof 
the Reque\l for lnformauon. Spartan 1s also enclos111g, as "Enclosure A."' a copy of it~ 
response dated May 31.2012 to correspondence from 1he California Air Re~ource:-. 
Roard. 



81nJham McC u1cn,n LLP 

01111h1m.com 

Anne Wu.:!-. 
\~ay \ ~- 2013 
Page'.! 

Spartan funher clarifie~ 1ha1 it is only responding to the Request for Information to the 
extent EPA ,eek-. mfurmat1on or dornmenis dat..:d on or after Scp1cmber 28. 2010. when 
Spartan came tnl<l existence. To confirm the date on which Sparrnn was formed. Spanan 
is enclosing. il copy of it~ State of Not1h Carolina. Department of the Secretary of Slate. 
Limited L1abilny Cumpan) Anicb of Organ1:,ation effective September 28. 20 I 0. as 
"1-:nclcv,ure fi ." A, we have di~cu,~ed. "Spanan Diesel Technologte!-" wa, a d/h/a for an 
indiviuual proprietor (who remains involved in Spartan) before Srartan was formed. 

If Spa11an di~covcr, add1t1onal inforrnat1on or documents that contain mlormation 
respon,,ve to Rl•quest~ 1\o. !-~ and 5-6. Spanan will. to the extent nece,;,;ary and 
appropnale, suppkment n, TC!)punse. 

General Ob jections to the Reyucs t for Information 

Spartan as:-,erts 1he followmg general objection, lo the R«!quest for Information. which i!> 
unduly burden:-.ome and unreasonably broad. exceeds EPA 's statutory authorny. i, 
insufficiently dclinite and ~pecific. and is not reasonably relevant to the matte r proper!) 
under inquit)'. SC'<' U.S. v. Morro11 Salt Cn. 338 U.S. 632. 652 ( 1950): F. T. C. v. Texaco. 
55:'i F.2d 86~. 882 ( D.C. Cir 1977) 

I. Spartan ha:-. made and contmuc:-. to mah: a good faith effort to identify 
information responsive to the Request for Information. Spartan expressly and 
without qu;ilification rt:serve:. the right 10 amend or supplement it:, respunst:. 
including to provide additional documents. 

-, Spana11 nbjecl). 10 the Requt:sl for Information a, overbrnad and unduly 
hurdensume to the extent EPA ,eeks wide-ranging information and documents 
regarding manul'aclllring, installations. ,ales and offers for sale over a large 
geographic area for a period of more than 4 years. 

J. Spartan ohjects lo the Request for Information 10 the exteni EPA seeks 
information or documt!nts that pre-daH.: Spartan·s formation on September 28, 
20 I 0. mcluding information and documcnL~ on events that may have taken place 
before Spartan·~ formation 

4. Spa11an objects to the Request for Information as not authorized by law to the 
extent EPA seeks information that 1s not necessary for EPA "to determine whether 
the manufacturer or other r,cr,on ha<; act«!d or•~ act mg in compliance with'' part~ 
A and C of Title II of the Cleun Air A<.:t. 42 U.S.C. ~ 7542(a). 

~. Spanan ohjec1, 10 the Requc!>t for Information a., overhroad and unduly 
burden~ome to the extent EPA seeh prudm;Liun of "any" or ·'all" information. 
data. or documents "regarding'' or '"related to" Spanan's business. Despite this 
objection. Spanan will provide a respon!>e covering a reasonable scope for each 
such rcqut:st. 
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6. Spartan objects to the Requesl for Information to the extenl EPA seeks 
information, docume nts, or information abom documents not in Spanan·s 
possession, custody, or control. 

7. Spartan objects to the Request for Information LO the extent EPA seeks privileged 
information, including documents and information protected by the attorney-client 
privilege, work product doctrine, or other applicable protection. Despite this 
objection, Spartan will provide non-privileged documents responsive to each suc h 
request. To the extent any privileged docume nts arc responsive to th<:: Request for 
Information, Spartan will also provide a privilege log identifyi ng documents 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine. Any 
inadvertent disclosure by Spa11an of privi leged or otherwise protected material 
shall not be construed to cons1i1ute a waiver of applicable privileges or protections. 

8. Sparran objects to the Reques1 for Informal ion to the e xtent EPA seeks the 
production of docume nts and information already in EPA· s possession. Spartan 
further objects to the Request for Information 10 the extent EPA seeks informat ion 
or documents Sparta n has already submi11ed to the State of North Carolina or 
whic h are otherwise as accessible to EPA as they are to Spartan. 

9. Spartan objects 10 the lnstrnc tions on A ttachment. C to the Request for 
Information as imposing unduly burdensome and unreasonably broad obligations 
on Spartan. Spartan further objects 10 Instruction No. 2 as unduly burde nsome 
and unreasonably broad to the extent EPA seeks 10 re4uire Spartan Ill "identify 
any source 1hat e ither possesses o r is like ly to possess" information no t available 
to Sparta n or not in Spanan 's possession. custody, or con1rol. Spa11an a lso objects 
10 lnstrnction No. 5 to Lhe exlcnt 1ha1 EPA seeks 10 require S partan to reproduce 
documents and information a lready submi1ted to EPA. 

10. Spartan's production of documents does not represent or act as an admission by 
Spanan tha1 1he contents of all documems produced by Spanan are 1rue, correct. 
or accurate, nor does it act to authe nticate such documents for the purposes of 
admissibility in any administrative or judicial proceeding. 

Objections and Responses to Specific Request<; for Information 

Spartan assens the following objections to the specific n-:quests in the Requesl for 
Information. Spartan also offers the following narrative responses to Reques1s No. I-~ 
and 5-6 on Attachme nt B of the Request for Information . 

1. Identify each component, element of design, device or part (component) 
manufactured, installed, sold or offered for sale by Spartan during the period 
.January 2009 through the present that changes, affects. bypasses, or s imulates 
the operation of a motor vehicle's diesel particulate filter (OPF) system, exhaust 
gas recirculation (EGR) system, or any sensors or signals rclutcd to these 

N1550aUS .. ' 



CONFIDENTIAL MATERIAL PURPOSELY OMITTED 
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Subject to and without waiving its objections. Spartan·s inventory of the six components 
identified in rt!sponse to Request Nos. 1-3 has been and is nl!Tently hemg stored and 

offered for sale by Spartan at a single location: 

Spartan Diesel Technologies. LLC 
578 Upward Rd. Suite 7 
Flat Rock. :-JC 287.11 

Very truly yours. 

/7 

;<,( "- (1 F-i c[ti_.__?<K-
R1ck R. Rothman 

Enclosures 

Enclosure A - Response of Sp,1rtan Diesel Technologies. LLC dated May 31, 20 ! 2 to 

correspondence from the California Air Resources Board 

Enclosure B - State of No11h Carolina. Department of the Secretary of Statc, Li11111eJ 
Liability Company Articles of Organii' .. ation effective September 28. 2010 
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THERON E . MUL.UNAX, JR. 

T. MATn-iEW M ULLINAX 

May3l,2012 

Air Resources Board 
Attn: Llsa Brown 
Senior Staff Counsel 
P.O. Box 2815 
Sacramento, CA 95812 

MULLmAX LAW FIRM 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW 

322 SOUll-1 KING SrREET 

HENDERSON VIU..E, NORTH CAROLINA 28792 

PHONE: (828) 697-6630 

FAX: (828) 693·6588 

EMAIL: MLF@mul~naxlowfirm.com 

Re: Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC 

MAILING ADDRESS: 

P. 0. BOX 2648 

HENOERSONVIUL. NC 

28793-2648 

Preservation of Evidence In the Matter of the Investigation of Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC 

Dear Ms. Brown: 

ram local counsel for Matthew Geouge, Member/Manager of Spartan Diesel 
Technologies, LLC, a North Carolina Limited Liability Company. The purpose of this 
correspondence is to respond to your March 29, 2012 correspondence to Spartan Diesel 
Technologies, LLC and to inquire into your department's jurisdiction over this North Carolina 
Limited Liability Company. I understand that you have requested the company's business 
records covering a period from January 1, 2009 through December 31, 201 l. 

The jurisdictional concern appears to be the lack of any business of any type being 
conducted by Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC for a period of more than three years within the 
State of California. After receipt of a letter of instruction to cease selling its products in the State 
of California in excess of three years ago, Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC has not sold any 
product whatsoever in the State of California. The company's website and product labeling 
clearly indicate that its products are not to be sold in the State of California and dealers are 
expressly instructed that the products are not to be re-sold in California. 

In light of these factors, Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC has concerns over providing 
i ts private, business records for a period of three years to an governmental entity lacking proper 
jurisdiction to request copies of said records. Without the requisite contacts to the State of 
California, Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC questions the authority of the Air Resources Board 
to submit such an expansive request. 

l 
I 
I 

r 
I 
I 



Please provide this office indication of such jursidictional authority based upon the 
known actions of Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC and it shall retain California counsel to 
provide the requested documentation and assist in any necessary defense. 
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C20J027000587 

State of North Carolina 
Deparnneot of the Secretary of State 

Limited Liability Company 
ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION 

SOSID: U 68828 
Dare~: ,n&r2010 8:06:00 AM 

Elabw F. :\ltJ1nluoll 
North Carolina Sttretary of Salte 

001017000!\87 

Pum.rant to §57C-2-20 of the Genen! Sairutes of North Carolina, dlc undersigned does hereby rubmit 
these Alticle1 of Organi.?ation for the purpose of forming e limilcd liability company. 

The namt of the limit~ liability company is: Spartan Diesel Todvw)iog!es. LLC 

2. If the hmrted IJabihty company is to dissolve by a $p<:Cific dau:, the: latest dltte on which the 
limited litbiliry company is ro dissolve; (I/no date for diJ.soflllton Is specified, the.re shall be no 
limit on rhe di/ration of,~ lfm1t1d liabiliry c-ompany.)_no ___ limit_ • .... 00 ... durt-'---c...tion _______ ___ _ 

3. The name and address of each person executing thesG articlc:3 of organization is u follows: 
(Su,tt w'1ether each person LS aecunug theJe articles of organlza/io11 in tlw capociry of a 
,m,mbv, orgo,rircr or both. Noto: T1us do~lfflfl)lf muff he Jl~d by all ptn()TIJ ll$Tul here), 
Matthew Geougo-Membor10f90lli%.&r 

328 TNlholm Road 
Hend8rn0rw1111. NC 2sm 

4. The street address and county of the: initial registered office of the limited liabUlty company is: 

Number .u,d Street 328 Trvnholm Road ---- - ------- - - - - - - --
City, State, Zip Code HoodlftOnvllle, NC 28739 County Henderson 

5. The mailing address. If d/ffutntfrom thtt Stf'U! address, of the in.ilia] rcgi5tered office Is: 
same as obOvt 

6 The name of the initial rcmtcrc:d agent is: _Mat11tM1 _ _ w_0eouge ___ __________ _ 

7 Principal offite infonnation: (Sdtt.J eithtr a or b J 

a. 0 The limited liability company has a principal office 

The meet address and county of the principal office of the limlttd li1billty coropeny is: 

Number anll Streit 328 Tronholm Road 
Ch). Sur.c. Zip Code l-\endenloflYff, NC 2am 

The mll.lling lddl'1!$$, J/ dlff~nt /rr>111 lll1 m1t1 oddrm, of the ptim:ipel office of the corporation 1s: 

same os abovo 

b. 0 Tho limited liability company docs not havt a principal offi~. 



(2(1101700-05.'17 

8. Check one of~c follov.iog: 

9 

10. 

_{__(i) Mf!Hbt ,-,ttD11ag1d LLC: i ll memhm by vutUt of thi ir s!.l!.ms as members shall b~ 
managers of this limited liability cornp.111y 

_ __ (ii) Ma11agar-managad LLC: cl(cept" pNWidtd by :"1 C G.S Sr rtion 'i7r-l -20(a), the 
members of this limned liability company shall not be man.egers by virtue of their sLBtus a.s 
members. 

Any other provision~ which the limited liability company elects ro inciude arc attached. 

Tnesc articles will be effective upon fihnt. unless 4 date and/or time is specified: 
effaelfVe unon !!ling 

This IS thc)lt'iay of-'A'-'1p~c .... i l _ __ , 20.t2..-. 

Spanan Dtesel Technologies, LLC 

Sig1lature 

TYJH or Pn'm N~ t111d Titlt 

NOTES. 
1. FUin, ,~ b $115. Thu documt111 molt be filtd tritb the Sl!CJ'ttll'Y of S12rc. 

CORPORA TICJ:IIS Dr" ISi0:-1 
fR~vurd Jom,ory• 10C.2J 

P.O. Bo:< .l9622 nAl.EGH. ~c n 1;1~-rl6n 
tF"o•m L.C/1 
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Corporation Names 

Name 

NC SPARTAN DIESEL 
TECHNOI..OGIES, LLC 

H eme Typ. 

LEGAL 

L irnrtod L-ob,lity Company Information 

SOSID: 
Slatuo: 
Eff9ctlvv Dato: 
OiUDlutJon 011ta· 
Annual Report Duo Date: 
Cltlunahlp: 

St.rte of Inc.: 
Duration· 

Registered Agent 

Agent Name: 
Offl~ Addl'US 

Mulllng Addniaa: 

Pnnc pal Office 

Offlc. Address: 

MalNng Addreaa: 

Officers 

1168828 
C~t·~lve 
9/28/2010 

OOMC:STIC 
NC 
PERPf'TUAL 

GEOUGE, MATTHEW 
328 TRl:NHOLM ROAD 
HENDERSOIMLL NC 28739 

328 TRENHOLM ROAD 
HENDERSONVILLE NC 28739 

328 TRENHOLM ROAD 
HENOERSONVILL.E NC 26739 

328 TRENHOLM ROAD 
HENDERSONVILLE NC 28739 

Pagel of 1 

Th,, website ,s crovided to the ~c H • oan of lfMI Secr111t11y of State Knowledge Ban (SOSKS) system. VarSIOn. 140 

htto · , www secrew-v. state. nc. us. coroorations/Corp.aspx?PilemJd-9605 776 101sno10 



ATTACHMENT 4 

Filemaker Pro and Verify Database Records: 

of Certified Levels of Ford F-Series Trucks 



FMX-ONHWY-11-03 
CERTt 

12,1112010 
bate Received 

!2125/2010 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

[Ford Motor Company! l2011 IIBFMXH06.7A24)1New Submission! 

3. TEST DAT A SET: 

W N05 4. Engine Code: 

5. Engine Model: Rv F-Series 

6. Displacement(s) 
l6.7L (cid Or Liters): 

10. WAIVERS: 

11. COLD ST ART: 

12. Certification Fuel: 

Yes 

SMOKE IDLE CO 

i Yes I NAl 

Diesel (Part 86.1313-2007 (b )-(2) 
7. Engine l.d. Number: 800103 13. Special Test Device 

.-----'======-----------~ • Yes 

8. Rated HP @ Rated 300 
RPM: 2800 

Ion-Hwy Diesel @ 14 Test Procedure: ~------; 

9. Torque (ft-lb)@ 660 
Engine RPM: 2800 

-------@ 

15. Crankcase emissions (CCEs) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CCEs routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CC Es are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 10/8/2009 [ 
....__T_e_s_t _1 _ __._! _ _;T...;;e...;;..st:....;2;.___,__-'T...;;e...;;..st:....:3c-__,I 17. Deterioration Factors 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 _____ .,__ ____ _.__ ___ ___; 

HC + NOx 

0.04 
0.12 

0.000 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

0.0009 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO % 

CO2 594 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.001 
0.039 
0.119 
0.000 

Frequency 

I 

I 

DPF 
EFH UAF OAF 

0.012 0.000 -0.011 
0.223 0.001 -0.185 
0.770 0.004 -0.647 
0.029 0.000 -0.028 

0.006 

1.000 

2.584 
1.000 
0.000 
1.610 

NOx Adsorber. etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF DAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

Factor 

Units- g/bHp- I - Units STDs FELs 
g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

0.0 

0.1 
0.1 

I o.oo 
I 0.001 

I 

I 
I I 



~~ Test Info ~~~~~~ .. h_~C?.'s 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

[Ford Motor Company! l2011 IIBFMXH06.7A24[[Correctionl 

3. TEST DAT A SET: 

4. Engine Code: r:IJN05 

10. WAIVERs: CO PM 

[]E] []E] 
SMOKE IDLE CO 

I Yes I NAl 
5. Engine Model: @v F-Series 

11. COLD START: Yes 6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): l6.7L I 12. Certification Fuel: --•-ie-s~e-1 (_P_a_rt_8_6-_ 1_3_1_3_-2_0_0_7_b_)--(2- )~ 

i=IB=o=o1=0=3===~I 13. Special Test Device D Yes 7. Engine l.d. Number: 

8. Rated HP @ Rated 
RPM: 

:3:oo=========== @ 14 Test Procedure: =Io~n:-H: wy::D: i:es:e:1 ==~=================== 
9. Torque (ft-lb)@ 
Engine RPM: 

2800 
f-6_60 _____ __, @ 

2800 

15. Crankcase emissions (CCEs) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CCEs routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CCEs are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 10/8/2009 I 
Test 1 I Test 2 Test 3 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 _____ .,___ ____ ..__ ___ ____, 

HC + NOx 

0.04 
0.12 

0.000 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

0.0009 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

CO2 594 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.001 
0.039 
0.119 
0.000 

[ 

Frequency 

DPF 
EFH UAF 

0.012 0.000 
0.223 0.001 
0.770 0.004 
0.029 0.000 

0.006 

I 
I 
I 
I 

DAF 

-0.011 
-0.185 
-0.647 
-0.028 

17. Deterioration Factors 

1.000 

2.584 
1.000 
0.000 
1.610 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF DAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

I 

I 
I 

Factor 

Units- g/bHp- I - Units STDs FELs 
g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

0.0 

I 

0.1 i 

0.1 
0.00 

0.001 
I 

- - -



0 

FMX-ONHWY-11-02 
CERTtl 

12,1112010 
bate Received 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

IFord Motor Compan~ @011 I IBFMXH06.7B23I INew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 

4 . Engine Code: f:1JM05 

10. WAIVERs: CO PM 

[§][§] 
SMOKE IDLE CO 

I Yes I NAl 
5. Engine Model: &v F-Series 

11 . COLD START: Yes 6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): 16. 7L 12. Certification Fuel: f---0-i e_s_._e_l -(P_a_rt- 86 ___ 1 _3-13- --2-0-07_(_b_)--(2_)_ 

7. Engine l.d. Number: 

8. Rated HP@ Rated 
RPM: 

800103 13. Special Test Device D Yes 
....--!======'------------, 

1-3_00 _____ __, @ 14 Test Procedure: ~IO_n_-H_wy~ D_i_es_e_l __________ ~ 

9. Torque (ft-lb)@ 
Engine RPM: 

2800 

~66_0 ____ --l @ 

2800 

15. Crankcase emissions (CCEs) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CC Es routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CCEs are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 1 0/8/2009 I 
HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

Test 1 I 
0.00 

CARBON MONOXIDE 0.04 
OXIDE OF NITROGEN 0.12 

Test2 Test 3 

------t------+-------1 
PARTICULATE 0.000 
FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

CO2 594 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.001 
0.039 
0.119 
0.000 

Frequency 

OPF 
EFH UAF OAF 

0.012 0.000 -0.011 
0.223 0.001 -0.185 
0.770 0.004 -0.647 
0 .. 029 0.000 -0.028 

0.006 

17. Deterioration Factors 

1.000 

2.584 
1.000 
0.000 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF OAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

~ 

' 

I 

Factor 

Units- g/bHp- I -Units STDs FELs 
g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

0.0 

0.1 
0.1 
0.00 

I 

I 
I 



1s,312011 
bate Received 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

[Ford Motor Company! @012IICFMXH06.7A24IINew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 

4. Engine Code: f:AJNOS 
10. WAIVERs: 

Rv F-Series 

CO PM 

~~ 
SMOKE IDLE CO 

I Yes I NAl 
5. Engine Model: 

11 . COLD START: Yes 6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): l6.7L 12. Certification Fuel: Diesel (Part 86.1313-2007(b)(2) Table 
7. Engine l.d. Number: 800103 13. Special Test Device O Yes 

8. Rated HP@ Rated 
RPM: 

300 .-----'======------------, 
@ 14 Test Procedure: Ion-Hwy Diesel 

9. Torque (ft-lb)@ 
Engine RPM: 

2800 

1-6_60 _____ -l @ 

1600 

15. Crankcase emissions (CC Es) @ CC Es routed into the air inlet system 
0 CC Es routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CC Es measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CCEs are measured separately hst them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 6/14/2010 I 
__ T_e_s_t _1 _ _.._I __ T_e_s_t 2 _ __._ __ T""'e"""s"-t 3"--__,I 17. Deterioration Factors 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 _____ ...._ ____ ..,__ ___ _ 
HC + NOx 

0.10 
0.11 
0.001 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

0.0014 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO % 

CO2 605 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.002 
0.103 
0.110 
0.001 

Frequency 

DPF 
EFH UAF 

0.018 0.000 
0.544 0.005 
0.629 0.006 
0.018 0.000 

0.0112 

I 

I 

DAF 

-0.016 
-0.435 
-0.513 
-0.017 

1.000 

2.620 
1.000 
0.000 
1.340 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF DAF 

Frequency 



Factor Factor 

19. Certification Levels Units- g/bHp- 1 -Units STDs FELs 
(Rounded Test Results) g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

HC/OMHCE ' 0.0 I 
NMHC/OMNMHCE I 

HC + NOx I I 
CARBON MONOXIDE I 0.3 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN I 0.1 

PARTICULATE I 0.00 

FORMALDEHYDE I 0.002 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) I 

PEAK (%opacity) I I 

IDLE CO% 
I 

J ---



CERTtl 

!613/2011 
bale Received 

!6115/2011 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

!Ford Motor Companyi @01 2IICFMXH06.7823IINew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 10. WAIVERs: CO PM SMOKE IDLE CO 

4. Engine Code: 

Rv F-Series 

[§JC§] I Yes I NAl 
5. Engine Model: 

11 . COLD START: Yes 6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): 

I--__ .,__ __________ ~ 

J6.7L I 12. Certification Fuel: Diesel (Part 86.1313-2007(b)(2) Table 
7. Engine l.d. Number: 

8. Rated HP@ Rated 
RPM: 

l
r=B=oo=1=0=3===~I 13. Special Test Device O Yes 

:3:oo= ========== @ 14 Test Procedure: =Jo~n:-H: wy: : o: i:es: e:1 ==~=================== 
9. Torque (ft-lb) @ 
Engine RPM: 

2800 

t-6_60 _____ -1 @ 

1600 

15. Crankcase emissions (CCEs) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CCEs routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CC Es are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 6/1 4/2010 J 

HC/OMHCE 
.___T_e_s_t _1 _ __._! _.....;T....;;e..;;;.st.:....;2;;....___._ __ T....;;e;..;:.st.:....;3;;....____., 17. Deterioration Factors 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 _____ ...__ ____ ...__ ___ _ 
HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO % 

CO2 

0.10 
0.11 

0.001 

605 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.002 
0.103 
0.110 
0.001 

Frequency 

j 

DPF 
EFH UAF OAF 

0.018 0.000 -0.016 
0.544 0.005 -0.435 
0.629 0.006 -0.513 
0.018 0.000 -0.017 

0.0112 

1.000 

2.620 
1.000 
0.000 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF OAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

I 

I 

Factor 

Units- g/bHp- I -Units STDs FELs 
g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

0.0 I 

0.3 
0.1 

0.00 



:== FMX-ONHWY-13-07 
CERTI 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

!Ford Motor Company! l2013IIDFMXH06.7A24IINew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 

4. Engine Code: 

5. Engine Model: 

6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): 

7. Engine l.d. Number: 

8. Rated HP @ Rated 
RPM: 

9. Torque (ft-lb)@ 
Engine RPM: 

DFA17N05 

@v F-Series 

10. WAIVERs: CO PM 

[][] [][] 
11. COLD START: Yes 

SMOKE IDLE CO 

I Yes l NJ\l 

1----J..._-----------, 
l6.7L 12. Certification Fuel: Diesel (Part 86.1313-2007(b 2) Table 
XBBP3924 13. Special Test Device D Yes ,........!:========:!___--------~ 
!-3_00 _____ --l @ 14 Test Procedure: '-IO_n_-H_wy....,_D_i_es_e_l __________ ___, 
2800 

1-66_0 ____ ----; @ 

1600 

15. Crankcase emissions (CC Es) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CCEs routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CCEs are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 12/8/2011 I 
Test 1 I Test 2 Test 3 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 _____ ..__ ____ _,__ ___ ___, 

HC + NOx 

0.28 

0.13 
0.000 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

0.0029 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

CO2 567 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.002 
0 .281 
0.132 
0 .000 

Frequency 

I 

DPF 
EFH UAF OAF 

0.048 0.000 -0.046 
0.763 0.003 -0.482 
0.724 0.004 -0.592 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

0 .0063 

17. Deterioration Factors 

1.000 

2.620 
1.000 
0.000 
1.340 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF OAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

r 

I 

I 

I 
I 
l 

Factor 

Units- 9 /bHp- j - Units STOs FELs 
g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

0.0 : 

0.7 i 
0.1 I 

0.00 
0.004 I 

- ~ -



ROeadwyler, 11 /8/12 
8 

I do not have a statement of 
field 

CERTt 

:10/131201 2 

Certiflcate Status 

CATALOGt 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

!Ford Motor Company! l2013IIDFMXH06.7A24IJNew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 10. WAIVERS: 

4. Engine Code: 

CO PM 

CE[] CE[] 
SMOKE IDLE CO 

I Yes I NAl 
5. Engine Model: @v F-Series 

11. COLD START: Yes 6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): 

>-----~----------~ 
l6.7L I 12. Certification Fuel: Diesel (Part 86.1313-2007(b)(2) Table ::::======~ 

7. Engine l.d. Number: 

8. Rated HP@ Rated 
RPM: 

I
XBBP3924 I 13. Special Test Device O Yes 

:3:oo=========== @ 14 Test Procedure: =Io~n:-H: wy::o: i:es: e:1 ==~=================== 
9. Torque (ft-lb)@ 
Engine RPM: 

2800 

r-6_60 _____ -; @ 

1600 

15. Crankcase emissions (CCEs) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CCEs routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CC Es are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 12/8/2011 I 
Test 1 l Test 2 Test 3 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 -----~----_.__ ___ ____, 

HC + NOx 

0.28 
0.13 

0.000 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (¾opacity) 

0.0029 

PEAK (¾opacity) 

IDLE CO¾ 

CO2 567 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.002 
0.281 
0.132 
0.000 

Frequency 

DPF 
EFH UAF DAF 

0.048 0.000 -0.046 
0.763 0.003 -0.482 
0.724 0.004 -0.592 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.0063 

17. Deterioration Factors 

1.000 

2.620 
1.000 
0.000 
1.340 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF DAF 

Frequency 



Factor Factor 

19. Certification Levels Units- g/bHp- I - Units STDs FELs 
(Rounded Test Results) g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE I 0.0 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 0.7 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 0.1 
-

PARTICULATE 0.00 

FORMALDEHYDE 0.004 

ACCEL (%opacity) I 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

I PEAK (%opacity) I 
IDLE CO% I I __ ._ 



CERT• 

js12s12012 
Date Received 

110/11 /2012 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

!Ford Motor Company! l2013IIDFMXH06.7823IINew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 

4. Engine Code: 

5. Engine Model: 

6 . Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): 

r::IJM05 

Rv F-Series 

10. WAIVERs: 

11. COLD START: Yes 

SMOKE IDLE CO 

I Yes l NAl 

~--'------------~ 
!6.7L 12. Certification Fuel: D iesel (Part 86.1313-2007(b) 2) Table 

7. Engine l.d. Number: XBBP3924 13. Special Test Device D Yes ,_;:=====~----------, 
8. Rated HP@ Rated 
RPM: 

'-3_00 _____ ~ @ 14 Test Procedure: ! ._o_n_-H_W'f...,_D_i_es_e_l __________ _, 

9. Torque (ft-lb) @ 
Engine RPM: 

2800 

f-6_60 _____ ~ @ 

1600 

15. Crankcase emissions (CCEs) @ CCEs rou_ted into the air inlet system 
0 CC Es routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CCEs measured separately from exhaust emissions 
If the CCEs are measured separately list them in the tech. description (item 13) and account 

16. Official Results for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 12/8/2011 I 
.___T.;...;e;;..;;s.;;..t .;;..1 _ __,LI _....:T~e:.::.st=-=2=--___.__....:T:...::e:.::.st:....:3=--_J 17. Deterioration Factors 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 _____ ,__ ____ .,__ ___ ____, 

HC + NOx 

0.28 
0.13 

0.000 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

0.0029 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

CO2 567 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.002 
0.281 
0.132 
0.000 

Frequency 

DPF 
EFH UAF OAF 

0.048 0.000 -0.046 
0.763 0.003 -0.482 
0.724 0.004 -0.592 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.0063 

1.000 

2.620 
1.000 
0.000 
1.340 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF OAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

~ 

I 

' 

I 

Factor 

Units- g/bHp- I - Units STDs FELs 
g/BHP-hr g/kW-hr 

-

0.0 

0.7 
0.1 
0.00 
0.004 

I 

I I 



CERTtl 

Large Engine 

Database 
Test Info 

!Ford Motor Companyl @013IIDFMXH06.7823IINew Submission! 

3. TEST DATA SET: 

4 . Engine Code: 

5. Engine Model: 

6. Displacement(s) 
(cid Or Liters): 

7. Engine l.d. Number: 

8. Rated HP @ Rated 
RPM: 

9. Torque (ft-lb) @ 
Engine RPM: 

hlJM05 

&v F-Series 

j6.7L 

XBBP3924 

300 

2800 

660 
1600 

@ 

@ 

10. WAIVERs: CO PM 

~~ 
11. COLD START: Yes 

SMOKE IDLE CO 

! Yes l NA7 

!----'-------------, 
12. Certification Fuel: Diesel (Part 86.1313-2007(b)(2) Table 
13. Special Test Device ID Yes I 
14 Test Procedure: Ion-Hwy Diesel 

15. Crankcase emission s (CCEs) @ CCEs routed into the air inlet system 
0 CC Es routed into the exhaust upstream of aftertreatment 
0 CC Es measured separately from exhaust emissions 

16. Official Results 
If the CCEs are measured separately list them m the tech. descnpt1on (item 13) and account 
for them in the test results listed below. 

Date: 12/8/2011 I 
HC/OMHCE 

.....__T_e_s_t _1 _ __._! __ T __ e..;;..st;....;;2 _ ___._ __ T;...;;e;.,;;;.st.;_;3:;____,! 17. Deterioration Factors 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 0.00 
HC + NOx 

_____ ..__ ____ _.__ ___ _ 
0.28 
0.13 

0.000 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

0.0029 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO % 

CO2 567 

18. Adjustment Factors EFL 

HC/OMHCE 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

0.002 
0.281 
0.132 
0.000 

I 

Frequency 

I 
I 
I 
I 

DPF 
EFH UAF OAF 

0.048 0.000 -0.046 
0.763 0.003 -0.482 
0.724 0.004 -0.592 
0.000 0.000 0.000 

0.0063 

1.000 

2.620 

1.000 
0.000 
1.340 

NOx Adsorber, etc 

Strategy 

EFL EFH UAF OAF 

Frequency 



19. Certification Levels 
(Rounded Test Results) 

Factor 

HC/OMHCE 

NMHC/OMNMHCE 

HC + NOx 

CARBON MONOXIDE 

OXIDE OF NITROGEN 

PARTICULATE 

FORMALDEHYDE 

ACCEL (%opacity) 

LUG (Gen) (%opacity) 

PEAK (%opacity) 

IDLE CO% 

Factor 

Units- g/bHp- -Units STOs FELs 
g/BHP-hr glkW-hr 

0.0 --l------!-----t---;-----...... --

~ 
t ~ -0 -L------+-----t---+--t--~ 

/ ~ 0. 004 ------ -----J..---__,;f--,--..__-,---, 

I---- -

I I -



Model Year 2011 

BFMXO06.771C (Federal HD chassis Class 3 GVW 10001-14000) 

Emission Standards 
HDV2 (Federal) 

Tul N'-fflber QfMHtOOQlH 
Ellhaint/&1pordve Tu t M.wnber Unk 
Tul Oa te 2010-01-06 

Useful Life 
120K 

NMOG 
0.230 

co 
8 1 

NOX 
0.4 

HCHO 
0.040 

PM 
0.02 

Tut Proc:t OUtt 2 • CVS 76 a nd later f'Mo can. load) 
Tnt fuel Type HJ - FIOWal Cen Desll 7-15PPM Sutl 
Fuel D~el 

VtNdt 0 • • HOV2(F908flll H0CMU5 Oau3 GVW 10001.1.QXl) M•V7 le.al LEV ~'31,HN GWI 10001-14COOJ OF Type Mt DIJ\ermned 

c.,-. , CM 120 000 Calbn• LEVJI utEV COCc..t,on 031 023 00 73 Pess 
S«t,on 1n mlts "'°""'"'") Sll!lle. 

CeMotruo , CM 120,000 Cclllomo LEV-II Ul£V N\4OG ( t,,on. 0010 003~ oos 0 1&7 "'" OC001 UP 
Sac.101177 min mechM-•«Ql'lf'I< 

Stales 

Cat:lmia • CAA 120,000 c:aUonu, LEV.a ULEV 1'0XCN- 0:16 o• o, P,m 002 UP 
Section ,n m,.. 01,00 ) 

lllllts 

Cfllrlom1a • CAA 120 000 Ceuornn tEV.11 rn.ev PL, ( PMclJltft 0001 0007 001 000 P•n OUP 
Soct10n 1n m._. L{ltto, ) 

llalm ._ .. 
120.000 ~M(>-.iHD CO C c..t,on 031 023 00 a 1 Pass 001 UP 
m ... ~ $!$ OM$ 3 GVW '-'on01CS. I 

10001 -14000) 

·--- 120,000 HIN2(,-olHO HCN\.1 1 Nm. 0016 0033' 005 0 230 ..... 00001 UP 
mle> Chassi, Oall 3 GI/W mell\Oflo 

10001. 14000 c,oco,rm ·- 120 000 ~on,r .. 11111 HO 
min d'UKSJ1 OMS 3 r;v'W 

10001. 1 •COO 

""°XI t.lUoOlf'I 035 04 
O.oo ) 

o, .... 0 0:2'lJP _., 
120 000 HIN21f-.. HO PM ( Pancutae 
min chm,-~Oasi.3(NW ,~an• ) 

0001 0001 oo, 0 02 Pan OUP 

10001, 14000) 

Certified Models Information- --------------------------------

Canine Mfr Code Division Code Carline Code and Certification 
Drive System Trans Type 

I 
Name Region Code 

FMX Ford . 1 JSO · F45Q!l~ Cal ifornia• CAA Part-time 4-Wheel Sem1-Automatie 
PICKUP llESEL Section 177 states Drive 

FMX Ford . 1 35!) · F!l5Q1~ Federal Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem 1-Automatic 
PIQS!.!P llESEL Drive 

FMX Ford . 1 327 - F350 4WD Federal Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem 1-Automatic 
[3[0 OF! FTE Drive 

DIESEL 
FMX Ford . 1 JOO - FJ5Q 2::6'.Q Cal ifornia• CAA 2-Wheel Dnve, Rear Sem1-Automat1C 

l2!E..S.E..L Section 177 states 
FMX Ford . 1 Jg;> F3SQ 4l,:YQ Federal Part.t ime 4-Wheel Sem1-Automatic 

Q1E.Sll Drive 
FMX Ford . 1 JOO F3502WO Federal 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Sem 1-Automatcc 

~ 
FMX Ford. 1 32G · F350 2WD Cal ifom 1a + CAA 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Sem 1-Automatic 

BED DELETE Section 177 states 
DIESEL 

FMX Ford . 1 J2Z · EJ5Q 4WQ Cal1forn1a • CAA Part-time 4-Wheel Sem1-Automatic 
ElEQ QEI EIE Section 177 states Drive 

illE.Sll 
FMX Ford. 1 :122 FJ5Q 4'fi'Q Cal 11cm ia • CAA Part-t,me 4-Wheel Sem 1-Automatic 

Q!t.fil.L Section 177 states Drive 
FMX Ford . 1 326 · F35Q 2WD Federal 2-Wheel Dr1...e, Rear Sem 1-Automatie 

6!:DQ[lETE 
Q!ESEL 



BFMXD06.761A (Federal HD chassis Class 2b GVW 8501 -10000) 

Emission Standards 
HDV1 (Federal) 

Te it Numbt, BfMX10Qt1$34 
ElcNu«t£vtporaf'Jve Tu t M..mbfr UM 
... o... 201().(IJ.10 

Useful Life 
120K 

NMOG 
0.195 

co 
7.3 

NOX 
0.2 

HCHO 
0.032 

Vt hlde0a• l'+ow'l~eonf tf)CMUis0aH2bGVNl50t.100Cl)) N0,,1& 1C111 lEV 2'l W:JVGVW6501-10000• 

·- 120000 HCVI C<-HO CX> ( Cnon 0~ 021 oe 13 - CfteH I o,n 2bGVN WcncaOt j 
6tl01 11X)()C)) ·- 120000 hCN't (Fto.1'111 ~ ~ M I Nc.i~ 0 03a OCl1a2 0 003 01 .. 

"'"' Cl'IIIH s a., 2bC \ftN ..,_.,_, 
1~1.10000) ,_ 

120000 H.CV1CF...,t-t0 H0.0 0 00<2 000, 0032 ..... dlaU I 0.12bGVN 
~I ltl)l)OJ 

c•-,oo) 

·- 120000 HC'VI l':..,._ "I) 'iOX! .\110Q111'0.0I } 012 OD> o, 0 2 .. , .. C-l'leJS I 0•1 2b GV-N 
1501-10000) ·- 120000 H OVI (Ftot1M HO PM I Paruc:~•• 0005 ODD> 001 oo:i ..... cl'lass s oa, 2b CVN -•) 
~1-ltl)l)OJ 

PM 
0.02 

lHl PrOCICN't 2. CVS 7S end l.at.r (wfo un. IOld} 
T•• Futl Type 1i . Feo«III c.t O.esal 1.1~ ~ Sulltr 
Fl.NI Oflel 
DF'fypt M, 0.lffl\lMO 

Pou 001 uP 

p.,, 0 0011 uP 

Pan 00001 uP 

P .. , 0 01 UP 

p.,. -00001 UP 



Test Group lnformation-------------- - ----------- - -----

Manufacturer 
Model Year 
GHG Exempt Status 

Fcr-d Mater- Company 
201 1 
NIA 

Test Group 
Evaporative / Refu 

Certified Models Information- -------------------------------

Division Code 
Carline Code and Certification 

Drive System Trans Type Carline Mfr Code 
Name Region Code I 

FMX Ford . 1 m EJ5Q 4WQ Federal Part-time 4-Wheel Sem . Automatic 
BCD DELETE Cxlve 

Q!.E.S.EJ. 

FMX Ford. 1 J25 · F25Q 4WQ Federal Part-time 4-Wheel Sem~Automatic: 
6.EQ.QEI.EIE Onve 

lliE.sEl. 
FMX Ford. 1 324 . F250 2WO Federal 2-Wheel Drive, Rear , Sam. Automatic 

BED DELETE 
DIESEL 

FMX Ford - 1 J:io - E25Q e1r;:;isue Federal Part-time 4-Wheel Sam. Automatic 
4WQ~ESEL Cxlve 

FMX Ford . 1 J24 · F250 2WQ Cahfom ,a + CAA 2-Wheel Orrve, Rear Sem . Automatic 
BEQQE!.ETE Section 177 states 

DIESEL 
FMX Ford. 1 J15. F25Q PICKUP Galifom1a + CAA 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Sem~Automatic 

2WD Q!QSQI Section 177 states 
FMX Ford. 1 326 - F:J~O 2WD Federal 2-Wheel Dnve. Rear Sam. Automatic 

8[0 DCLFTF 
DIESEL 

FMX Ford - 1 JOO · EJ5Q 2WQ Federal 2-Wheel Onve. Rear Sem~Automatic: 
Q1.E.S.E.L 

FMX Ford- 1 J2Z - EJ5Q 1WQ Cal ifom ia + CAA Part-time 4-Wheel Sem. Automatic 
fl..EO..D.ELETE Section 177 states Drive 

illE.S.E.L 

FMX Ford - 1 326 - FJ5Q 2WQ Califom1a + CAA 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Sem~Automatic 
6EQ QELEIE Section 177 states 

O!C..S.U 
FMX Ford - 1 392 - F350 4WD Federal Part-trme 4-Wheel Sem~Automatic 

DIESEL OriYe 
FMX Ford - 1 3;)Q - F25Q PIC!SUE Cal1fom1a + CAA Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem . Automatic 

1WD IJESEL Section 177 states Drive 
FMX Ford . 1 315 - E25Q PICKUE Federal 2-Wheel Drrve. Rear Sam. Automatic 

2WQO!!ls!l! 
FMX Ford- 1 J~ - E25Q 1'.l'YQ California+ CAA Part-time 4-Wheel Sam. Automatic 

BEQ DELETE Section 177 states DriYe 
OJESEJ. 

FMX Ford. 1 392 F350 4WO Cal ifom ia + CAA Part-trme 4-Wheel Sam. Automatic 
DIESf::L Section 177 states Drrve 

FMX Ford- 1 JOO - FJ5Q2WQ Cahfom ra + CAA 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Sam. Automatic 
Q!E.S.E!. Section 177 states 



Model Year 2012 

CFMXD06.771C (Federal HD chassis Class 3 GWV 10001-14000) 

Emission Standards 
HDV2 (Federal) 

Useful Life 
120K 

NMOG 
0.230 

co 
8.1 

NOX 
0.4 

HCHO 
0.040 

PM 
0.02 

Test Procedure 2. CVS 75 ond later (wlo can. lo1d1-------------------------------- -

V1hlcle ID/ Conftgur.Uon BFAJ-6 7-,W05' 1 
Test Number BFMX100115J7 
Exh1utC/Ev1poreUve Test Number Link -
Test Date 2010-09-10 
Vehicle CIIM HOV2 (Fe<l&rel HD chassis Oass 3 GVW 10001-14000) MOV7 (Col LEV 2'3 MDV GVW 10001-14000) 

Test Proced 
Tell Fuel T1 
Fuel 
OF Type 

Rounded Multiplicative Additive Certiftcation S•-ndard Criteria Pollutant 
~ PassFail 

Federal 120.000 
miles 

Fooera 120 000 
mdes 

Federal 120000 
miles 

Federal 120,000 
mdos 

Smndard Level 

H0\/2 (Federal HO 
chassis Oess 3 GVW 

10001-14000) 

H0\/2 (Federal HD 
chassis Oass 3 GVW 

10001-14000) 

H0\/2 (Federal HD 
chass,s Oass 3 GVW 

10001-14000) 

H0\/2 (Federal HD 
chassis Oass 3 GVW 

10001-14000) 

H0\/2 (Federal HO 
chasSJs O ass 3 GVW 

10001-14000) 

Emlsoion Name Re,ult OF OF Level Value 

HCNM ( Ncn-mell\ane 00226 0 0334 0056 0 230 

Hydrocarbon ) 

HOiO 00035 0 0004 0004 0 040 

I Fameldehyoe ) 

N OX I Nitrogen Ox tde ) 0 23 0 02 04 

PM ( P01tJcu&l8 0 003 0007 001 002 

Metter) 

- Test Group lnlormaUon---------------------------------

Manufacturer 
Model Year 
GHG Exempt Status 

Ford Motor Company 
2012 
NIA 

Tollt Group 
Evaporative / Rofu 

~ certified Models Information- ------------------- ------ ----- - -

I Ca rline Mfr Code Division Code I Cartine Code and Certification Drive System Trans Type 
Name Region Code 

FMX Ford - 1 l JOO · EJ5!l 2WO Cahfom1a + CAA 2.Wheel Or1w. Rear Sem~Automat,c 
Q!E.S.El Section 177 states 

FMX Ford- 1 J:il · E15!l 4~ Cal 1forn Ia ... CAA Part-lime 4-Wheel Semi-Automettc 
l:1Cl:rne llESEI Section 177 states Omle 

FMX Ford- 1 392 • F350 4WO CahfomIa • CAA Part-t,me 4-Wheel Semi-Automattc 
DIESEL Sechon 177 states Onve 

FMX Ford. 1 :l~ - EJ5!l 4WQ Federal Part-lime 4-Wheel Sam~Autometic 
Q!ESEl. Omle 

FMX Ford . 1 J27 F35Q1WO Cahforn1a + CAA Part-lime 4.Wheel Semi-Automatic 

BED ClELETt; Section 177 states Omle 
Q!ESEl. 

FMX Ford . 1 J2Z E35.lHWD Federal Part-ltme 4-Wheel Semi-Automattc 
B.E.O D£LEIE Dnve 

DIESEL 
FMX Ford . 1 ~50 . F450 4X4 Feoeral Part-t,me 4-Wheel Semi-Automat,c 

PICKUP • ESEL Ome 

FMX Ford. 1 300 [ J~Q 2WQ Federal 2-Wheel Onw. Raar Semi-Automatic 
OIE.fil:.J. 

FMX Ford . 1 :l2!l · EJ5!l 2't:/.Ll Feoeral 2-Wheel Onve. Rear Sem1-Automat,c 
em QELEIE 

Q!ESEl. 

FMX Ford- 1 1.26 · EJ~ 2WQ Cal~om,a • CAA 2-Wheel Onw , Rear Sem1-Automettc 
Bl DDEIEIE Section 177 states 

Qll:.SEL 

Indicator 

Pass 

Pass 

Pass 

Pass 



CFMXD06.761A (Federal HD chassis Class 2b GVW 8501-10000) 

Emission Standards 
HDV1 (Federal) 

Useful Life 
120K 

NMOG 
0.195 

co 
7.3 

NOX 
0.2 

HCHO 
0.032 

PM 
0.02 

Test Procedure 2 • CVS 75 and later (wlo can. load)---------------------------------

Vehicle ID I Conflguration BFAJ-6 /.J.OQB' 1 

Tul Number BFMX10011636 
Exhaulll/Evapor1tive Tnl Number Unk .• 
Tell DI ie 2010-09-10 
Vehicle Oau HD'l1 (Fed<Wol HO chassis Oass 2b GW-. 8501-10000), MDl/6 (C81 LEV 2/3 MDV GVW 6501-10000) 

Telf:Proced1 
Tell Fuel Ty 
Fuel 
OF Type 

r
--- - ----- - - ----- - . . ' cr11eri• Pollutant 

C rt R I Useful Sia d d L I Em . .,_ Rounded Multiplicative Addibve Certification Standard p -~F II 

I e eg on LIi n ar eve ,sson ,-me R 11 OF OF L I v 1 •= 3 
e eru ove a uo Indicator 

Federd 120.000 HDV1 (Federal HD co ( Calllcn 0 35 - 021 06 73 Pass 
mi es chassis Oass 2b GVW Mcnoxde ) 

8501-10000) 
Federal 120000 HDV1 (Federal HD HCNM ( Ncn-meH1&118 00328 - 00192 O 053 0195 Pass 

mi es chassis aass 2b GVW Hydrocarbon ) 
8501-10000) 

Fedecai 120,000 HD'l1 (Federal HD HCHO 00042 .. 0 0 004 0032 Pass 
mdas chassis Oass 2b GVW ( Famel08hy08 ) 

8501-10000) 
Fedecai 120,000 HD'/1 (Federal HD NOX( N~rogen Oxide ) 0 12 - 0 ffi 02 02 Pass 

mde,s chassis Oass 2b GW-. 
8501-10000) 

Fedecai 120,000 HDV1 (Federel HD PM ( Partocu ate 0005 .. 0005 001 002 Pass 
mdes chassis Oass 2b GVW 

8501- 10000) 
Malle< ) 



·Test Group lnformation---------------------------- - ----

Manufacturer 
Model Year 
GHG Exempt Status 

Carline Mfr Code Oivision Code 

Ford. 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford . 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford . 1 

FMX Ford . 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford• 1 

FMX Ford . 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford . 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

FMX Ford - 1 

FMX Ford. 1 

Ford Motor Company 
2012 
NIA 

I carttne Code and 
Name 

JJQ • E25Q P!C~UP 
4WD llESEL 

~502WO 
BED DEi EIE 

!2lE.S.E.l 
330 - F250 PICKUP 

4WD llES_EL 

:m · F25Q PICKUP 
2WD D10set 

J~ - FJ5Q4WD 
lJlt:..SEL 

J24 · F25Q 2WD 
BED Ut;L EIE 

01Eru 
325 - F250 4WO 
BfD DELETE 

DIESEL 
315 . E250 eKa~ue 

WO Pieset 
327 · FJ5Q 4WD 
BEP DELEIE 

QlC..S.C.L 

32Z E3501WD 
6EP DELET!; 

DJ.ESEl. 
300 · r350 2WD 

DICSCL 

Certification 
Region Code 

Ca'1forn1a + CAA 
Secllon 177 states 
Ca'1forn1a + CAA 

Section 177 states 

Federal 

Federal 

Federal 

Federal 

Federal 

Ca'1fornia + CAA 
Section 177 states 

Federal 

Cahforn,a + CAA 
Section 177 states 

Federal 

Drive System 

Part-time 4-Wheel 
Dove 

2-Wheel IJrlw, Rear 

Part-time 4-Wheel 
Onve 

2-Wheel Drive, Rear 

Part-time 4-Wheel 
Dove 

2-Wheel Drive, Rear 

Part-time 4-Wheel 
Drive 

2-Wheel Dnve, Rear 

Part-time 4-Wheel 
Dove 

Part-time 4-Wheel 
Dnve 

2-Wheel IJrlw. Rear 

-, -- --
300 · FJ50 ;IWD Ca'1fom1e + CAA 2-Wheel IJrlw, Rear 

D!ESU Sec:tJon 177 states 

325 · E25Q 1WD Ca' ,torn ,a + CAA Part-time 4-Wheel 
BED OELEIE Section 177 states Dove 

DIE.SEL 
326 . F35Q 2wu Federal 2-Wheel Dove, Rear 
BED DELETE 

OCill 
324 F250 2WD Ca'ifom1e + CAA 2-Wheel Dove, Rear 

AFO DELETE Section 177 states 
DIESEL 

J92 - F3~4WQ Cahforn1a + CAA Part-time 4-Wheel 
U!l:.SEl Section 177 states Dove 

Test Group 
Evaporative I Ref\J 

Trans Type 

Semi-Automatic 

Sem1-Automat,c 

Sem~Automatic 

Sem~Automatic 

Semi-Automatic 

Semi-Automatic 

Semi-Automatic 

Semi-Automatic 

Sem1-Automatte 

Sem 1-Automatte 

-
Sem1-Automat,c 

Sem1-Automat1C 

Sem1-Automat,c 

Sem1-Automat,c 

Semi-Automatic 



Model Year 2013 

DFMXD06.771C (Federal HD chassis Class 3 GWJ 10001-14000) 

Emission Standards 
HDV2 (Federal) 

Useful Life 
120K 

NMOG 
0.230 

co 
8.1 

NOX 
0.4 

HCHO 
0.040 

PM 
0.02 

Test Procedure 2 • CVS 76 and later (w/o con. load)---------------------------------

Vehicle ID / ConftgureUon DFAJ-Ji 7-J-314 I 0 
To• Number DFMX10022130 

Exhou-,e,aporaUve Test Number Unk -
To• Dato 2012.07-26 

Test Proced\.. 

Test Fuel TYf 
Fuel 

Vehlcle a . .. HDV2 (Federal HD chasss Oass 3 Gw-1 10(X)l. 14000) MOV7 1ca1 LEV 213 MDV Gw-1 10001-14000) OF Type 

~ ---u~::' St.andard Level &n1s:s,on Na me Rounded MulUpllcabve Additive Certification Standard Pass/Fail 
--- . r Criteria PolluLlnl 

Rewlt OF OF Level Value Indicator 

Federal 120.000 HDV2 (Fedefff HO co I carton Mcnou:le ) 063 .. 023 09 8 1 Pass 
m•es chassos Class 3 Gw-1 

10001-14000) 

Federal 120.000 HDV2 (Fodora HD CREE ( Certxrl-Rofatod 812 - 0 812 99999 .. 
m•es chessos Class 3 Gw-1 E.<hoost EmlSSIOOS) 

10001-14000) 

Federal 120,000 H[J\/2 (Federd HD HCNM ( NOn.mechene 00557 .. 00334 0089 0230 Pass 
mies chass,s Class 3 Gw-1 Hydrocortxrl ) 

10001-14000) 

Federl'll 120,000 H[J\/2 (Federd HD HCHO ( F oonsldehy 08 ) 00059 .. 0 0004 0006 0040 Pass 
mies chassis Class 3 Gw-1 

10001-14000) 

Federal 120,000 HDV2 (Federel HD NOX( N l rogen Oxde) 03 .. 0 03 04 Pass 
mies chass,s Class 3 Gw-1 

10001-14000) 

Federal 120.000 H[J\/2 (Fedefal HD OPT-CREE ( OJXmel 816 .. 0 816 99999 -
m•es chass,s Class 3 Gw-1 Corboo-Retatod Exhaust 

10001-14000) Emissons) 

Federal 120,000 H[J\/2 (Federel HD PM ( Portocuote Matter ) 0008 - 0 007 002 002 Pass 
mdes chess,s Class 3 Gw-1 

10001-14000) 



- Test Group lnformalion--------------------------------

Manufacturer 
Model Year 
GHG Exempt Status 

Ford Motor Company 

2013 
Not Exempt 

Test Group 
Evaporative / Refu 

· Certified Models Information- ------- ------------------- -----

I Carilne Mfr Code Division Code I Carline Code and Certification Drive System Trans Type 
Name Region Code 

FMX Ford - 1 327 - F...35.lL.1W.D California + CAA Part-time 4-W heel Semi-Automatic 

BEQ QELETE Section 177 states onve 
Q!£SEL 

FMX Ford - 1 JOO . F350 2WQ Federal 2-Wheel Dnve. Rear Semi-Automatic 

QlE.S.E.L 

FMX Ford - 1 390 - F350 2W D California• CAA 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Semi-Automatic: 

DIESEL Section 177 states 

FMX Ford - 1 J5Q - E1~4~ Cal1fom1a + CAA Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem1-Automattc 

PICK!..!e IJESEL Section 177 states Drive 

FMX Ford - 1 J:26 - FJ~2WQ California + CAA 2-Wheel Dove, Rear Semi-Automat ic 

BED QELETE Section 177 states 

OIES.EI. 
FMX Ford - 1 392 EJ~ 4WU Federal Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem1-Automattc 

OIES.EI. Drive 
FMX Ford - 1 350 - F450 4X4 Federal Part-time 4-Wheel Semi-Automatic 

PICKUP OESEL Onve 

FMX Ford - 1 3/6 - F35Q 2WQ Federal 2-Wheel Ori\18, Rear Semi-Automatic: 

BED DELETE 
Q!f.SEL 

FMX Ford . 1 392 - FJ5Q 4WD California + CAA Pan-time 4-Wheel Semi-Automatic 

Q!ESEL Section 177 states Drive 

FMX Ford - 1 J2Z -FJ:iQ 4WQ Federal Part-time 4-Wheel Sem1-Automattc 

BEQ DELETE Dnve 
OIES.EI. 



DFMXD06.761A (Federal HD chassis Class 2b GVW 8501-10000) 

Emission Standards 
HDV1 (Federal) 

Useful Life 
120K 

NMOG 
0.195 

co 
7.3 

NOX 
0.2 

HCHO 
0.032 

PM 
0.02 

Tut Procedure 2 • CVS 76 and later (wlo can. load)------ - ---- -------------------

Vohlc.lo IOI Conftgundon ~.,., Jib 0 
To• Number DEMlli.t9Ql ffi 
Exhou.iEvoporaUvo Toll i.,mbor Link .. 

To• Data 2012-08-01 

To• Proco du 
T•• Fuel Ty1 
Fuel 

Vohlclo a... H0\11 1Feoeral HD cha .. lS Oass 2b G'lll 6501-10000) M0\16 (Cal LEV 2/3 ~1DV GVW 6501-10000) OFType 

U,elUI Rounded MulUpllc::,Uve AddlUve CertJflcnUon Sllndord Cr1lerio Pollublnl 
Cert Region 

Ute 
St:lndard Level Emi~on Name 

Result OF OF Level Voluo ~~,:,~: 

F808Jlll 120000 H0\11 (F808Jlll HO CO ( Carl>On Monoude ) 053 - 033 oa 7 3 Pass 
mces chasses Oass 2b G'lll 

8501-10000) 

Federal 120,000 H0\11 (Federal HO CREE I Clrt>on-Related 783 - 0 783 999 99 -
mdes chesses Oass 2b G'lll Exheust Emess ons ) 

8501-100001 
F808Jlll 120000 H0\11 (Federlll HD He.NM I Non-meuu,n e 0 0656 - 00"41 0109 0 195 P ass 

mies chasses Oass 2b G'lll Hyaoc..-bon I 
8501-10000) 

Federel 120,000 H0\11 (Federal HD NOX I N•raoen Onle ) 0 16 .. 005 0 2 02 P ass 
mJes chesses Oass 2b GVW 

8501-10000) 

Federel 120000 H0\11 (Federal HD OPT-CREE ( ()plmal 787 - 0 787 gegog -
mdes chesses Oass 2b G'lll Cartxn-Reiated Exhausl 

8501-10000) Emtss,ons ) 
Federei 120000 H0\11 (Fede<al HO PM ( PMcullll8 Matt« ) 0 001 .. 0005 0 01 002 Pass 

mies chasses Oass 2bG'lll 
8501, 100001 

- Test Group lnformatlon---------- - - ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --

Manufacturer 
Model Year 
GHG Exempt Status 

Fa d Mota Ccropany 
2013 
Not Exempt 

Test Group 
Evaporative / Refu 

Certified Models lnfonnatlon------ ---- ---- --- -----------------

Carilne Mfr Code Oivison Code canine Code and Certification Drive System Trans Type Name Region Code 
FMX I Ford- 1 J~ E25Q eI~K1.1e Federal Part-l ime 4-Wheel Sem~Automatx: 

~E.s..E.l DnYS 
FMX Ford . 1 32!2 - l'J5Q 2WQ Callfcro1a • CAA 2-Wheel [)"1YS, Rear Sem~A utomat x: 

B[Q Q[LEII: Section 177 states 
Ql£S.El 

FMX Ford. 1 330 F250 PICKUP c a111an,a • CAA Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem~Automatx: 
4WO D ESEL Section 177 states DnY8 

FMX Ford - 1 J~ f-25Q 4WQ Cal lfcro,a • CAA Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem~Automatx: 
ElEQ QE;L ETE Section 177 states DnY8 

Ol[SEL 
FMX Ford. 1 J25..F2~ Federal Part-l ime 4-Wheel Sem~A utomatx: 

ElEQ 01:LETE Dr1Y8 
Q!fS.El. 

FMX Ford· 1 32§ EJ~ZWQ Federal 2-Wheel DrMl Rear Sem~A utomatc 
BEQ QELEIE 

U!E.S.EL 
FMX Ford- 1 315 · Fiso PICKUP Cal ,ran 10 • CAA 2-Wheel Dr1YS, Rear Sem~Automatc 

2WD Diesel Section 177 states 
FMX Ford . 1 JOO · EJSO 2W D Federal 2-Wheel [)"IYS Rear Sem~A utomatc 

QI~ 
FMX Ford. 1 J!.!2 i=J~ 4WQ Federal Part-t ime 4-Wheel Sem~Automatc 

01E.Sll [)"1YS 
FMX Ford . 1 J27 · [J~ 4WQ Federal Part-l ime 4-Wheel Sem~Automatc 

BED QELEIE; [)"1Y8 
QJESE.L 

FMX Ford. 1 324 f-2502WD Federal 2-Wheel Drr"8 Rear Sem ~Automal c 
BE:O DELETc 

DIFSFI -



FMX Ford - 1 390 • F350 2~ Q Cal item ia + CAA 2-Wheel C:XiYa, Rear Sem~Automatic 
DIESEL Section 177 states 

FMX Ford - 1 315 - F250 Pl~ KUP Federal 2-Wheel Drive, Rear Semi-Automatic 
2WD Diesel 

FMX Ford . 1 327 - F350 4WQ Califcm1a • CAA Part-lime 4-WheEl Sem~Automatic 
Bf D a:LfI~ Section 177 states Dnve 

Dll;_Sl;_l 

FMX Ford - 1 392 F350 4WD Califcmia • CAA Part.time 4-Wheel Sem~Automah:: 
DIES..EL, Section 177 states Dnve 

FMX Ford . 1 J24 - E25Q 2WO Calitcm1a • CAA 2-Wheel C:Xive, Rear Semi-Automatic 
B!;D DEL!;TE Section 177 states 

O!fsa 
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Rick R. Rothman 
Direct Phone: + 1.213.680.6590 
Direct Fax: + 1.2 13.830.8790 
rick.rothman@bingham.com 

June l3, 2013 

Confidential 

Via Electronic Mail & Overnight Delivery 

Anne Wick 
Air Enforcement Division 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Ariel Rios South Building, Room I I I l B 
1200 Pennsylvania A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20004 

Re: Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC Supplemental Response to Request for 
Information Under§ 208(a) of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7542(a) 

Ms. Wick: 

This letter provides the supplemental response of Spartan Diesel Technologies, LLC 
(" Spartan") to the Request for Information by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
("EPA") dated April 11, 20 13 (the " Request for Information"). 

Timing and Scope ofSpartan's Supplemental Response 

On May 13, 2013, Spartan provided its initial responses to Request Nos. 1-3 and 5-6 from 
the Request for lnfonnation. Spartan a lso included: (i) a copy of its response to 
correspondence from the Cali fornia Air Resources Board; and ( ii) Spartan's Limited 
Liability Company Articles of Organization from the North Carolina Secretary of State. 
For reference, Spartan' s prior responses are enclosed as Enclosure A. 

W ith this letter, Spartan also responds lo Request No. 4. This response is provided in 
accordance with the extension of time to respond that you confirmed in your e-mail dated 
May 2, 2013. Spartan again clarifies that it is only responding to the Request for 
lnfonnation to the extent EPA seeks information or documents dated on or after 
September 28, 20 I 0, when Spartan came into existence. 1 Spartan further c la rifies that it 
did not commence its operations and sales until January I, 2011 . Accordingly, Spartan is 
providing responsive information for the period beginning on January I , 2011 and ending 
on April 30, 2013. 

1 Information in Enclosure A confirms when Spartan was fom1ed. 

N755863 19 2 



810gham M,Culc.hrr llP 

b,ngh.iim.corn 

Anne Wick 
June 13, 2013 
Page 2 

If Spartan discovers addit ional information or documents containing information that are 
responsive to the Request for Infom1ation, Spartan will, to the extent necessary and 
appropriate, supplement its responses. 

General Objections to the Request for Information 

Spartan asserts the fo llowing general objections to the Request for Information, which is 
unduly burdensome and unreasonably broad, exceeds EPA 's statutory authority, is 
insuffic iently definite and specific, and is not reasonably relevant to the matter properly 
under inquiry. See US. v. Morton Salt Co. 338 U.S. 632, 652 (1950); F. T.C. v. Texaco, 
555 F.2d 862, 882 (D.C. Cir. 1977). 

I. Spartan has made and continues to make a good faith effort to identify 
information responsive to the Request for Information. Spartan expressly and 
without qualification reserves the right to amend or supplement its response, 
includ ing to provide additional documents. 

2 . Spartan objects to the Request for Information as overbroad and unduly 
burdensome to the extent EPA seeks wide-ranging information and documents 
regarding manufacturing, installations, sales and offers for sale over a large 
geographic area for a period of more than 4 years. 

3. Spartan objects to any implication by EPA that Spartan is a "manufacturer," as all 
of the components identified by Spartan in response to the Request for 
Information are manufactured by third parties, not Spartan. 

4. Spartan objects to the Request for Informat ion to the extent EPA seeks 
information or documents that pre-date Spartan's formation on September 28, 
2010, including information and documents on events that may have taken place 
before Spartan's formation. 

5. Spartan obj ects to the Request for Information to the extent EPA seeks 
information or documents that pre-date Spartan's operations and sales, which 
commenced on January l, 2011. 

6. Spartan objects to EPA's use of the phrase " through the present" as vague and 
ambiguous. Spartan is providing responsive documentation for the per iod 
beginning on January I, 2011 and ending on April 30, 2013. 

7. Spartan objects to the Request for Information as not authorized by law to the 
extent EPA seeks information that is not necessary for EPA "to determine whether 
the manufacturer or other person has acted or is acting in compliance with" parts 
A and C of Title II of the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. § 7542(a). 

N75586J 19 2 



Anne Wick 
June 13, 2013 
Page 3 

8. 

9 . 

10. 

I I. 

12. 

13 

Spartan objects to the Request for lnfonnation as overbroad and u~duly . 
hurdensome to the extent EPA seeks production of"any" or "all" infonn~t,on: 
data, or document<; "regarding" or "related to" Spartan 's business. Despite this 
objection, Spartan will provide a response covering a reasonable scope for each 
such request. 

Spartan objects to the Request for Information to the extent EPA seeks 
information, documents, or information about documents not in Spartan's 
possession, custody, or control. 

Spartan objects to the Request for Information to the extent EPA seeks privileged 
information, including documents and information protected by the attorney-client 
privilege, work product doctrine, or other applicable protection. Despite this 
objection, Spartan will provide non-privileged documents responsive to each such 
request. To the extent any privileged documents are responsive to the Request for 
information, Spartan will also provide a privilege log identifying documents 
protected by the attorney-client privilege and/or work product doctrine. Any 
inadvertent disclosure by Spartan of privileged or otherwise protected material 
shall not be construed to constitute a waiver of applicable privileges or protections. 

Spartan objects to the Request for Information to the extent EPA seek s th e 

production of documents and information already in EPA 's possession . Spartan 
further objects to the Request for Infonnation to the extent EPA seeks information 
or documents Spartan has already submitted to the State of North Carolina or 
which are otherwise as accessible to EPA as they are to Spartan. 

Spartan objects to the Instructions on Attachment C to the Request for 
Information as imposing unduly burdensome and unreasonably broad obligations 
on Spartan. Spartan further objects to Instruction No. 2 as unduly burdensome 
and unreasonably broad to the extent EPA seeks to require Spartan to " identify 
any so~rce that either possesses or is likely to possess" information not avai lable 
to Spartan or not in Spartan's possession, custody, or control. Spurt.an also objects 
to Instruction No. 5 to the extent that EPA seeks to require Spartan to rcrroducc 
documents and information already submitted to EPA. 

Spartan ' s production of documents does not represent or act as an admission by 
Spartan that the contents of all documents produced by Spartan are true, correct. 
or accurate, nor does it act to authenticate such documents for the purposes of 
admissibility in any administrative or judicial proceeding. 

Objections and Responses to Request No. 4 

Spartan incorporates by reference the General Objections stated ahove and Spartan 's 
additional objections to Requests Nos. 1-3 in Spartan's Initial Response to Request for 

/\17HR!>11117. 
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Information Under§ 208(a) of the C lean Air Act, 42 U .S.C. § 7542(a) dated May l 3, 
2013 (see Enclosure A). 

A/75586319 2 
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Anne Wick 
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Page9 

i. Copies of receipts for the total quantity of the component sold by Spartan to 
consumers during each year from January 2009 through the present; and 

Subject to and without waiving its objections, Spartan is enclosing, as Enclosure E, 
responsive documentation for the period beginning on January I, 2011 and ending on 
April 30, 2013. 

j. For parts sold to an individual customer in quantities of 5 or more units 
(Distributors), the quantity that was sold to each Distributor during each 
year: from January 2009 through the present; the name, address, contact 
persons and phone number of each Distributor; and whether the Distributor 
marketed the component under the Spartan brand name. 

Spartan obj ects to this Request as overbroad, unduly burdensome, vague and ambiguous 
to the extent EPA defines the term "distributor" to broadly include any " individual 
customer" who purchased components " in quanti ties of 5 or more units." Spartan has 
some individual customers who may purchase five or more items for those customers' 
individual use - but not for resale. By definition, "distributors" are those ent ities that 
purchase components in order to resell them to their own customers . Spartan is therefore 
providing information only on such known distributors rather than on individual 
customers who may have purchased five or more items from Spartan. Spartan a lso 
objects to this Request as overbroad and unduly burdensome to the extent EPA seeks to 
have Spartan break down its sales to distributors by year, as that would require Spartan to 
review a prohibit ive amount of individual invoices. 

Subject to and without waiving its objections, Spartan is enclosing, as Enclosure F, 
responsive documentation for the period beginning on January I , 2011 and ending on 
April 30, 2013. 

Very truly yours, 

~~~ 
Rick R. Rothman 

r~-~~ 

Enclosures 

Enclosure A - Letter from R. Rothman to A. Wick, EPA, Spartan Diesel Technologies, 
LLC Initial Response to Request for Information Under§ 208(a) o f the Clean Air Act, 
42 U.S.C. § 7542(a) (May 13, 201 3) 

N7SS86319 2 
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Introducing the Spartan Phalanx - Delivering the most powerful Diesel tuning 
thru the most advanced dashboard display. 

Technology Beyond Performance 
www.spartandieseltech.com 

Powering the world's fastest Ford 6.4L trucks with full custom engine and transmission tuning 

TUNING FOR: 
• Towing 

• Power 

• ful'I Economy 

• Drag R.:ic111g 

• Sled Pull ing 

• Dyna Competition 

POWER LEVELS 
• 40HP 

• 75HP 

1/0HP 

• !50HP 

175HP 

L 
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-
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Gauges Diagnostics P£rformanc1: Data Looging 

-Co~ t~ if' 
Customize Ent,rtainmrnt Tuning GPS Navi.gahon 

Monitor EGT, 
Boost, Fuel Econo
my, Power, and hun
dreds of O8D2 sen
sors. 

Customize your 
own digital gauges, 
audio alerts, and 
perform advanced 

diagnostics 

Enjoy MP3/Digital 
Video Player and 

optional GPS 
navigation 

Flash tuning supports Ford 6.4L, 6.0L, 7.3L Diesel. Monitor works on all 0B02 vehicles . 
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Available at t he fol lowing distributors (full dealer list avai lable on website) 

Street Diesel Performance 
Connecticut 

860-250-6082 

Rudy's Performance Parts 
North Carolina 
866-757-6537 

Coy's Diesel Specialties 
Louisana 

225-505-9355 

Dirty Diesel Customs 
Canada 

403-346-2282 



Flash Tune your new 6. 7L Ford Diesel 

.': 

Spartan is proud to be the fi rst to offer engine and transmission tuning for your Ford 6. 7L d iesel 

Whether you want to show your friends blister ing power and torque, get better fuel economy, 

or just improve your new truck, we have the r ight so lution for you . 

Xtreme Diesel 
Performance (XDP) 

New Jersey 
888-DIESEL4 

., Spartan Tuning IS for Ford 6.7L, 6.4l, and 6.0L Diesels. 

Avai lable at the following distributors (full dealer list available on w ebsite) 

River City 
Diesel 
Illinois 

309-699-2488 

St reet Diesel 
Performance 
Connecticut 

860-250-6082 

Rudy's Diesel 
Performance 

North Carolina 
866-757-6537 

www.spartandieseltech.com 

Rock and Roll 
Off road 
Texas 

877-765-8774 

Ri p It 
Customs 
Canada 

780-449-3900 
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Installation and Operation Instructions for each Component Listed in 
Response to Request 4(a) 



BEFORE TUNING YOU TRUCK Fill OUT THE ATTACHED RACE USE DISCLAIMER & 

LIABILITY WAVER. BE SURE TO WRITE REGISTRATION SOMEWHERE ON THE 

BOARDER OF THE DISCLAIMER. FAX TO US AT 828-692-9968, OR SCAN AND 

ATTACH TO AN EMAIL AND SEND TO: sales@spartandieseltech.com 

TUNER REGISTRA T/ON 

To register your tuner send the following info to sales@spartandieseltech.com 

Name, DashDAQ Serial#, and who you purchased your tuner from. 

We will not be able to provide technical support, until we have a signed 

disclaimer from you. DEALER DISCLAIMERS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

DO NOT INSTALL ANY DPF DELETE EXHAUST COMPONENTS UNTIL 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN READ COMPLETELY. DPF DELETE 

TUNE FILES MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO INSTALLING DPF DELETE 

EXHAUST COMPONENTS. FAILURE TO INSTALL NEEDED DPF DELETE 

TUNING BEFORE REMOVING THESE COMPONENTS CAN LEAVE YOUR 

VEHICLE STRANDED UNTIL THE TUNES ARE INSTALLED AND CAN 

CAUSE DAMAGE TO YOUR VEHICLE AND ENGINE. 

PLEASE CONNECT A BATTERY CHARGER TO YOUR TRUCK PRIOR TO LOADING 

ANY TUNE. IT DOESN'T MATTER WHICH ONE AND SET IT ON TRICKLE CHARGE. 
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RACE USE DISCLAIMER AND LIABILITY WAIVER 
This product is designed for competition racing use only. Use on State and 
Federal Highways is a violation of the EPA Clean Air Act. The Clean Air Act can be 
found at http://www.epa.gov/air/caa/. This document contains in detail what are 
considered to be violations of the CAA and corresponding penalties for failure to obey 
and should be read in full before signing this disclaimer and/or installing this off-road, 
race use only product. Ensuring that all emissions, noise/sound, and speed/use related 
laws are followed is the responsibility of the Buyer(s). Installation and use of this product 
indicates that this disclaimer has been read, acknowledged, and understood fully by both 
the Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s). 

The Buyer(s) assume all associated risk of the purchase and/or use of this product. 
"Spartan Diesel Technologies" assumes no responsibility of any personal injury, death, or 
property damage associated with the use of this competition racing use-only product. The 
Buyer(s) assume all responsibility of ensuring that all applicable speed and safety 
restrictions are followed during the use of this product. This includes staying within 
speed limits of tire rating, engine speed restrictions, and legal competition racing use of the 
vehicle and associated product. The above is regardless of capabilities enabled by use of 
any "Spartan Diesel Technologies" product. All local, state, and federal laws and 
ordinances must be adhered during the use of the product. Determining the nature of 
these laws and ordinances is the exclusive responsibility of the Buyer(s). 

Manufacturer Limited Vehicle Warranties should be referenced before installation and 
use of this product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" shall not be held responsible for 
voidance of any Manufacturer Warranties. The vehicle manufacturer is to be referenced 
directly by the Buyer(s) to determine what is or is not permissible under the 
Manufacturer's Limited Warranty. The Buyer(s) assume all possible damages and 
associated costs in the situation of Manufacturer Warranty voidance. 

Installation, service, and use are solely the responsibility of the Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s) 
of the given product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" assumes no liability for personal 
injury or property damage due to misuse, mis-installation, or improper service of the 
product. The Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s) assume all responsibility of ensuring that all proper 
instructions for installation and use are followed. This product is capable of the 
following: 

I. Making the vehicle incompliant with Local , State and Federal emissions 
regulations. 

11. Making the vehicle capable of generating vehicle speeds unsafe for driving 



conditions. 

Ill. Making the vehicle capable of generating conditions exceeding safe vehicle 
speeds based on mechanical condition of the vehicle, such as tire speed ratings. 

IV. Making the vehicle capable of exceeding mechanical limits of engine speed, 
power output, and mechanical stress upon the powertrain, driveline, chassis, and 
body of the vehicle. 

V. Producing power and torque output requiring superior driving skills and 
techniques in order to be safely applied. 

It is the sole responsibility of the Buyer(s) and User(s) of this product to be aware of 
these additional capabilities and adjust the installation and use of the product accordingly. 
All other warranties, express or implied, are not applicable for the purchase and use of 
this product. Failure of the product due to misuse or mis-installation is specifically 
excluded from the Limited Warranty of this product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" will 
not be held liable for indirect, incidental and/or consequential damages caused by the 
purchase, installation, and/or use of the product. 

Signature of this disclaimer and waiver is necessary in order to receive 
tunes/calibrations from Spartan Diesel Technologies to enable use of our DPF Delete 
6.4 Liter, or 6.7 Liter Ford Products. 

Signature of this disclaimer and waiver implies that the Buyer(s) and all potential 
User(s) have read, understood, and accepted the contents and responsibilities of 
both the said disclaimer and Federal EPA Clean Air Act linked and referenced 
herein. 

PRINT NAME OF BUYER ADDRESS OF BUYER 

CONTACT TELEPHONE CITY, START, ZIP CODE 

EMAIL ADDRESS TUNER SERIAL NUMBER 

SIGNATURE OF BUYER 
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Website Setup and Basics 

Our 6.4L Powerstroke products now come preloaded with the following tunes 
for automatic transmission trucks: 

40HP On-Road (DPF On) 7SHP On-Road (DPF On) 12SHP On-Road (DPF On) 

1S0HP On-Road (DPF On) 40HP Race (DPF OFF) 7SHP Race (DPF OFF) 

12SHP Race (DPF OFF) 1S0HP Race (DPF OFF) 17SHP Race (DPF OFF) 

210HP Race (DPF OFF) 2S0HP Race (DPF OFF) 27SHP Race (DPF OFF) 

300HP Race (DPF OFF) 310HP Race (DPF OFF) 3S0HP Race (DPF OFF) 

***NOTE*** For trucks with manual transmissions you will need to email your 
vin# and strategy code to us after registering your tuner. Please specify if you 

need regular, or egr delete tunes. Send your request to: 
tech@spartandieseltech.com 

The following files are available for manual transmissions trucks: 

40HP Race (DPF OFF) 75HP Race (DPF OFF) 125HP Race (DPF OFF) 1S0HP Race (DPF OFF) 

210HP Race (DPF OFF) 2S0HP Race (DPF OFF) 27SHP Race (DPF OFF) 

L ,::_,;::. :.!~ ~ ,1 J 1'. I 

newcustomer 

-------1 
Login 

For-got l ogin" 

310HP Race (DPF OFF) 
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Upon receiving this product, please log into our site at 

www.spartandieseltech.com. using the "Customer/Dealer 

Login" form found on the main page of our site. Please use 

the "username" and " password" that we provided when 

you registered your tuner with us. 

Directions will be provided in the email on how to confirm 

and activate your account. 



A confirmation email will be sent to the email 

address you provide to us at time of 

purchase. Directions will be provided in the 

email on how to confirm and activate your 

account. 

Once logged in, you will be required to 

provide specific information about your 

vehicle. Select "My Details" under the "User 

Menu" on the right side of the page, then 

"Edit", and "Update Your Profile". You must 

fill out all required fields with the correct 

information. The "VIN" and "Strategy" 

information can be found by plugging your 

Phalanx Console into your vehicle. Power the 

console unit on. From "Gauges", select "Exit". 

Next select "Tuning". Now select "Vehicle Info" and then follow the directions on the screen. This 

information is required for technical support- tech support cannot be provided until this 

profile is filled out completely. 

profile is filled out completely. 

Your strategy code will look something like 8C3A-14C204-HCA 8C3A-14C337-CH. Your engine strategy 

code is 8C3A-14C204-HCA, and you transmission strategy code is 8C3A-14C337-CH. When entering the 

info on the website be sure to include the dashes between the numbers and letters. 

We highly recommend all new users visit our web site and forum for assistance and detailed instructions 
at http://spartandieseltech.com/index.php/frequently-asked-questions/5-tech-support , and technical 

support forum www.spartandieseltech.com/forum . Both provides a wealth of information about 
gauges, monitor configurations, custom tune file downloads, and many other helpful subjects. 

Previous customers please note- it is no longer necessary to use the "tune request" function of your 

profile, since our products are now pre-loaded with tuning. 

Tuning Installation 

To begin the tuning process, visit the "Tuning" menu of the Phalanx console with the console plugged 

into the vehicle. (The vehicle diagnostic port is located under the dash on the driver's side). Click on the 

"Load Tune" function. The console will then prompt on-screen key-on/key-off instructions to retrieve 

your vehicle's calibration information- do not start the vehicle during this process. Once complete, a list 

of available tune files will appear (these can be scrolled through using the left and right arrows at the 

top of the screen). Please choose the tune you wish to install accordingly- make sure that the correct 

DPF setting is chosen for your application. 



On-Road (DPF ON) Tuning- to be used competition racing use only applications, with the factory DPF 

(Diesel Particulate Filter) and DOC (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst; otherwise known as catalytic converter) 

still in place. If you have not removed any exhaust components, these are the settings you will need to 

use. 

Race Tuning (DPF OFF) Tuning- to be used STRICTLY for competition racing use applications (please 

reference your copy of the signed Liability/Race Use Disclaimer for legal details). These tunes are to be 

installed if your factory DPF and/or DOC is going to be removed after installing the tunes. 

Installing racing only tuning with the DPF in place will cause DPF and engine damage; Installing on-road 

tuning with the DPF removed will place the vehicle in constant regeneration (filter cleaning mode) and 

will excessively overfuel- causing an excess of white exhaust smoke and eventual engine damage. Please 

choose carefully; if you aren't sure as to which needs to be installed in your application, contact our tech 

support department. 

Once the proper tune file has been chosen, the console will begin backing up your stock file, then 

installing the chosen tune file. The stock file backup is done automatically and requires no intervention. 

The first "flash" of the vehicle will take 32 minutes to back up the stock file and download your new tune 

file. Do NOT unplug or shut down the Phalanx console during the file loading process, and do NOT turn 

the ignition switch/key off for any reason until the file is complete. Doing so will destroy the vehicle 

computers, leaving the truck inoperable until towed to a Ford dealership for computer module 

replacement- damage from this is NOT warrantable by Spartan or Ford- SO DO NOT TURN THE KEY 

OFF DURING DOWNLOAD, PERIOD. 

Installing Upgrade Licenses and Custom Tunes 

If you have purchased an upgrade license to acquire the tern tunes, the license file will need to be 

installed to your Phalanx Console for those files to become active and usable. 

Once purchased, the license file will either be downloadable from the "My tune and Files" area of your 

customer profile on our website, or sent via email if purchased from an authorized dealer. 

Once downloaded to your PC, the file needs to be copied to the SD memory card located in the slot on 

the right side of your flash console. Remove the card by pushing in slightly, and it will pop out. The card 

will then need to be installed into your PC (if your computer does not have an SD Memory Card reader 

installed, they are available at any computer supply store such as Best Buy and even at Wal-Mart). 
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Drag the downloaded license file from your PC into the "transfer" folder shown above. After moving, 

you should see the license file listed by double-clicking on the "transfer" folder to open it. 

Once placed onto the SD memory card, reinstall the card into your flash console with the console 

unplugged. Then the license can be installed by using the "command" function inside the tuning menu, 

or by going to "Setup", then "SD Card", then "Install", then "License" and selecting the needed license. 

The console should confirm installation of the license with a message that says "License Installed 

Successfully"- once this is complete the extra tunes associated with the license level you purchased will 

be available in the "Load Tunes" menu for installation into your vehicle. 

Any custom files (written specifically for your truck, i.e. for hardware modifications, ect.) delivered will 

be downloaded in an identical manner, except placed into the "tuning files" folder. Once located there, 

they will be accessible via the "Load Tunes" menu like all others 

~) 

0 
Gauge Configuration 

Your Phalanx Flash console comes pre-set with our recommended monitoring options. 

Only one step is required to bring the monitoring functions on line and viewable. 

With the console plugged into the vehicle, and the vehicle either "keyed" on or running, select the "Find 

Signals" button within the setup menu. This will identify all monitor able signals on your vehicle. 

Instructions for gauge customization are available on the Update Software disc included with your tuner, 

and on our forums and Drew Technologies' website at www.spartandieseltech.com/forum and 

www.dashdaq.com respectively. A full list of signal definitions is also available on both sites. Below is a 

quick "run through" of the most commonly used acronyms-

EGRTA, "Exhaust Gas Recirculation Temperature A" in the Ford Specific list = Pre-Turbo EGT 

MGP, "Manifold Gauge Pressure" in the Ford Specific list = Boost 

ECT, "Engine Coolant Temperature" = Standard engine temperature (coolant) 

EOT, "Engine Oil Temperature"= Temperature of engine oil after oil cooler 

FRP, "Fuel Rail Pressure" in Ford Specific and Generic O8D11 lists = High Pressure Fuel System Pressure 

IATl, "Intake Air Temperature 1" = Air Temperature at Mass Air Flow Sensor (near air filter) 

IAT2, " Intake Air Temperature 2" = Manifold Air Temperature, after intercooler 

FRT, "Fuel Rail Temperature"= Temperature of fuel return to high pressure fuel system 



EGR Delete Files, Manual Transmissions, 

and other notes 

Please note if you need egr delete tunes for trucks with automatic transmissions, you will need to 

download them from our website after registering your tuner with us. These files are designed for use 

with any aftermarket EGR Delete/ Removal kit, and will work with any brand of EGR delete that removes 

the EGR cooler, EGR Valve, EGR throttle plate, and other EGR-related components. The purpose of these 

tunes is to eliminate any diagnostic trouble codes and cruise control inhibition caused by removal of the 

EGR system. If your truck has the EGR removed, please choose the appropriate delete tune for the HP 

level you want to use. 

Vehicles equipped with the 6-Speed manual transmission will not automatically identify tune files. 

Please send an email to tech@spartandieseltech.com containing the following info so we can 

write your tune. Subject line of the email should be Manual 6.4L Tunes 

Name 

DashDAQ serial# 

Who the unit was purchased from 

Vin# and strategy code 

Please specify if you need regular, or egr delete tunes 

Also note that some files are labeled as "el". These tunes are designed for later-model MY2009 and 

MY2010 trucks (or any 6.4) equipped with 3.55 ratio differential gears. Use of these tunes is not 

mandatory, but users with 3.55-geared trucks will find shifting and lockup to be most optimal with 

them. 

Thanks, 

6.4L Calibration Team 

Spartan Diesel Technologies 



This page between component instructions intentionally left blank. 



BEFORE TUNING YOU TRUCK FILL OUT THE ATTACHED RACE USE DISCLAIMER & 

LIABILITY WAVER. BE SURE TO WRITE REGISTRATION SOMEWHERE ON THE 

BOARDER OF THE DISCLAIMER. FAX TO US AT 828-692-9968, OR SCAN AND 

ATTACH TO AN EMAIL AND SEND TO: sales@spartandieseltech.com 

TUNER REGISTRATION 

To register your tuner send the following info to sales@spartandieseltech.com 

Name, DashDAQ Serial#, and who you purchased your tuner from. 

We will not be able to provide technical support, or register you tuner until we 

have a signed disclaimer from you. DEALER DISCLAIMERS WILL NOT BE 

ACCEPTED. 

DO NOT INSTALL ANY DPF DELETE EXHAUST COMPONENTS UNTIL 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN READ COMPLETELY. DPF DELETE 

TUNE FILES MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO INSTALLING DPF DELETE 

EXHAUST COMPONENTS. FAILURE TO INSTALL NEEDED DPF DELETE 

TUNING BEFORE REMOVING THESE COMPONENTS CAN LEAVE YOUR 

VEHICLE STRANDED UNTIL THE TUNES ARE INSTALLED AND CAN 

CAUSE DAMAGE TO YOUR VEHICLE AND ENGINE. 

PLEASE CONNECT A BATTERY CHARGER TO YOUR TRUCK PRIOR TO LOADING 

ANY TUNE. IT DOESN'T MATTER WHICH ONE AND SET IT ON TRICKLE CHARGE. 



Unlocking your 6. 7L Tuner 

In order to unlock the tuning functions on your 6.7L tuner, 

please read the directions in the following pages concerning 

how to list your truck's information on the Spartan website. 

Once this is complete, please email the following information to 

sales@spartandieseltech.com, with the email subject header as 
11 6.7 Tuner Unlock" . 

Customer Name 

Tuner Serial Number 

Vehicle VIN 

Vehicle Strategy (see instructions for how to read this from the 

truck) 



Your email will be responded to with the needed "index file" to 

unlock all of the tuning functions of your Phalanx unit, along 

with a stock file used to return your vehicle back to stock once 

the tuner is removed. Instructions for installing both of these 

will be included in the email. 

We require the email, in conjunction with the data stored on 

our website, to ensure that we always have your truck's 

information available to fully support both your truck and 

tuner, and that the data is correct. That information is a crucial 

part of the way we deliver proper stock files back to our 

customers, which is critical in the event you need to remove 

your tuner for warranty work. 

For more information on why this is necessary, and how this 

process helps to protect your vehicle's warranty, please visit 

our website. 

If you have any questions or need help with this process, just 

call or email us. 



RACE USE DISCLAIMER AND LIABILITY WAIVER 
This product is designed for competition racing use only. Use on State and 
Federal Highways is a violation of the EPA Clean Air Act. The Clean Air Act can be 
found at http://www.epa.gov/air/caa/. This document contains in detail what are 
considered to be violations of the CAA and corresponding penalties for failure to obey 
and should be read in full before signing this disclaimer and/or installing this off-road, 
race use only product. Ensuring that all emissions, noise/sound, and speed/use related 
laws are followed is the responsibility of the Buyer(s). Installation and use of this product 
indicates that this disclaimer has been read, acknowledged, and understood fully by both 
the Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s). 

The Buyer(s) assume all associated risk of the purchase and/or use of this product. 
"Spartan Diesel Technologies" assumes no responsibility of any personal injury, death, or 
property damage associated with the use of this competition racing use-only product. The 
Buyer(s) assume all responsibility of ensuring that all applicable speed and safety 
restrictions are followed during the use of this product. This includes staying within 
speed limits of tire rating , engine speed restrictions, and legal competition racing use of the 
vehicle and associated product. The above is regardless of capabilities enabled by use of 
any "Spartan Diesel Technologies" product. All local, state, and federal laws and 
ordinances must be adhered during the use of the product. Determining the nature of 
these laws and ordinances is the exclusive responsibility of the Buyer(s). 

Manufacturer Limited Vehicle Warranties should be referenced before installation and 
use of this product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" shall not be held responsible for 
voidance of any Manufacturer Warranties. The vehicle manufacturer is to be referenced 
directly by the Buyer(s) to determine what is or is not permissible under the 
Manufacturer's Limited Warranty. The Buyer(s) assume all possible damages and 
associated costs in the situation of Manufacturer Warranty voidance. 

Installation, service, and use are solely the responsibility of the Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s) 
of the given product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" assumes no liability for personal 
injury or property damage due to misuse, mis-installation, or improper service of the 
product. The Buyer(s) and lnstaller(s) assume all responsibility of ensuring that all proper 
instructions for installation and use are followed. This product is capable of the 
following: 

I. Making the vehicle incompliant with Local, State and Federal emissions 
regulations. 



II. Making the vehicle capable of generating vehicle speeds unsafe for driving 
conditions. 

Ill. Making the vehicle capable of generating conditions exceeding safe vehicle 
speeds based on mechanical condition of the vehicle, such as t ire speed ratings. 

IV. Making the vehicle capable of exceeding mechanical limits of engine speed, 
power output, and mechanical stress upon the powertrain, driveline, chassis, and 
body of the vehicle. 

V. Producing power and torque output requiring superior driving skills and 
techniques in order to be safely applied. 

It is the sole responsibility of the Buyer(s) and User(s) of this product to be aware of 
these additional capabilities and adjust the installation and use of the product accordingly. 
All other warranties , express or implied, are not applicable for the purchase and use of 
this product. Failure of the product due to misuse or mis-installation is specifically 
excluded from the Limited Warranty of this product. "Spartan Diesel Technologies" will 
not be held liable for indirect, incidental and/or consequential damages caused by the 
purchase, installation, and/or use of the product. 

Signature of this disclaimer and waiver is necessary in order to receive 
tunes/calibrations from Spartan Diesel Technologies to enable use of our DPF Delete 
6.4 Liter, or 6.7 Liter Ford Products. 

Signature of this disclaimer and waiver implies that the Buyer(s) and all potential 
User(s) have read, understood, and accepted the contents and responsibilities of 
both the said disclaimer and Federal EPA Clean Air Act linked and referenced 
herein. 

PRINT NAME OF BUYER ADDRESS OF BUYER 

CONTACT TELEPHONE CITY, START, ZIP CODE 

EMAIL ADDRESS TUNER SERIAL NUMBER 

SIGNATURE OF BUYER 



Pre-Turbo EGT's 

Due to the fact that t he 6.7l truck does not have a pre-turbo EGT sensor installed from the factory, a 

simple EGT reading via the Phalanx/DashDAQ is not possible without other associated hardware. 

Our recommended method of properly reading Pre-Turbo exhaust gas temperatures is via one of two 

different kits available from Sean @ Street Diesel Performance. 

"EGT Sensor Relocation Kit" Part# 67EGT 
This is a pair of plates that install easily to remove one EGR feed pipe and allow one of the 
factory exhaust EGT sensors removed from the exhaust under the truck (12xl.2Smm 
thread) to be relocated into the center of the engine, right side exhaust manifold to read pre 
turbo EGT. The sensor shared the same plugs making this a simple way to read EGT 
preturbo with drilling. 

Benefits- Easiest kit to install 
Drawbacks- Does not remove the full EGR system 

"EGT Relocation and EGR Removal Kit" Part# 67SCOOLERD 
This is a full cooler delete to remove everything from the topside of the right side engine 
va lve cover. Including in the kit is all the blockoff plates, brackets and hardware to remove 
all EGR cooler and electronics. Also included for the Spartan tuners is a coolant pipe to 
relocate the water temp sensor from the EGR coolers. This sensor is used to monitor the 
water temp for the intercooler cooling system which is a unique feature of the Spartan 
tuner. 
Benefits- Removes full EGR system; helps lower intercooler temperatures and gives a 
cleaner under-hood appearance. 
Drawbacks- Slightly more involved and time-consuming installation. 

Both kits are compatible with ONLY DPF-OFF tuning. Purchase and installation is not a 
necessity, but it is highly recommended. 



Website Setup and Basics 

Our 6.7l Powerstroke products now come preloaded with the following tunes: 

(25HP DPF ON - 90 DPF ON Cab & Chassis Only) 
SOHP DPF ON -125 DPF ON 

, ' • ~ ~ .. l r: I• 

n ewcust omer 

·-····-1 
(II .. •' r i-1, 1 1 11 • , · • rn ,--

F orqot loq,n-, 

40HP RACE-80HP RACE-120HP RACE 

165HP RACE & 200HP RACE 

Upon receiving this product, please log into our site at 

www .spartandieseltech.com, using the "Customer / Dealer 

Login" form found on the main page of our site. Please use 

the " username" and "password" that we provided when 

you registered your tuner with us. 

Directions will be provided in the email on how to confirm 

and activate your account. 



Once logged in, you will be 

required to provide specific 

information about your 

vehicle. Select "My Details" 

under the "User Menu" on 

the right side of the page, 

then "Edit", and "Update 

Your Profile". You must fill 

out all required fields with 

the correct information. The 

"VIN" and "Strategy" 

information can be found by 

plugging your Phalanx 

Console into your vehicle. 

Power the console unit on. 

From " Gauges", select " Exit". 

Next select "Tuning". Now select "Vehicle Info" and then follow the directions on the screen. This 

information is required for technical support- tech support cannot be provided until this 

profile is filled out completely. 

Your strategy code will look something like BC3A-14C204-ESA BC3A-14C337-CH. Your engine strategy 

code is BC3A-14C204-ESA, and you transmission strategy code is BC3A-14C337-CH. When entering the 

info on the website be sure to include the dashes between the numbers and letters. 

We highly recommend all new users visit our web site and forum for assistance and detailed instructions 
at http ://sparta ndiese !tech.com/index. ph p/frequently-as ked-questions/5-tech-su ppo rt , and tech n ica I 

support forum www.spartandieseltech.com/forum . Both provides a wealth of information about 
gauges, monitor configurations, custom tune file downloads~ and many other helpful subjects. 

Tuning Installation 

To begin the tuning process, visit the "Tuning" menu of the Phalanx console with the console plugged 

into the vehicle. (The vehicle diagnostic port is located under the dash on the driver's side). Click on the 

"Load Tune" function. The console will then prompt on-screen key-on/key-off instructions to retrieve 

your vehicle's calibration information- do not start the vehicle during this process. Once complete, a list 

of available tune files will appear (these can be scrolled through using the left and right arrows at the 

top of the screen). Please choose the tune you wish to install accordingly- make sure that the correct 
DPF setting is chosen for your application. 

On-Road (DPF ON) Tuning- to be used for on-road applications, with the factory DPF (Diesel Particulate 

Filter) , DOC (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst; otherwise known as catalytic converter), SCR (Selective Catalyst 

Reductant) and DEF (Diesel Exhaust Fluid) still in place. If you have not removed any exhaust 



components, these are the settings you will need to use. 

Race Tuning- to be used STRICTLY for competition racing use only applications (please reference your 

copy of the signed Liability/Race Use Disclaimer for legal details). These tunes are to be installed if your 

factory DPF, DOC, SCR, and DEF is going to be removed after installing the tunes. 

Installing racing only tuning with the DPF in place will cause DPF and engine damage; Installing on-road 

tuning with the DPF removed will place the vehicle in constant regeneration (filter cleaning mode) and 

will excessively overfuel- causing an excess of white exhaust smoke and eventual engine damage. Please 

choose carefully; if you aren't sure as to which needs to be installed in your application, contact our tech 

support department. 

The first "flash" of the vehicle will take 19 minutes to back up the stock file and download your new tune 

file. Do NOT unplug or shut down the Phalanx console during the file loading process, and do NOT turn 

the ignition switch/key off for any reason until the file is complete. Doing so may damage the vehicle 

computers, leaving the truck inoperable until towed to a Ford dealership for computer module 

replacement- damage from this is NOT warrantable by Spartan or Ford- SO DO NOT TURN THE KEY 

OFF DURING DOWNLOAD, PERIOD. 

Custom Tunes 
All units are currently shipped with all available tunes. Custom file are written on an individual basic and 

must be purchased through Spartan. 

Any custom files (written specifically for your truck, ie for hardware modifications, ect.) will be emailed 

to you. Just follow the instructions that are emailed to you. 

Gauge Configuration 
Your Phalanx Flash console comes pre-set with our recommended monitoring options. 

Only one step is required to bring the monitoring functions on line and viewable. 

With the console plugged into the vehicle, and the vehicle either "keyed" on or running, select the "Find 

Signals" button within the setup menu. This will identify all monitorable signals on your vehicle. 

Instructions for gauge customization are available on the Update Software disc included with your tuner, 

and on our forums and Drew Technologies' website at www.spartandieseltech.com/forum and 

www.dashdaq.com respectively. A full list of signal definitions is also available on both sites. 

Thanks, 

6.7L Calibration Team 

Spartan Diesel Technologies 
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCnONS 
MAJCE. FORO 
MODEL POv.fR STROKE 
YEAR: 200&-2010 
ENGIIE:V&-S. (td) 
WHEELBASE: tse- to I 7'Z' 

4" Turbo-Back 
49-43030 (409SS) 

THIS PART IS FOR RACE USE ONLY 
Tli1 ti I Rm 0,.,, fl'nlcul ,dtl'j lot llcn Ill ts li:a!ltd ID 

3CM SSEmaultTip (': 
49-90004 -

doatck:Olnl Wld open-«US! l'K11' flat II sn1alld bf I rteogutd 
nrcsng qn lrty achtr cae, ~IUStg r1Cftl1lm''III ol-f08d ua, ccud bt 11 

"'culion ol lclal. saat, •nd ftderal laws. Thie CJ$1t llso rtcJ.lf'la •n anwauwtte, 
• traNt mOGH ID wart snpedf ti fte veNdt. 

Mid-Pip• 1 
Oa-44371 (409 SS) 

Mld-Pip•Z 
05-44380 (400 SS) 

Muffler o.let• P pe 
-'9-91002 ~09 SS) 

Nld-Pta,. 3 
05-44383 '409 SS) 

Ov«Mk/T~ 
05-4432.2 '4109 SS} 

S'ltpf: (lbMl ........ p,wt•lubll611) owtyo&a larwad II 
.., bt ,.NlllrJ 1D nmOW"t crassmt blr llr ubo cbim pipe Ml.~• not to Gt 911 lie factory tad on mcu,1 

l\ey wtl bt rtUSfd. OilC(l'IIJICI •nsars al tf1I comeclons.. t CdCl'I not to cbs:19 111f MlSIIR /I is,.~---'" ,. .. , , • ., 
U,ld• 0• dapt1 •li1 ••in spt• hs ,-_ futaJJu. 

Slip~ F« of mstlblon sprnd flt piKa ol h tdllusl ung lldl oC ~ ffhcil accar~ ., C. dia~am shcMn abova 

5Y1p .1:lnUII IBad-pipt 1'1. .... mkl-pipe Z .ct 3 wtlt bald a& You -, need ID dlar1iln i$ppt 3 ~ GUN WMel-
bl lmgD\ Do not tuty lltf'1n 

Slip 4: Install bl m"1!« dlltll PIS» using tie In mps mcalld 

S'r,p S:Ulimg h fKIDfy c; llon i:sCUU now instd Owtr •xflltaf-pipt. 

Shp I: , IDr lligrmtrit and.-.., .. mwllOic.. Y<U wt~cini1 now p1iu.. • • r ahlusl 
campcnnU llhlf Ila Int ~1 s. 

IIOTE: 
• • rte 

tD cod da#np,u, a, intt:ifd.ln ..,_, Mti,v en" uidtrycu •Ndt prr,c1MJ • 
,,,,,, IS#/1 IMllp«sUII J .. , tJIUU llHIWS buns. War ptOIKIJt •:Y mt ,,, ...,..,....,.._ ond a, ,rrsrn. 

mtal•tm. .,., rK•••nb pn,lusiu,I lutal:IIJ.11 .,, Hr ,nlfftl. 
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INSTALLATION lfSlRUCTIONS 
MAKf:FOP.O 
MOOEt.; PO 'r'ER STROKt: 
YEAR 2 08-2010 
EfG,E \J G 4l WJ) 
MERBASE: i56"tol72' 

THIS PART IS RACE USE ONLY 
llis 1s a ·Race Onlf troauc.t used sotaly rct compettlCWl s u ,s lrrtlad o 

dosad•c.oursa and c,p~-ause racing IU\t ls mrmally slVld.looad tTi a racogNZrd 
rmno or. !la' n My o us lndulir,J raa ooal -r use coo:d m 
~olahOn of local stale anciA>r feds l:r.vs ilis S'fl~ atsr> requ es an avienn net 

elactrorac mocs~e ~ work prolJ}rty \Voth ~~ 

Mid-Pipe •1 
05 .1_1:- ;J.) 

0S-.U37~ - SSI 

BandQamp 
(b-41042 

4u Race Pipe 
49-03010 (Al) 

49-43031 (409 SS) 

To OE Mldfler -

Mid-Pl pe f'l 

05-.S2381 , 
os-.;43a1 < 3 s.~ 

Step 1 : (Reid lnsnd CI\S priar tD lnslallation) .. , , s-51 
R... ~C~!{}Pf - ~ •~. ; flt nti • ri 

niwn as wy tr. I CJ$~ tt Is rlCOltWll4llded 1D nol fully dght1111M c:bff$$ until lhe entire system has been 
Installed. 

Step 2: ,. { 11SJ:&t1Jl!tf• ~ ~~~tf ~~~ !de '(OJJ ~ n llh • 

Step 3: Alt.:lth mid p pe # I 1,r~ using sur~e{I II.It! or..s OOltn Cf l!lllO OO't't1l· ll:n 1n6UJII m,~ ppe "I. Willl Ile Wf)Prt.J ~.:¥)\) 

1'lC> t2!:6~esl 11~ pipe 1 r!llJ 0£.' :.. !!d 10~ IT! 

Sltp 4: .;:ftt:l f nmml an-J ,i!l I ;oo~ Yw, Ill~ IS 00','t -E 1115 re-:c:n~d to fe-9i:ltlt~ ::Jt..ttl.)! 
~~ affl!I fl .. fit 50 100 111 es 

NOTH; 

~-- ,7i 0, IIWl9 )°" !'ft - tit(~ 
- mtt, f-~ ffl o,o:,..--i :ma; :· •· ~.u.,. a U ' HJC:ill 
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INSTALLAnON INSTRUCnONS 
NAKE:FORD 

ODEL PO\'£R STROKE 
,EAR: 2011 
ENGINE:V&-6 7l. (t<n 
WHEELBASE.: 14 t• to 17T 

THIS PART IS FOR RACE OR Off.HIGHWAY USE ONLY 
Irr: bon ol opa,•d CII roads 

t.d«lll.1111t. or IDca iow, or ~aucm lrKf~ b&a ml iriltd IQ. emission 
rwq\lTlffl end 11otw wihidt ltt, tullbrch " • • tis ~ mar f 
~ uc:ed en, an a rDCJng v.tidt wtidl wil """ba q>nlld an p&alc raids. 

Bond a.,., 
0~1 42 

Front Pepe 
05-44387 (4095Sl 

. _,. 

4• DPF-Delete 
raa-.mwo.-.e,_,., 

49-43035 (409SS) 

3GI SS EJdloutt Tlp 

l 

'9--90018 -- '\ 'h 

On~~ee 
ov_,.a.S.trollpepe 
0$-411 Q8 (-'08&Sl 

Muffler o.fete Pipe 
05-M025 (C09SSJ 

... 

st•p ,: {1lad lalntctiOH .... h IHlalJ.Un) "-• you Hhut ti . t:hl,. of yu tnn wming yea, 
,ulan naC llgt .. tlctory ... Ukln lllo&ml u., ¥iii be ramd. Discomecl 1 al lie COIIIKtiora. lab l10C ~ 

Jam9.,. llfaR. It a nicea•m•,. _, ldf fl,ttn tt• ,apsw1111I It• at1n..,st1:a ._,,_. ~,. 

Shp ~ Fo, cl ntlldan sp9ld Ill si-us crf •lhant sidl af 'tfU wetldl accorcttw b cil'1 w:.i lbON 

sr,p J: lnslll lnlnt PIP• 1 f1r rwn 1rwlAI uw mtcf-ppes 1 and 2 I\ 111 D1111d ctup1 ano tangw d:l,r:,p You may ne.a to shorlln 
eldiiJ» Z dtclt~ on the wt. Do Uy 

•• 4:ln5UI 1he riff t1 ,-.,, UP1g U\t a.o dalnpt nlcaHd. Do nol .. , gNen. S,. , : Utli8ng l'le tactary 1 .. 1.tDl fflQl.llU !WW mllil OWIMillit{ J..flipl 

sr.,, 1: ..,._, a ffll nbl o111u1 ._, n ~ al can:. It.. II II mdtdturt-
tglttn al ...... , CClnponn:I aft« first~ 100 ml 

st., 1: 111 wu 111 tn •. bthntn • and hlnglr lnCU'll 11 n:)l IIK~ to 
ongin:il i1tcb inom•~ rut 00 NOT OVER TOfTEH1 

Cflll•~ AJ"'11 , /or yvc, ,~ to t ool «-n pnt1 a, ,,.bid«! KfMln Wlrit,v on a llldtlr~ wllclil p,oc1«J w; CMJUM ExlUam 
•m~r,.C- /JIii S IUfCl&IU ~bclns. W: • prollt l'lf fl)'~,nt rJ1 g;,wn IIIJd a,,nur, 11 

maiden m rK.,.,.nb prrlm•11II iliSWiM •• nr ,,.,KU 
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INSTAUADON INSlRUCTIONS 
MAKE· F iRO 
MODEL Pl'.h'Jt.P STR ~ 

YEAR 2tll 1-2012 
EtGhE:. VB•6.7L (td) 
WI-EB RASE: Al E .int Can cna~ 

THIS PART IS RACE USE ONLY 
This rs a ·Race Onty ~t ~ soiet-1 few compeatJon s uSi! 1s Amied ro 

CJosoo•course ems open-cClJ'se rz.crw., tai IS onnal~· s oo by a ~:ogn:?ea 
r :mo cirga:u,?.aton. My o er us~ sndudrci reaoa ooal otl-roail u crud te m 
,'lofatJOn o! locaJ stata all1/0r r eral 1:r.vs ilrs S'Jt~ also r~es an a arma:kct 

aac11011c m • a ,. w«~. ::ro;Ely w11t1 Wlthui? 

_To OE Down-Pipe~ 

Band Clamp 
~-41 C.Al 

/ 

Fr<ri Pipe 
'i.42 ~ ;.L 

05 44387 (.109 SS) 

4° Race Pipe 
49-83012 (Al) 

49-438.1& (tOI SS) 

HlngerQamp 
OS. 4 1197 

• 

Mtd-Apell 
05-42391 (Al) 

OS..~4391 {409 5$ 

Step 1: (Read Instruct ans pdor to Installation) ~.t'lllt. t .. gs : a~ c~tims i · t:a.1 as OC-l to dilr.~ arr, Si:ll!IOls 
'ir.-. C ,-. i))C ~ 3 ~ ~ I • - . .. :;.:JI nc.t d~ i: ~i .IJY l5l.ee' 1 

mwn~ •y be r It ls IICOl111llnded ID not 1'dly tighttn the di-. I.Slti1 fie mire qs1em has bettn 
Installed. 

St!p 2: - risut:a en ~r.ao 1: oeces d ti:., .11?21$1 a:C\'lf ~r 

Step 3: Alt.set! trCJit ppe fUt IJSrlg Die SU~ rl nub ruld tat, lo OE Ibo du.m-ppe llffl 111!:al lffll-p:fr RI WIil ~ 
l'llllldhai~dil'TlO 

Step 4: 1 lei 3Ji1JflT1:fl1 an.:J fJOhtcn COMC I) Ywr 111 ' 
~0nlXJl!fll> atttr tie :st 50-100 mdes 

~ 5: 1e u~a a tr .: a1 the f,l,f".Qert ttv.:1 _ ;1 1M rroo· rg;e - ttt- oog ~:~ rr~IQ '1.1:., ro ,. r 
J~TIGHTEtl 

IIOTU: 
• cfc I~~ l?,,11 I~ llt ~ ' 

ca.iiorc 
•~~li.t~ ~ an,, l.ffl,;iUI wm 
lldblUI ... N • ,rtaeta. 




